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DEDICATION.

To the native Elders, Plan and Band Workers,
Sunday School Teachers, Sick Visitors,
and Tract Distributors
Who have loyally stood by me and lzeld up my hands

In the superintendenc3 1 of the
Christian Mission
This book is lovingly dedicated by

THE AUTHOR.

INTRODUCTION,
Si11.eean introdttetion is a short, concise way of telling
one person who another is, it is my business to tell in
short what this book is. \Ye doubt if there could be
a more fitting introduction than the following:
Reader, I have the pleasure of introducing you to the
record of "Exploits done in the Tropics," by C. O. Moulton. Nearly four months toil with Brother Moulton
"'in the tropics," where I haYe met the people he writes
about, seen the places where his life has been in peril
on land and sea, have met hundreds brou~ht to Christ
through his ministry, and learned how he receives nothing but his food from the funds of the mission, trusting
God for personal gifts to be sent him with instructions
that it is to be used for him or his family, on which to
clothe, educate, etc., and seeing the many missions he
and his loyal workers have built, made me curious to
read the manuscript of this book.
The many thrilling incidents of how Cod has deli-vered, fed, clothed, vindicated, led and used the author
<>fthis book, will encourage faith, bring about revivals,
and cause fainting ones to rise up in the strength of the
God of Israel to do "Exploits."
We doubt if any one in the home-land can read it
without having a greater missionary zeal. We predict
for it on this line that many readers of the book will go
to different mission fields to do "Exploits" for our Cod,
that thousands of idle money will be put out on the
same mission, while fainting, discouraged, half fed, unhealthy missionaries will be encouraged.
Yours for the Cause of Missions,

JAMES M. TAYLOR.
Hastings, Christ Church,
Barbadoes, B, W, l,1 April 161

1907,

PREFACE.
In presenting this, another book to the public, we
do so with a desire to increase the interest of the
reader in the missionary work and thus glorify God
and hasten the coming of Jesus.
The following chapters have been prepared in the
midst of a multitude of other duties which crowd
themselves into the life of a God-called missionary,
for he must not only be a preacher, pastor and evangelist, but "a-jack-at-all-trades," ready at a moment's
notice to fill in any gap.
Our hearts have been burdened for the needy fields
around us and, as we have written, our prayer has
been: "O God, make this book a blessing, and may it
be the means of causing every reader to Ii£t up his
eyes and look on the fields with a greater interest
than ever."
It is wonderful "what God hath wrought" in this
part of the vineyard, and the "exploits" recorded in
the following pages, will but in a small measure convey to the reader the magnitude and scope of the work.
While much has been accomplished, we trust that
the publishing of this book will bring into the Chris-

tian l\iission service, workers and
that many more thousands may be
message of Full Salvation ere Jesus
Reader, you can help the work

financial aid, so
reached with the
comes.
by extending its

circulation.
Yours, seeking the lost,

C. 0.
Bridgetown, Barbadoes, B. "\V. I.
April 12, 1907.
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CHAPTER I.
MY ltARLY LIFE

AND CONVI;RSION.

I was brought up in a good home. My parents
were ~Iethodists of the old school, who had the olJ time
religion. \Vhen a boy about four years of age they
called me to the bedside of my dying mother, and
placing her hands on my head she prayed, "God bless
my boy," and went home to heaven. Father married
again a few years aftenvards and my step-mother, who
w·as a good mother to me, took up the prayer, and
prayed for 20 years for her wandering boy.
I went to Sunday School at an early age, and in
those days committed many passages of Scripture to
memory which have been a great help to me in my
ministry.
At the age of 10 years I joined the church, although
I had never been converted, and for some seven years
worked in the young people's society and in the Sunday School, and was always on hand at every sociable
and entertainment that was held.
I was looked upon as a good memoer, but had not a
spark of salvation. As I grew into manhood the
little harmless entertainments did not satisfy the

'
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cravings of my fleshly heart and I began to go to
dances, theatres, etc., and was soon weaned from my
church-going proclivities.
I dropped the religious garb I had been wearing and
for a number of years was an out-breaking sinner,
going further and further from God. For over six
years I did not care for God or the things of God.
Through all these years loving hearts were praying
and believing for the salvation of the wayward boy.
In 1899 my father died, and before passing away
he called me to his bedside and talked to me. His last
words were, "Blessed be the name of God,'' and he
went home to glory. But I was still a wanderer from
God.
This death-bed scene of my father brought me
under conviction, and I realized I was not ready to
go if called. This conviction grew upon me, and the
next Sunday it seemed that I must do something, so
taking my little girl I went to Sunday School. The
teacher of the class they put me in asked me a question,
and I felt as though I wished the floor would open
an<l let me through. I felt so bad that I did not dare
to Iift my head.
In that Sunday School class there was a sister
known as a "holiness crank." She was saved and
whc,!ly sanctified. Returning home that Sabbath she

Exploits in the Tropics.
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endeavored to get dinner, but could not do so until
she went into another room, knelt down and prayed
God to"bless the dejected looking man who was in Sunday-school that day." God heard her cry, and I began
to feel miserable on account of my sins.
The next Sunday I did not go to Sunday-school, and
the following week was taken sick. The doctor was
called, who said I had liver complaint, but I had
never suffered ,vith it before, nor have I had it since;
but while on that sick bed I told the Lord if He would
let me get up I would go to church. That was all the
ligh: I had, and all I knew to do. Feeling better right
away I told my wife and mother I was going to
church that night. They said I ought to stay at home,
having been sick, but the sickness was not the kind
the weather would hurt. They were then holding
revival meetings in the Methodist Church in that section of the city.
It was the last week of a two weeks' special meeting,
and I went, and God wonderfully talked to my soul. I
wept all the time, could not tell much that the preacher
said, but God talked to me. The people tried to get
me to the altar, but I seemed glued to my seat. \Vas
there again on Friday night, and Saturday night felt
sad because there was no service.
Durin" this time I did not go down the street as

10
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was my custom. I quit sin when God brought me
under conviction, and I believe a good dose of conviction will make any man quit the sinning business. Sunday I went to the morning service and God talked to
me all the time, and in the evening wife and I started
out for the service.
The church stood back from the street, and as we
walked up to the door I turned to my wife and saidi
"Eva, if you are going to heaven I am going to heaven
with you, if you are going to hell, I am going to hell.''
As we went into the church we found it was full, but
the usher beckoned us to seats on the front row. It
seemed as though God had reserved these two seats
especially for us.
The services began and before the preacher took
his text, the sister who had prayed "God to bless the
dejected looking man" sang,
"I dreamed that the great judgment morning,
Had dawned, and the trumpet had hlown;
I dreamed that the nations had gathered,
To judgment before the white throne."

By the time she came to the chorus,
"And O what a weeping and waiFng,
When the lost ones were told of their fate,
They cried for the rocks and the mountains,
They prayed, but their prayers were too late."

I realized that I was a lost soul.

Exploits ill tlze Tropics.
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The preacher preached, but I could not tell what
he preached about, and as he finisll<'<lhis message and
stepped across the altar-rail out into the audience ti>
speak to souls, God spoke to me. It was not a question of whether my wife was going- to heaven or my
friends, but it was simply a quest1on of my own
soul's salvation, whether I would vidd and be saved,
or would turn away from Goel and be lost.
I started to the altar, and somewhere between the
front seat and the altar-rail, God, for Christ's sake,
pardoned my sins. I did not pray an audible prayer,
but my heart just yielded up to God. I fell at the
altar and began laughing and crying, and an old Methodist preacher came, and, as I heard him tell afterwards, he said, "Brother, do you see the light?" and
the answer came back, "Yes, it is all light." Well,
there "·as light everywhere, bless the Lord!
Old
things had become new, darkness had turned to light.
They did not have to urge me to testify, for as soon
as the altar service was over I faced the congregation,
and as the tears of joy ran down my cheeks, I praised
God for saving my soul.
\Vhen I went to work the next morning, everything
seemed new. The trees looked beautiful, and as I entered into the shop, it seemed as though it had received
a new coat of whitewash, it looked so bright.

12
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I did the best I could to tell the boys what had happened; told them I had turned over a new leaf, that
I was going to be good, and had been converted. They
looked at me in a peculiar way and said, "Well, he'll
last a week.'' Well, His grace has "lasted" seven
years, and I'm still going on.
God had wrought a thorough work in my heart,
consequently there was a remarkable change in my
life. The old haunts of sin saw me no more, I had
lost all desire for the things I once loved, and the
places I once hated, even when a member of the
church, such as the class-room and the prayer-meeting,
I loved and would long for the evening to come so that
I might get to meeting somewhere and tell the great
things God had done for my soul. I was happy in the
initial work of salvation.
But little did I know
the great blessing that He had in store for me.

CHAPTERII.
l\[Y

SANCTIFICATION.

The church where I was converted, although a
:Methodist Church, did not have a pastor who enjoyed
the experience of Entire Sanctification, and many of
the members were prejudiced against this glorious
grace which John \Vesley said the church was raised
up to spread over these lands.
Among the membership were a few who had the
experience and they, with a number of others, were
in the habit of holding a cottage prayer-meeting in the
home of the sister who had prayed for "God to bless
the dejected looking man" and had sung the song that
touched my heart the night I was converted.
The Friday following my conversion wife went
over to meeting and when she came home she said,
"Why, those folks have something that they do not
have in the church. They seem so happy. They hold
up their hands and sing and seem to really enjoy what
they have."
I made up my mind to go to that prayer-meeting
the next week. The following Snnday I was invited
(13)
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to a holiness meeting in Providence, R. I., and went
to bear the message. The people were happy, rejoicing, and waving their handkerchiefs, and I entered
into the spirit of it, and praised God that I had what
they had. I was so glad He had saved me from my
sin.:;,and rejoiced with them.
The next Wednesday somebody asked me to go and
hear Brother Fowler, of the National Holiness Association. I went, and he preached from the text, "For
this purpose the Son of God was manifested that He
might destroy the works of the devil.'' When the
meeting was thrown open for testimony I was the
first one on my feet to praise God for the way He had
destroyed the works of the devil ~n my heart. When
the altar call was made, and the people came to seek
the second blessing, I was glad I had been saved, and
did not need to go to the altar.
I went out and got my bicycle, which I had left
near by, and came in and sat down in the back part
of the church, when a brother ( a Congregational deacon who had lately been sanctified J came and sat down
in a chair by me, and putting his arms around me,
sai<l, "Brother Moulton, this is just the blessing you
need." I looked up into his face amazed and said,
"Why, George, I am saved, the Lord converted me
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the other Sunday night and I am praising l lim for
sa!Yation."
He got on his wheel and I on mine, ancl we rode
along together: finally \\'t' dismounted, stood in front of
a school-house, and falkecl until mi,lnight. He argued
his side, and I mine. I said. "\Yhy, George, T do
not need a second blessing; I h~we got all I can hold
now. The Lord has saYed me, ~md I <lo not want
the things of this world, and I am just praising Him
for sah-ation."
Finally turning to me he said, "Brother J\Ioulton,
the Lord has gi\·en you a wonderful experience, but I
want to tell you there is inbred sin in your heart, and
you need a second, definite work of grace. You need
to have indwelling sin cleansed out by the power of the
Holy Ghost; good night." He went to his home, I
to mine.
Before retiring that night as I knelt in prayer I
asked the Lord to sanctify me wholly. I prayed the
same prayer Thursday morning, again Thursday evening, and yet again on Friday morning. The evening
found me at the little cottage prayer-meeting wife
had told me about, and I was se>glad I had come.
They sang and rejoiced and praised the Lord, and
then knelt in prayer. I knelt and began to pray, when

16
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the Lord commenced leading me out. I prayed with
my eyes open and with them closed, kneeling down
and standing up. It seemed as though I could not let
go, and I kept asking God to sanct:fy me.
After I was through, dear Brother Pennington 1
who was leading the meeting that night, said,
"That brother need never pray that prayer again. All
he needs to do is to believe God and testify to it;"
then he talked a while and prophesied some things that
afterward came to pass in my life.
After that I arose to my feet, praising the Lord for
salvation, and said, "Well, if this is the way you get
sanctification I believe I have got it. I do not feel
any different, for I was full when I came here and am
full now," and sat down.
The next Sunday I went into an Epworth League
meeting in the church and testified that the Lord had
sanctified me wholly. The people looked at me in a
peculiar way. I went to service again Tuesday night,
and testified to entire sanctification.
During this time the Lord was talking to me and I
kept letting things go. I was glac1 to walk in the light
and to do everything the Lord showed me, for He had
done so much for my soul.
The next Friday night found me again at this

E.rfloits i11 tlic Tropics.
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prayer-meeting. Everything- ~eemed quiet. The meeting opened with a song- anLl there ,,·as no demonstration. After singing the piece,
''Jesus, blessed 1Iastcr,
.,\nywhere with thee I'll go,"

as they came to the third verse which reads,
To a field of labor,
\Vhen thou callest me:,
Gladly I will answer,
Anywhere with thee,"

the Lord ,ms talking to me, but I never knew what
that Yerse meant until a year or so afterwards as I
looked the book over.
On this occasion when they came to the chorus,
"I will go, I will go,"

sorr.ething said to me, "If you mean it, raise your
hand." Looking around the room, everything being
quiet and no hands up, something suggested, "Why,
if you raise your hand you will be conspicuous,"
but the Spirit kept saying to me, "Jf you mean it, raise
your hand," and the sister at the organ kept singing
the chorus over and over.
My hand began to get heavy. It seemed as though
it would weigh a ton, but as I began to lift it, it began

18
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to get lighter, and when I got it as high as I could, I
wished my arm was longer, because it seemed as if I
touched a spring in heaven, that !et the glory in my
soul, and I knew there was a second definite work of
grace and that God had sanctified me wholly, had
cleansed me from inbred sin and filled me with the
blessed Holy Ghost.
After receiving this experience the Bible seemed a
new book to me. The Holy Ghost began to take the
things of Jesus and show them unto me. There had
come into my life a power I had never known before.
I was kept from falling, and under sore trial and testing, that power in my life kept me sweet, and things
that used to upset me had now no power to move me.
T had been born with a mean temper which Justification had suppressed, but now it seemed as though God
had taken out the hell-fire and snap and pout that was
in it, and had put in holy fire, zeal and love. I had
found out the Christian's secret of a happy life.

CIL\PTER
hlY

C.\LL

1'0

III.

l'IU: l\ll1\'IS1'RY.

\Vith the baptism of the Holy Ghost came a passion
for lost souls, an<l the longing ()f my heart was to tell
others what He could do for them. I had not had the
blessing long before I began to lead meetings in missions and calls began to come to me to hold cottage
prayer-meetings, mission services. etc.
A few Sundays after I got the blessing they asked
me to lead the Ep,vorth League meeting in the church,
and God gave me souls at the altar, although before
this there had been no converts in these meetings. I
walked along with the Lord, rejoicing in Him and
doing His will.
I was sanctified in April, and along in September
the Lord began to talk to me about the ministry, and
going out in service for Him. I spoke to a brother
about it and he said, "That's the way everybody feels
when they get sanctified. They want to preach it and
tell it and want every body to receive what they have
received."
I thought perhaps I was self-seeking and wanted
(19)
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to preach myself, but in December, after the midwinter Convention of the Portsmouth Camp J\feeting
Association held at Norwich, Conn., some of the
workers stopped at the Church of Emanuel in Providence, R. I., and were to hold a service there. I
learned of it, and one night at the supper table asked
my wife if she would go to the meeting with me.
She was unsaved, and snapped back, "No, I won't."
I burst into tears and finally she said, "If you feel so
bad about it, I will go." So we ·went to the service.
Sister Mattie Curry was to preach that night. She
took her text and attempted to preach, and after talking some ten or fifteen minutes, dosed her Bible and
said "Now I am going to obey the Lord, and do what
He told me to do when I first came in here," and she
began to give her experience and tell how the Lord
had called her to preach.
I sat on the next to the front row of seats and buried
my face in my hands and wept all the way through .
.When the altar call was given I was the first one at
the altar. Wife was unsaved, and while I was at the
altar, Brother Pennington went down and talked to
her.
After the service was over and we had gone home,
:wife said, "What do you suppose Brother Pennington

21
said to me to-night, and I answered, "I suppose he
talked to you about your soul's sah·atiun.'' "I\'"o," she
said, "he asked me if I was willing for you to preach
the gospel." I had never mentioned a word to this
brother of the way God had been talking to me,
and I wondered how he could know anything about
it.
\Vhen I got on my knees that night I said, "Lord,
this must be settled. To-morrow morning when I wake
up, give me some passage of Scripture to settle this
matter." The next morning before my eyes were
hardly opened I found myself repeating this passage.
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because He hatq
anointed me to preach good tidings to the meek."
I did not know where it was, and had to look it up
afterwards.
That did not seem to be enough, and I got on my
knees and said, "Lord, I know Brother P. is a man of
God. If you really have called me to preach, direct
me somehow through him at the noonday meeting."
I went to the meeting but the brother was not there,
and another brother who ·was stopping at his home
led the meeting.
I was much discouraged, and reasoned that it must
be self-seeking and of the devil, for if it was of the Lord,

22
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Brother P. would have been there. After the service I
grabbed my hat and started for the door, but the
brother who led the meeting came running down the
aisle and said, "Brother Moulton, Brother P. wants you
to come to his home. He wants to see you."
Again my spirits revived and Cod kept talking.
I wtnt to the shop, and tried to work, but time
dragged heavily and about 4 o'clock I got leave of absence and went to Brother P.'s home and he took me in
his study and I told him my experience. He took it
so coolly that it surprised me. He simply ~aid, "We
have all recognized that God has hid His hand upon
you, and all there is for you to do is to say 'yes.'" It
was so easy. I said "yes" to Gvd, and the burden
rolled away.
From that time on, doors began to open, and I went
hither and thither preaching the gospel. I worked in
the shop six days in the week, and two or three nights
in the week ; the other night'> in mission work in the
city.
I would get up Sunday morning. get on my wheel
and ride twelve miles, and preach twice, ride back and
get to my work by 7 o'clock Monday morning.
Finally I began to get uneasy and anxious
about leaving my work altogether and going out tQ

Exploits
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preach, but the Lor<l showed me 1 must be willing· to
stay in the shop the rest of my li fr. paying my own expenses and go hither and thither to preach.

I came to the place where I said, "Y cs, Lord, I will
stay in the shop the rest of my life, if it is Thy will."
When I came to a place of willingness it was scarcely
two months before the Lord opened the way for me
to leave the shop.

CHAPTER

IV.

MY F'IRST APPOIN'O.tCN'l'.

I had s~1id''yes·· to Go<l, and was willing to go any\\·here at His bidding. I conlll scc His hand leading
me out and on, when one da)· the call came to me to
take charge of a mission at Ball~ton Spa, N. Y., in
connection with the holiness work in Saratoga Springs.
I \Yas getting a good salary, but wife and I laid
the matter before the Lord, and we felt it was His will
for us to accept this call.
\Yhen the Lord sanctified me He sanctified my
pocket-book, 1nd as fast as I earned my money I paid
it into the \\·ork of the Lord, even getting some evangelists to come to our home church to hold some services, \\·hich was the means used of God for my wife's
salvation and sanctification.
A year after I was saved she came to me with tears
in her eves and said, "I want what you have got." God
will give us something that makes our unsaved loved
ones hungry. Thank God He gave me a blessedly
sanctified wife.
The time canle for us to leav~. Yve packed our
(25)
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goods and I got a man to take them to the depot,
paid him for hauling them, paid the freight on them,
took our trunks to the passenger station, inquired in
regard to the fare, and found that for myself and wife
the fare was $12.50, while I only had $7.00 left.
We were needing some new underwear, and wife
needed a pair of shoes, felt that we really must have
them before we left; so I went out and purchased
them, which left me something like $3.00, and we were
to leave the next morning at 8 o'r-lock.
I knew that the Lord had calltd us, and that He
would supply the needs. That evening the brother
who had been engaged with me in the mission work
(the one who had told me about the second blessing)
said, "I want you to take supper with me to-night."
His wife was away, and he took me down to a restaurant. After supper, turning to me he said, "Brother
Moulton, I feel impressed of the Lord ~o give you
$10.00," and handed it to me. I thanked him and said,
"Brother, go to the depot with me, while I purchase
my ticket." The .Lord supplied the need.
The next morning I rode my wheel to the depot,
while this brother went to the depot with my wife. We
left him standing on the platform as the train pulled
out, the tears streaming down his cheeks. After we
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had gotten ·some little distance from the city my wife
handed me a rrumpleJ bill, and sai,1, "George g·,we me
this while we stood on the platform and told rnc not to
give it to yon until after the train left." I straig-htened it out and there was another $10.00 bill. Surely
God takes care of His own.
A few days later we were in the town where we
were to take up the work. :-\ frw came out to the
mission and God was \Yith us and wonderfully supplied our needs. It seems that the Lord always tests
a man or woman in the home ·work before calling
them out beyond. I do not believe He ever puts a man
or woman behind the sacred desk without first testing
them. Tests came to us, but His grace was sufficient.
Our God supplied our needs in a wonderful way.
One day my wife wanted to do some cooking, and
there was no coal. \Ye had used all the boxes in
which our goods had been packed before this, and we
were entirely out of fuel.
I said, "Well, wife,
we will have to look to the Lord for everything
ancl we may as well begin now. He has thrust us out
on the faith line, and we must deprnd upon Him. Let
us ask Him now for a ton of coal."
My wife was more practical than I and she said,
''Let us ask Him for some coal." So we prayed until
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we got the assurance that He would answer, and I
kissed her good-bye and started to the postoffice. Sha
tol<l me afterwards that every wagon that went by she
thought was a coal wagon.
I went to the postoffice and fonnd a letter from
mother, and as I opened it out dropped a dollar bill;
surely, "Before they call I will answer, and while they
are yet speaking I will hear." I commenced reading
the letter and in it mother said, "Your sister had this
$1.00 laid by to purchase some green wreaths to place
on your father's grave, but something seemed to say
to her, "Father would be better pleased if you would
send that $1.00 to his boy." So she handed it to me to
enclose in this letter."
Our Father supplied our needs in a marvelous way,
and we never had to go to bed hungry. My little girl
never cried for food. I remember one time when wife
had been washing and was all tired out. I was busy
upstairs, and she called to me, "Husband, have you got
anything for dinner to-day?"
I did not have anything, nor the money to get anything, and so answered, "Let's have a picked up dinner
to-day." She called back in such a discouraged tone,
"Bless your heart, there is not a thing in the house to
pick up."
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! just lifted

my heart to our Father and reminckd
Him that He had promised to supply all om needs and

that there was an urgent 01w.
In a very short time the door bc~l rang, and a sister
came in \\·ith a basket on her arm, from which the
steam was coming, and tripping through the room she
said, "Brother .:.Ioulton, I was just taking up our dinner and happened to remember_ that Sister Moulton
was washing and would be tired, so thought I would
bring her dinner over to her so she would not have to
stop and cook to-day."
The sister did not know we had nothing to cook, but
Father knew it, and He told her what to do. Glory to
God! He will never let a trusting soul go down. Bless
His name.
I believe God will empty the galleries of heaven,
and bring all His artillery to bear against the forces of
hell in order to see a trusting soul through.
\Ye stayed in this town for nine months. God
blessed and saved and sanctified souls, and helped us to
shout the victory and go thro~gh. When we left we
did not owe a penny. God had supplied all our needs.

C'IL\ f'TFR
'fH1:
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After leaYing Ballston. we .1ccL'pkd a call to a small
town-Rockland,
~Iassaclmsctts.
\ \'hilc here I attended the Conwntion of the Pentecostal Churches of
America. and on ~Iissionary day the Lord asked me,
"\Yould you be willing to leaYe the home land, and
giYe yourself to my service in the foreign field?"
All that it meant seemed to come before me, and for
a few minutes I hesitated, then said, "\Vhy, yes, Lord,
when you want me to go .., The burden rolled away,
and I never mentioned it to my w~fe; did not want to
burden her about it, and thought perhaps the time
would never come when the Lord would want me to
go.
The Portsmouth camp-meeting came and we planned to attend a few days. \Ve went to Providence
and took a boat, and on that boat was Brother G.
We were talking about the mission work when he said
to me, "Brother 1\foulton, do you know a young man,
a preacher, with a wife, who would be willing to go to
the \Vest Indies and take up mission work there?"
I immediately felt as if he had thrown a bucket of
(31)
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cold water over me, but replied quickly, "Yes, I know
a young man and his wife over in New York State,"
and gave him their address.
We went down to the camp-meeting, and in the first
service a brother, in making the announcements, spok~
of Missionary day, and I really congratulated myself
that I was not going to be there that day, as I had
made an appointment to be at another camp-meeting.
The day came for us to leave. \Ye were going
through a financial test. I gave my wife enough to get
her breakfast, and went without mine.
Later, as I went past the dining hall with a little
grip in my hand, I met Brother R. and he
asked me where I was going. I to1d him I was leaving
the camp. He looked me straight 111the eyes and said,
"Brother Moulton, I fear you are making a great mistake," and went on.
God commenced talking to me, and I began to feel
real miserable to think that I ,vas leaving.
I went down to the tent of the si5ter who had prayed
for the "dejected looking man" and burst into tears.
She said, "Why, Brother Moulton, what is the matter?"
I answered, "I ought to leave these grounds to go to
another appointment, but it seems as though I can not
get away."
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I talked with her a little, and pretty soon my wife
came to the tent, and said, "Orlie, I can not leave this
camp ground."
The sister said, "\Ve had better pray about this."
\Ye dropped on our knees in the tent, ~llld the
Holy Spirit came upon us, and God wonderfully
blessed us as we poured out our he:irts before Him. I
seemed to get some relief and asked the Lord for
something out of His word.
Opening my Bible I read, "In an acceptable day
have I heard thee, and in the day of salvation have I
called thee."
The Spirit said, "Go back and read the first chapter," and I read, "Listen, 0 isles, unto me," and with
the words there came a great burden upon me for the
work in the West Indies.
1Iy wife said, "The Lord is calling me to foreign
missionary work."
I had said nothing to her of the way the Lord had
been talking to me. Thank God! when He calls a man
He also calls his wife. I do not believe God ever separates a man and his wife.
We went to the missionary meeting and when the
call was made for those who wonld give themselves
to the missionary work, I was sitting on the platform,
and God was talking to me, so I rose from my seat
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and dropped at the altar, making a public consecration of myself as a missionary.
\Vife, who sat in the congregation, came and knelt
beside me, and our little Lila ( God bless her) who was
playing around the outside of the tabernacle came and
knelt between us, and we, as a family, were all broken
up, and with tears of joy, gave ourselves to the Lord
for missionary work.

CHAPTER VI.
OFF F'OR THC F'IEt,D.

The fact was very clear that the Lord had called wi
to missionary work and after prayer and fasting H~
made it plain that our field was the West Indies.
In the: course of time we were called before a missionary board. They tried to induce us to go to India.
But God had said West Indies, and that there we must
go.
The way was opened and the Portsmouth Camp
Meeting Association accepted us as their missionaries,
and on the 15th of January, 1902, in the afternoon, we
left New York for our chosen field in the West Indies.
Brother Chas. T. Potter went with us to spend some
four months in evangelistic work in the West Indies
and South America.
The first island at which we stoppecl was Basseterre,
St. Kitts. We held an evening service there which
God blessed and gave us a seeker at the altar.
The next• morning we found our steamer anchorea
at the island of Antigua, and takii1g a boat we went
ashore and called at the home of a missionary, '( a
native worker, who has a station on this island.)
(35)
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We learned that he had gone to a neighboring island
in missionary work, but some of thr saints asked if we
would not hold a service.

We have hard work in some of our towns in
America to get a handful out when the meeting has
been well advertised. We told the people who were interested that we were willing to hold a service, but
would only be there a few hours ,rnd did not see how
the people could be gotten together.
They said, "If you hold the service, the people will
come." It was then nine o'clock and the time for the
meeting was set for eleven. It seemed almost impossible to us to get anyone out to a service at that time,
but they said the people would come.
We walked around a little and got back to the place
by eleven o'clock and lo! the room was full, also the
gallery outside, and even the streets.
We could not imagine where they came from. They
were there bare-footed and bare-headed, with rags
:for clothing, and garments of all colors and sizes.
The l.iord blessed us as we gave the message and set
His seal on this service.
The next morning found us at the island of Dominica.
It was about daylight when we went ashore. Brother
Potter and I started out with a lot of tracts, and in a
little while heads were poked out of many windows,
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and others were running after us saying, "Beg you a
tract, mister."
They were so eager to get them that they even ran
out in their night clothes to beg for these tracts.
Here we began to see the poverty of these islands.
The people scarcely had clothes to cover them. Little
boys, six, seven and eight years old were in the
streets with nothing on but a man\ white shirt,
second hand at that. Sometimes the bosoms were
behind and sometimes in front.
The people crowded around us and wanted us to
have a service, but we could not stay. From there we
made short stops at the other ishnds and finally arrived at our destination at Bridgetown, Barbadoes.
It was here we were invited to have a Convention
with the Christian Mission which has been established
for some fifteen years.
God wonderfully blessed us in this Convention. It
was one of the greatest Conventions I have ever seen.
The stone tabernacle in Saber's Lane will accommodate a thousand people and it was packed every
night to the doors, while the people sat in the windows
and stood in the aisles and on the platform, and when
it was time for the altar call we had to just beg the
people to leave the tabernacle so as to open up the
aisles that the seekers could come.
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There were scores at the altar, and they did not need
any workers to help them. They would just lift up
their heads and throw up their hands and pray themselves through to victory, and get saved and sanctified
wholly.
Brother Potter and I just sat on the platform and
laughed and cried and shouted to see them go through.
When we hold a Convention ir. the United States
:within a few weeks the interest dies out. Not so in these
islands. I love to work where God works.
That revival continued over a year, and in every
service souls got through. Thirty to forty were baptized each month,-thus giving a public testimony to the
people that they had accepted the Lord Jesus and were
walking in newness of life.
From Barbadoes we went to South America, where
we found about the same state of affairs.
Here I nearly died. Brother Potter thought he
would have to carry the news back to my wife that I
had bern laid beneath the sod in South America, but
God had not got through with me, and one day when
it seemed to me I could not live ,,ny longer, Brother
Potter came in and said to me, "Brother Moulton, you
must believe God."
I replied, "I am believing the best I can," to which
he answered, "No, you are not."
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I asked, ''Well, how shall I believe?''
"Believe for your healing,'' ~aid he, "like I have
heard you tell seekers at the altar to believe for sanctification.·•
I turned and said, "Lord, I have not strength, but
I will go in Thy strength'' and with that prayer, "In
Thy strength, Lord," I arose from my cot and, going
out, took a car for the sea-wall, which keeps the sea
from flooding the city, and walked back and forth.
Taking another car I went to the service and announced that the Lord had healed me, and that I was
going to preach on Sunday evening.
God gave me strength and I began to eat, and on
Sunday night I went into the service, very weak, but
resting on the promise, trusting in His strength.
As I preached that night it seemed as though I
could not think. My thoughts were rambling. After
I had finished and given the altar call, turning to
Brother Potter and bursting into tears, I said, "Charlie, I never made such a failure in my life." But there
were more seekers at the altar that night than at any
other service ; another proof that He takes the weak
things to confound the mighty.
I kept gaining in strength and the Lord per£ect!y
healed me. I believe I passed a crisis at that time.
Brother Potter went on with his evangelistic trip
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through the islands, and wife and I felt called to St.
Kitts.
It is here that Brother and Sister Dunnell and Sister
Guild have labored for some fifteen years. They have
a nice chapel built on this island, also mission stations
at Sandy Point and Dieppe Bay at St. Kitts, in charge
of two sisters, with a Sunday school of over 250 children.
Our trip from Barbadoes to St. Kitts was made deck
passage, as we found this was the cheapest way.
Deck passage means to take two or three day's
supplies of food in a tin can and take your chair and
sit on the deck in the tropical sun until you arrive at
the destination.
The mate of the vessel gave his state-room to wife
and Lila, while I made my bed on a carpenter's bench
in the front part of the ship where they carry their
horses and cattle.
I was much blessed in this trip, doing it for Jesus'
sake. God blessed us richly in St. Kitts, and a number were saved. Among them was a street girl who
had been so low that it seemed as though she were
a hopeless case.
We distributed a large number of tracts on this
island, going out with the gospel wagon, and it would
1ave done your heart good to see the people chase
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the wagon in order to get them. Even the farmers
working in their cane-fields would run clear across
the fields to get the tracts.
In our trip around these islands giving out
the tracts we would stop at plantations and
hold open air meetings, and the people would
gather
in numbers.
From
one
little
hut
some one would bring a chair or a box, while others
came from another, till we would soon have a group of
hundreds around us ; as we would sing and tell the
story of Jesus and his love, tears would course down
their cheeks, and in every service hands would be
raised by those who wanted to give their hearts to
Jesus.
In this place ,ve visited the lepers' hospital, which is
situated at the Fort known as the Gibraltar of
the West Indies. It has been used for this purpose for
a long time. ~Iissionaries have carried them the gospel message from time to time and many of them have
been converted.
When we visited them they would raise their
hands, some of them only stumps, some of them with
their hands gone at the wrists but with shining faces
would praise God for the disease, because were it not
for that, they would never have heard the story of
tlestts.
1
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The missionaries' messengers to these lepers have
been much blessed so that a large number have found
the Lord.

CHAPTER VII.
WORK ON THE ISLAND OF SABA.

SABA.

J. S. Kimber.
0, lone isle of Saba, at last I have seen,
Tho long I have waited this vision to gain!
From noon until sunset I've had thee in view
And prayed for thy workers. so tried and so true
For her who went from us, to bear thee the news
To lighten thy burdens, thy sins to unloose;
Tho distance her form from my vision did veil,
God surely will answer and prayer shall prevail.
0 dear isle of Saba, I bid thee farewell!
The sun is now setting, the skies hide thee well
But some day in splendor, the Heavens will break,
The shadows will brighten, ~uglory awake.
And up from thy mountain shall children arise
To call those "thrice blessed" whose self-sacrifice
Once bore thee the tidings of Him who should com
To welcome the holy to Heaven's bright home!

We spent some time on the island of St. Kitts, as
sisting Brother Dunnell in his work there. The out
<•a>
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come of this work was a mission station on the island
of Saba, some 40 miles distant, which Brother Dunnell
visited as he had the opportunity.
As we were at St. Kitts he and his family left us
to look out for the work, while he went to Saba for
a month. When he returned he said I must go over
and spend a month. The call was of God, clearly, so
that we packed our trunks again and started for a
month at Saba.
We left in a little sailing vessel, as there are no
steamers that stop at Saba. We started out in the
morning when there was very little breeze, so we did
not make much progress. ( I have boarded at night
one of these sailing vessels and in the morning found
myself at the very same place.)
On this occasion I lay on my back and ate crackers
to avoid sea sickness, from which I have suffered a
great deal. The vessel scarcely moved, but finally a
little row-boat came out and tugged us around the
point, and so we started on.
We left about ten in the morning and did not reach
Saba until six the next morning, when we anchored
in the ocean, as there is no bay, wharf or landing.
:As I looked at the island I saw nothing but black
mountains, and was wondering what kind of place it
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was. .We noticed some folks on the shore and pretty
soon a row-boat shoved off and came along-side. We
stepped into the boat and started for the shore.
It is a perilous landing, very rocky, but the men who
handle the boats are quite skillful. vVe went in on the
crest of a wave, the black men jumped out and hauled
the boat up on the beach and we stepped out, the
black men taking our luggage on their heads.
There are no wheels on this island, and a great many
o'f the people never saw a wagon or a wheel of any
kind.
\Ve began our ascent to the town which is called
"The Bottom," though it is at the top. It was a hard
climo, being 900 feet up the mountain side, by steps
and sharp inclines.
When we got part of the way up the mountain some
folks came to meet us, and a large black woman picked
my wife up and set her on her shoulder and carried
her the rest of the way. Another took little Lila, but
I chose to walk.
We soon found ourselves climbing the last step, and
the little town of "The Bottom" burst into view. It
is situated in the mouth of an old volcano.
Some of the saints who had been saved under the
ministry of Brother Dunnell, furnished us a little
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home, some gave us a chair, some a table, some dishes,
and we found ourselves favorably situated.
God wonderfully blessed the work, and it began to
enlarge, so we had to tear out the partition and thus
enlarge our Mission room. As fast as the folks got
saved we put them to work, and the revival began
to reach the next town-the town of St. John, some
800 feet further up the mountain side.
One day we went up there with a number of the
folks who had been saved and held our first meeting.
A sister who was saved at St. John opened her home
and we began to hold services there. This house was
too small, and we felt the need of a mission room here,
so we hired a house, tore down the partitions, painted
it up, made benches and transferred the services to it.
When we organized the Sunday School I gave a
class to Irene.
Irene is a black girl whom God
had wonderfully saved and sancified. She lived in our
home while we were there, and during all the time
she was with us I never saw anything contrary to
?er£ect love.
The first time I met Irene was in St. Kitts, when she
,tepped from a little sail boat, and as I shook hands
with her I felt I had met a saint of God.
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I remarked ''That is a little boat," and she answered,
"Yes, a little boat, but a great God."
After I had gh·en her the class in the Sunday School
at St. John's the members began to get saved, one after
another would come to the meetings in The Bottom,
and get to God, until half a dozen of them had been
saved.
We felt the need of a work on the Windward Side of
the island, and the Lord laid it on the heart of a number of the saints to go over there. When people get
saved they want to help others.
One day a number of us went to the Windward Side
of the island and held an open air service. Here the
people seemed almost wild, and they looked at us as
though we were some peculiar kind of animals.
We could find no house in which to hold services, but feeling that the Lord wanted us to have a
meeting here, we began to pray about it.
One day a man from that side of the island came
over and asked me if I would like to buy some potatoes. I told him yes, I would take half a barrel, and
the next day he brought them over, carrying them on
his head.
I paid him for the potatoes and he said, "Why don't
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you preach your mission on our side of the island?"
( That is their way of expressing it.)
I told him I would, if I could find a place.
He said he would rent me two rooms of his house,
and I agreed to take them for two weeks.
He then suggested that he would best ask his wife
about it, and went home.
A few days afterward he came over and agreed to
rent me the two rooms. I accepted his offer.
Here was a need which wife and I laid before the
Lord. A few days later the mail coming in we opened
a letter from a sister in Providence, when out dropped

$10.00.
I said to my wife, "Here is the needed money for
the Windward Side."
We sent word that we could come over, and in a
few days we started with our goods, our people carrying them on their heads.
On arriving we found one of the rooms contained
a bedstead, a table and a few chairs.
We ate and slept in this room, and did our cooking
out of doors on a coal pot. We placed boards across
chairs in the other room and began to preach.
The saints at "The Bottom" divided themselves in
two squads, one coming one night and the other the
next. They helped in the singing and gave their tes-
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timony and prayed the preacher through. God bless
them.
The outsiders came in crowds, gathering around the
outside, from whence they looked at us as though they
were afraid to come in, but towards the last of the
week two or three came in.
I have read about \Yesley and others preaching amid
howling mobs, but I never knew what the experience
was until this time.
The results of this meeting were three souls saved,
two men and a "·oman. One of the men was the head
of a family, and opened his home for us to hold services.
For a year on every ·Wednesday night we held forth
there, and there was a great change wrought in many
who did not then get saved. }\Ien quit drinking and
swearing, and parents quit cursing their children.
Some time ago the brother who was here saved, in
whose home we held the meetings, was working under
a cliff, and the wild goats running across the top loosed
some rocks and one fell, striking him on the head and
splitting his head open. They carried him to his
home where he died in 10 minutes. His wife fell upon
her knees at his death-bed and yielded her heart to
Jesus.
His last testimony at "The Bottom" on the Sunday
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previous was, ''I am still saved and going on, and am
going on until the end." Thank God for this soul who
is already rejoicing around the throne. Looking over
the needs at The Bottom we felt that God would have
us open a school there. There were so many children
who needed to be educated and trained for God. We
did not know where to get a teacher, but began praying about it. One day we got a letter from a sister
on the island of Trinidad. She had been in Venezuela
for a number of years, engaged in school work, she
understood the Spanish language, and had started back
to her field of labor, but the war had prevented her
going.
Wife said, ''There is an answer to your prayer;
there is your school teacher."
I wrote, inviting her to come to Saba, and received
a reply that she would lay it before the Lord.
The months went by, and we finally received a
further letter, written from another island, saying she
was on her way to Saba. vVe sent the necessary funds
and she came to us.
She needed some rest, but in January, 1902, we
opened a full salvation school. People on the island
said a school had never been a success there and never
would be. But a school or any other work in the Holy
Ghost is always a success.
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God's power \Yz1s maniicstccl at the very opening,
and outsiders wept nndcr His power.
The school beg;an with ---1-0
srhobrs and soon mnnbered 54. This ,vork kul been glling- on for some
days when I made some calls in the homes, an<l the
mother said to me, ''\\~e can't understand about your
school. \Ye used to have to whip our chilclr-:n to make
them go, and now we have to whip them to make them
stay at home.''
The secret was that God had given Sister B. access
to the hearts of the pupils.
Every morning the first half hour was spent in Bible
study; beginning at nine o'clock I have been in the
school at ten o'clock in the morning and found they
had forgotten about the time. The children would be
sitting with their eyes and mouths open, listening while
Sister B. told the story of the Bible.
Some had been saved, and on Friday afternoon occasionally some workers were invited to the school to
hold services, where some of the boys and girls gave
their hearts to Jesus.
After spending a year on this island, and passing
through many tests, many trying and varied experiences, we bade them farewell and, leaving the work
in charge of Sister B., we started again for the homeland, having spent some sixteen months in work among
the islands.
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When we first went to Saba our intention was to
remain only one month. But God so blest us in our
labors for Him, and we saw such a chance for work,
that the one month had run into twelve.
God has blessed the work in this little island. It is
now in charge of a native worker, and in St. John's,
where we opened a Sunday School and held services,
later a day school was opened which has been a great
blessing.
This island is a hard one on which to live, sometimes food being very scarce. The people here are
hard to reach with a full gospel. Nevertheless we believe many in that day will rise up from Saba and call
Him blessed:-

CHAPTER
THF;

CHRISTL\N

VIII.

MISSION

\\ ORK.

Our return to the homeland had been occasioned
by wife's poor health. \Ve felt God had called us to
the island work and did not know just what our future
movements would be. \Ve did have a desire to secure
a large tent and get some evangelists to go with us
on an eYangelistic trip among the islands. We even
went so far as to buy the tent, but God had some other
plans for us.
While holding a meeting in the town of Cranston,
R. I., Brother Penney, who vvas one of the founders
of the Christian ~Iission in the West Indies and South
America, came to the meeting. In conversation with
us he told us that he felt God had led him to the United
States to turn over to a board of men, whom he
would name, the ~Iission work of which he was then
the director and superintendent. After talking it over
for some time we looked into his face and said,
"Brother Penney, you have thought and prayed over
this matter a great deal, who do you think ought to
go to Barbadoes and take your place as Superintendent of the work?" He looked up into our faces and
(58)
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said, "Brother l\Ioulton, I believe God wants you to go,"
This was in August, and in the following January we
left New York for Barbadoes to take up the Superintendency of the Christian Mission.
\Ve desire in this chapter to tell something of this
work. In the month of October, 1890, at a convention
held in New York City, S. H. Bayley, a Wesleyan
Methodist Minister of Barbadoes, \Yest Indies, and
D. A. Ross, of St. Kitts, made an appeal for consecrated workers to carry the full Gospel of Salvation
to the \Vest Indies.
There were present at the meeting Bro. Geo. R.
Penney, pastor of a church in Attleboro, l\1ass.; and
Bro. F. W. Plummer, then associated with Dr. Cullis
in his faith work in Boston, whose hearts ·were moved
by these appeals. These brethren, with J. H. Hartman
and others, had many seasons of prayer, until Bro.
Penney became convinced it was the call of God to
him, and he responded to this "Macedonian cry."
The following \:reek, at a convention held in
Providence, R. I., he made a call for workers to accompany .. him to the West Indies.
Sister I. D. Haines, of Dexter, Maine, heard
the call, and afterwards
met these brethren
and Bro. Hartman at Bro. Penney's residence,
and the need of workers for the West Indies was
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prayerfully discussed.
\Yhile rdnrning home the
Lord b: his Spirit g;avc her a definite call to this field,
and her friends cheerfully provided for all her expenses.
The missionary party sailed from New York,
December 13, 1890. accompanied by Deacon J. F.
Guild, of X orth ,\ttieboro, J\fass., who was taking a
party along \\·ith him to St. Kitts. After eight days
pleasant sailing. they arrived Sabbath morning at the
island of St. ::\Iartin.
After morning service on the steamer, the missionaries went on shore and held an open-air meeting, at
which several hundred were present, including the
Governor of the island. In the evening a service was
held in the \Vesleyan Chapel by request of the pastor.
The next morning. a prominent business man came
on board and, in behalf of the citizens, presented the
missionaries ,,·ith a purse containing $29.50, as an
expression of their appreciation of the visit. The little
company, free from denominational control and without pledged support, accepted this, their first gift in
the \Yest Indies, as a token of God's favor, and an assurance of future blessings. They next stopped at
the island of Anguilla, where two services were held,
the first of the kind ever known on the island.
On the voyage Bro. Ross earnestly requested the
1
,
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party to begin work at St. Kitts. After prayerful consideration they decided it to be the Lord's will for
them to do so, and for Bro. Bayley to go on to Barbadoes and prepare for their coming. The work in St.
Kitts at once opened and spread rapidly, resulting in
the conversion of many souls, the baptism of fifty-one
persons, and the establishment of a mission, which
has gone on ever since.
Feeling impatient to begin the work, and without
waiting for the arrival of the rest of the party from
St. Kitts, Bro. Bayley accepted the offer of the Superintendent of the Fisherman's mission, and began services there on the Sabbath evening, January 4, 1891.
Sister Haines arrived on the island January 24; the
opportunity of holding services in the open-air at
Antigua being offered her on the way. The interest of
the people to hear the truth was so great that Albert
Hall, the largest in the city, was procured.
Brother Penney arrived February 6, 1891, and at
once became the recognized leader of the aggressive
mission work. Open-air meetings were held in the
city and country, at which immense crowds gathered
and many were saved.
From the beginning the development of the work
was phenomenal. The aggressive leadership of Bro.
Penney, in his simple expository presentation of the
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Scriptures; the deeply spiritual Dible readings of Sister Haines, who was the first female preacher ever
heard on the island; the hearty, soul-stirring, rythmical singing of such large gatherings of people under the
leadership of Bro. Bayky, without the use of any
musical instrument; and the systematic teaching of the
Scriptures by J. H. Hartman, all accompanied by the
presence and power of the Spirit, drew large crowds
of all classes of the people, twice a day and three times
on the Sabbath to hear the Gospel, while hundreds
,nre turned away.
Several of the well-to-do people opened their drawing rooms ; and a number of halls were soon opened
in different parts of the city and country. Large
numbers at all the meetings professed to accept Christ
as their personal Savior. A deep, religious awakening
spread all over the island, until meetings were held in
every parish. The hearty singing of the "Songs of Joy
and Gladness" and "Sacred Songs and Solos" by the
converts wherever they went, resulted in banishing the
lewd street songs of the common people.
A large central building, under the exclusive control
of the ~Iissionaries, was now seen to be a necessity;
and the Lord laid it on the hearts of His people-as in
the case of the Israelites in the wilderness-to give
their jewelry, which they had laid aside according to
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instruction received in I Tim. 2: 9, and I Peter 3: 3;
requesting that it be broken up and sold for the Tabernacle Fund. Money was also given at the Christmas
services for this purpose. Thus the loss of Albert Hall,
which at first seemed to be against the cause of Christ,
proved to be the means of increasing the interest, and
scattering the work to all parts of the city and suburbs,
necessitating the hiring of other halls. Calls coming
fr'om the country were responded to as far as practicable, and regular meetings were held in several villages.
At the close of 1891 there were seven halls in the city
and suburbs, and as many in the country districts,
where regular services were held, while open-air meetings were conducted in as many more places.
Thousands professed to be saved, hundreds were sanctified and healed, and a mighty work had developed, a
wonder to many and a blessing to thousands, and, as
we trust, a lasting monument of praise to God.
After nearly a year of mission work in Barbadoes, the
conviction began to be felt that with the enlarged company of missionaries, a work should be opened in South
America. After much prayer and consultation as to
who should go, it was decided that the J\Iission should
send Elder Geo. R. Penney, and Siste1·s I. D. Haines
and I. B. Mills, who came out with her from the Gor-
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don Training School, Doston, ::\lass.; and that they be
supplied with means and furnishings needed to begin
the work.
_-\ day of prayer and fasting for Cod's
special guidance and blessing upon the new urnlcrtaking \Yas obsen-cd on Thursday, Jan. 15, 189~. A large
mass meeting was held on :i\Ir. Chaclerton's lawn the
following Sabbath afternoon, as a farewell meeting for
the missionaries.
On Jan.
the party sailed for Georgetown, Demerara, arriYing there Sabbath morning the 24th. On the
same day they held an open-air meeting.
Brother
Thomas \Yhite and wife kindly received, and gave
them their Christian hospitality, until they could rent
a place of their own. ...\ good 1Iission house was secured in the centre of the city, having a large hall.
The meetings from the beginning increased in powerand interest. Open-air meetings were held in different
parts of the city and country. The good hand of Goel
was seen in every way, blessing, guiding and providing
for the needs of the work. It was a simple work of
faith in God for everything, spiritual, physical and temporal.
From the very beginning the work grew. It seemed
peculiarly blessed of God, and as we look at it to-day
we are led to exclaim, "See what God hath wrought."
NVe have not the space in this chapter to give a history
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of the work, and of all God's dealings with it. No one
who has ever visited the field of the Christian Mission
has gone away without feeling that it is the work of
God and "marvelous in our eyes."
The work has grown until to-day ( 1907) there i~
on the island of Barbadoes twenty-eight halls or tabernacles, twenty of which are the property of the mission, and not a cent of indebtedness upon them.
We also have
a printing plant where the
"Christian
Mission Herald,"
with a circulation of nearly 4000 copies, is published monthly,
and thousands of tracts are printed and scattered over
the islands. Connected with this is a Book-room, from
which thousands of Bibles, Song books and Holtnes~
literature go out every year.
There are also Mission stations on the British
Islands of Trinidad, St. Lucia, Dominica, Antigua, St.
Vincent, Barbuda, the Dutch Islands of Saba, and th_e
Danish Island of St. Thomas, and the French Island
of Martinique. In South America we have six mission
stations in British Guiana, one in Dutch Guiana, and
one in Venezuela, also one in the Canal Zone, Panama,
and one in Freetown, on the West coast of Africa.
Connected with this work are nine ordained
preachers, known as Elders, and six regular workers
who have not yet been ordained, who are giving all
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their time to the work. Besides this, there are many
other workers who spend their evenings in the various
:\Iission stations, laboring for the lost.
The work is a faith work; all the needs being sup··
plied according to Phil. 4 :19. There is not an Elder
or worker who receives a salary, but all look direct to
God to supply their needs.
To this work we came as Superintendent in January,
190-t-. It meant a good deal to us as a young Christian,
having only been converted about four years, to step
into the direction of a work that was of such magnitude. But it was God's call and He has never failed us.
The work has steadily grown; in 1906 we built and
paid for six tabernacles on the island of Barbadoes ;one
on the Essequibo coast, British Guiana; one on the
island of Barbuda, and one partially paid for on the
island of Saba. A number of new stations were opened
and new missionaries were placed in the field.
The work is governed by the Holy Ghost through a
Board of Managers consisting of a General Superintendent and Treasurer, who is an American, five native
assistant Superintendents, a Secretary, Auditor, and
three Directors who are also natives.
The work is supported by the free-will offerings of
the people, who are very poor, many of them working
for twelve cents a day and few of them receiving fifty
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cents per day. This offering is augmented by contributions from friends of the work in the United States,
Canada, and England.
For the privilege of working with this people on the
field we thank God, and for the victories and successes
we give Him the glory, and for all the mistakes and
failures we take the blame.
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The island of Barbadoes has been a very prolific field
for :\Iissionary work, the interest in the Gospel message has been greater and the results more satisfactory than any of the other \Yest Indian Islands.
The Island is not mountainous, is of coral formation, and has a population of 173,000. The principal
product is sugar cane, tons of which are exported from
the island every year. The cultivation of cotton has
of late years formed a growing industry, and large
quantities of sweet potatoes, yams and eddoes are
raised yearly for home comsumption, and some are
shipped to the smaller islan<ls and South America.
The principal city is Bridgetown, which has a population of about 30,000. This city is the headquarters
of the Christian }.Iission work, from whence have gone
workers to twelve of the other islands, and to the neglected continent of South America.
No one has ever visited the work on this island, but
has gone away enthusiastic over it, while the testimony
of nearly everyone has been, "We have never seen
anything like it." The island is small in size, but
(63)
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large in population; it is dotted here and there with
small villages, containing hundreds of precious souls,
many of these villages have been visited by the workers in the Mission. The result of which is twentyeight meeting houses scattered all over the island, in
which the gospel is preached four times a week.
The island is divided into three circuits, the Indian
Ground circuit has eight appointments, the Gall Hill
circuit has ten appointments, while the Bridgetown
circuit has four city and seven country appointments.
These circuits are in charge of native elders, who are
assisted by native workers in filling these appointments.
The work has grown to such large dimensions,
because the people have been urged as soon as they
are converted to go and tell others. Some country
appointments here come about in this wise: Some one
from the country has been in the city; being attracted
by the singing at our open air service, they listened
while the old story of the cross was told: they became
interested and hunted up one of the meeting houses in
the city, came a few times, then, with their hearts all
broken up, they have come to the altar seeking salvation.
The next day they would visit the book room in connection with the Mission, purchase a Bible and Song
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book, we would see them a few nights; then they would
be missed. 1Ionths would pass an<l you would not see
or hear from them, until one day they would come into
the 1Iission home and ask for an elder or worker to
come and visit a certain village. Some one would go
and find a number had been saved, perhaps gathering
under a tree or in a small cottage and holding service-;.
This has resulted from the convert going home to
his friends and telling them what great things the Lord
had done for him. It would not be long before this
village would become a regular appointment, soon a
meeting house would be built and a large number gathered out to await the coming of the Lord. And all
begun through the testimony of a convert.
The Indian Ground Circuit with its eight appointments seems like a modern miracle. It was during the
hurricane season of 1891, that a convert of the Mission who was employed in the City doing odd jobs
with a hand-cart, felt a burden laid on his heart to go
back to his early home at Indian Ground and tell what
the Lord had done for him.
The distance was 16 miles, he had no means of conveyance, but he felt he must go and hold an open air
meeting; he had a torch, but no oil, or money with
which to buy oil. Meeting a sister in the Mission he
told her of the burden on his heart, and his lack of oil
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for his torch. Her heart was touched, she drew from
her pocket her handkerchief, untied the corner, t0uk
therefrom all she had, six cents, and gave to the
brother to buy oil.
His torch was soon filled, and with Bible and hymnbook under his arm, he started on his 16 mile walk
under the hot, tropical sun, to the section of the Island
where he was born, to tell the story that had made such
a change in his own life. He arrived soon after sundown, and, sticking his torch in the grnund beside the
rum-shop (saloon) , he began to sing. The crowd soon
gathered and he gave his first message at this place.
After the service they begged him to come agai11
and then dispersed, he shouldering his torch and starting back for the City. For over a year he walked every
Sunday and occasionally once during the week, and
held open air meetings beside this rum-shop, returning
home in the small hours of the morning, and then up
and at his work of pushing a hand-cart around the
streets of Bridgetown.
It was not long before he had prayed the rum-seller
out of business, then he rented the place for a meeting
l10use, tearing out the bar and putting in benches, and,
where curses and sin had been dealt out, praises to
Cod were heard, and righteousness was preached. The
rent of this place was eight shillings ($1.92) a month,
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which he himself paid out of his scanty earnings.
This place was kept for some five years, during which
time God blest the work and many souls were added to
the Lord.
This brother kept up these weekly walks of 32 miles,
often carrying his shoes in his hand and putting them
on as he neared the meeting house. The work continued to grow and became a part of the J\Iission. The
rum-shop building was purchased and enlarged to
24x36 and this became the home church of the Indian
Ground Circuit.
In 1896 Bro. Chas. Walker ( for this was the
brother's name) was ordained to the gospel ministry,
and since then he has given all his time to the work
at that end of the Island.
From the Indian Ground Church there has branched
off some six other churches, which comprise the circuit,
with a combined membership of 500. This has all
come to pass because a humble, bare-footed, one-eyed
black man, who was Spirit bought, obeyed God.
Thousands have been converted on this Island who
have gone to all parts of the world, some have become
missionaries and have gone to other fields. There are
pulpits in the United States that are being filled to-day
by those who were saved and received their early
training, in the Christian Mission.
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Open air meetings have been successfully used a5 the
means of reaching the masses of unsaved people, ever
since our Savior preached throughout Judea and Galilee, using the mountain-side or a fishing-boat as His
pulpit.
Each one of our churches has from one to five open
air bands, who, during the week and on Sunday after•
noon, carry the gospel to the people. We do not think
the masses who will not come into the meeting houses
or chapels should be left without the Gospel. Many
of the precious souls who are now saved, were first
reached ih open air meetings. As the climate is almost
uniform the year round we can always hold meetings,
unless prevented by showers. All classes of people will
stand and hear the missionaries proclaim the gospel.
The distribution of tracts has been an important
feature of the work. Thousands have been printed
and circulated, thus reaching many. Scarcely a day
passes but some one on their way to market or country
will stop at the book-room spending a cent or penny
in tracts to give away.
A Worker's Training Class meets every Friday
night. These classes are largely attended, not only by
the regular local preachers and members of the bands,
but by Sunday School Teachers and others who. desire
to be helped in the study of the Bible. At this class
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the appointments are given out to the workers for the

following week. l\Iany times it means miles of walking, which is cheerfully done after a hard day's work
in the cane fields.

In connection with our different assemblies there
are regular organized Sunday Schools, where faithful
work is done by consecrated teachers. There is now
among the regular-plan workers, those who were once
little children in the Sunday School.
Our native workers are young men and women who
have either been saved and sanctified in the mission,
or else come among us because of the light received
and a deeper experience realized. Those who have
accepted Christ as their Saviour have always
been encouraged to bear a faithful testimony
wherever they could. Many of them have become members of open air bands.
As months have passed, there have been those who
by their humble, faithful life and their increase in the
knowledge and use of the word of God, have commended themselves to the missionaries and the flock
of God, and have been entrusted with increasing responsibility. Some have been sent to other islands and
to South America, and while some have proven failures, yet it would be hard to find a truer, more loyal,
consecrated, self denying band of workers in any Mis-
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sion, than those connected with the Christian Mission.
One encouraging feature of this work is, that not
a week passes but that some one is seeking God.
There has not been a month since the Mission began
in which some precious soul has not been baptized.
Converts are kept on probation for three months in
order to instruct them in the truth of God, and to
find out if they are genuinely converted. Then when
the committee at the place where they attend commend
them they are baptized.
Some time ago a need was met in the opening of
a rescue mission in what we call the slums of Bridgetown. The neighborhood in which the mission was
opened is literally filled with saloons, houses of prostitution, gambling dens, and so forth. These places
are the resorts of sailors, soldiers, and the vile black
and white from all over the island and elsewhere. In
fact, a perfect stream of pollution constantly flows
through this section.
:Within the three weeks following the opening of
this Mission, over one hundred souls professedly accepted the Savior; among them was a large number
of young men, also criminals, prostitutes, gamblers,
drunkards, haters of God and all that is good. Among
them are many trophies of grace.
Many weep over their condition and hope yet to be
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saved, but are so entangled and their environment is
such that to them escape seems almost impossible.
The fact is, there is nothing left the
poor woman to do after making a profession,
but to return to the haunts of vice out of
which she came. This keeps many away.
Young girls thirteen and fourteen years of age, and
some even younger, who have lived a vile life have
been numbered among the converts. There are many
children to be rescued. One of the crying needs is
a home to shelter these poor unfortunates and give
them a start in life.
The following is taken from the report of a rescue
worker:
"May 9th, I visited in Suttle Street and Lakes Folly,
spoke to a number of men and women and gave out
a number of tracts. Many of the dear young women
said they were tired of the sinful life they were living
and wished they were saved. But as they had no other
way of getting a livelihood, they must still continue
in their sins. We told them of Him who not only
saves but keeps and provides all things.
"There was one very sad case, that of a dear girl
only nineteen, who had been very ill and was still suffering. She deliberately decided to go on in her sinful
way: even the sinners plead with her to get saved, but
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it was no use. Our hearts were melted within us as we
went into one of the houses of ill fame and saw ~any
dear young girls sold, spirit, soul and body, for a few
cents. Some of them were touched as we pleaded with
them."
At nearly all of our meeting houses there is a service
held which is known as a believers' meeting; here the
believers gather to witness to what the Lord has done
for them.
One Monday night I dropped into the back scat
of the Tabernacle; it was the believers' meeting, although it had been a rainy day the place was well filled,
over four hundred being present. The meeting was
in charge of a native worker, who gave a short exhortation from Is. 61., and then opened the meeting
for testimonies.
For over an hour the children of God witnessed to
the good work wrought within them by His Spirit.
There was not an idle moment; from twelve to fifteen
were on their feet at the same time, awaiting an op•
portunity to testify. The testimonies had the right
ring to them, and were to the point. There was one
that was a special blessing to me, a brother said, "I am
glad that if I keep true to God my sins, which were
so many, will not be exposed at the Judgment."
another said, "I have a strong set of peace and a i:'OOd
set of happiness."
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As the meting drew to a close many thought they
were not going to get an opportunity to witness for
Jesus, and began to stand and await their turn. There
were thirty on their feet at one time. Finally the
leader said, "\Vill those who want to witness please
stand." Some seventy-five arose. The meeting came
to a close, with an appeal to sinners to seek God.
A day of fasting and prayer is observed once a
month. Some special need is laid before the Lord on
this day. l\Iany and wonderful have been the answers.
An annual convention is held in the gospel Tabernacle, a large stone structure which can accommodate
about 1000 people. These conventions have accomplished much good, during them many have received
their call to the work of the Lord, while many look back
to a certain convention as the time when they were
sanctified wholly.
In answer to prayer the Lord has at different times
sent special workers to these conventions from the
United States. One of the greatest conventions which
has been held was that of 1907, when evangelist
James M. Taylor and wife were the special workers.
Great crowds attended these services.
The second week of the meeting Welch's Hall was
opened and was crowded at every service. The third
week the Opera House was engaged and services were
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held in all three places. Over eighteen hundred were
added to the Lord during the three weeks' meeting.
During this convention a missionary service was held
which will never be forgotten. Although this is a
mission-field yet the interest in other fields was great.
Evangelist Taylor preached the missionary sermon,
which stirred every heart. Over twenty offered themselves to go anywhere to preach Jesus.
The people are very poor, the wages of the laboring
class being from twelve to twenty-four cents a day,
while carpenters, masons, and so forth, receive
from thirty-six to sixty cents a day, yet the
missionary offering on this occasion was nearly
$150.00 in cash, while many placed bracelets, rings,
pins, etc., in the boxes as they were passed which,
when melted, brought $30.00 as old gold and silver.
Young men who only get 72 cents a week, and their
board, took off their nickel watches that they had
bought with the savings of weeks, and placed them in
the contribution box to help send the gospel to other
islands. The result of this convention was a revival all
over the island.
_The work is supported by the free will offerings of
the people, many being so poor that it is a real sacrifice
to give one cent a week, yet each one does contribute
something to the work. These offerings meet the ex-
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penses of the ~Iission home, rents, etc. The personal
expenses of the tiissionaries and workers for clothing
and the like are never taken from the l\Iission funds,
but are received by them through kind friends in answer to believing prayer. No salaries are paid. Every
thing received comes in answer to the prayer of Faith.
The headquarters of the Christian l\I ission is in the
City of Bridgetown. The general Superintendent lives
there, and from this centre the whole work of the :Mission is directed. The work is great and growing and
with the smile and blessing of God upon it much may
yet be accomplished ere Jesus comes.

CHAPTER

X.

TH!'t WORK Al' TRINIDAD.

My first Yisit to the island of Trinidad was quite
providential. I had been holding a convention at
Georgetown, Demerara, South America, and was unable to get away on account of small-pox, which had
caused the colony to be quarantined. After much "red
tape" we were allowed to go, and engaged passage on
a Canadian Steamer which went by the way of Trinidad, lying for two days in the harbor at Port of Spain.
I had heard much about the island, and often had
prayed for the little band of saints at St. Madelines,
a small village on the island, which had been gathered
out through the ministry of a sister from Barbadoes,
who had visited a brother there some years before.
I spent a day on shore, looking over the city of Portof-Spain, and was much impressed that our mission
ought to have a work in this city, that some one has
said is next door to Hell.
The island of Trinidad is the most southerly, and
the fifth largest, of the West Indian islands. It lies
between latitude 16.4 degrees and 10.50 degrees north,
and longitude 60.39 degrees and 62 degrees west from
(f'l)
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Greenwich and contains an area of about 1,750 square
miles.
It was discovered by Christopher Columbus in the
year 1498, during his third voyage, and named by him
La Trinidad, or the Trinity. It is situated very near the
mainland of Venezuela and almost opposite to one of
the numerous mouths of the Orinoco. It projects
towards the mainland on the north and south, forming
an oblong and almost land-locked basin, called the Gulf
of Paria, affording a safe anchorage at all times for
vessels of any size.
There are four openings to the basin on the north,
formed by three small islands, which lie between the
northwestern end of Trinidad and the Venezuelan
mainland, and an opening on the south, where the
southwestern end of Trinidad runs out tmvards the
Delta of the Orinoco in the form of a cape. The
openings on the north are called the Dragon's mouth,
and that on the south the Serpent's mouth. The Spanish name for mouth is Boco, and the openings are
popularly known as the "Bocos.'~ A range of mountains, which rise to the height of 3000 feet above the
sea, runs along the northern side of the island and protects it from the severe hurricanes which sometimes
sweep over the Carribbean Sea. After its discovery
Trinidad was in the possession of the Spanish until
1797, when it was taken by the English.
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Trinidad is peopled by a variety of nationalities
( about twenty-six) with their varions religions, but
with little salvation. The last census, of 1901, shows
the population to be 273,+78, among· whom are I-Iindoos, 68,830; l\Iohammedans, 10,4G9; other castes of
East Indians, 10.086. There are also 89,339 Roman
Catholics, and i-t,530 A.nglicans, and knowing as we
do the doctrines of these churches, with the Indians
who know nothing about Christ, you can see the need
of the full Gospel on the island. They have also
brought with them their numerous vices, and thou sands are to-day fast marching on the downward path,
thinking nothing of Christ and His Gospel.
The commercial side is very good. Cane, sugar and
cocoa forming the staple products; while asphalt, rubber, fruit and various other industries make Trinidad
the goal for young men and women to resort to in the
time of need. Land is very cheap, 16 acres can be
bought for about $120.00.
After our return to Barbadoes, we began to talk and
pray much about Trinidad. The "Herald" for August,
1904, had an editorial in regard to this needy field
and in the same month a brother came to Barbadoes
from St. Madelines, Trinidad. He gave a short talk
one evening at the Tabernacle, on the "neetl of the
9"ospel in its fullness in Trinidad."_ Many hearts were
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stirred as he told of some of the villages where there
was not a gospel meeting of any description. He also
told of one place in particular where they had
advertised for a missionary. We felt that the time
had come for us to do something for Trinidad c1nc!a
fund was started which was known as tht:: "Trinidad
Fund," with the thought that as soon as there was
money enough in hand, a band of workers woul<l go
to Port-of-~pain, hold a convention and open a mission.
The following month Sister Ellen Hurt, a missionary from England, who had spent some time in
Barbadoes, and Sister Gibbs came to me and said that
the Lord had called them to go to St. Madelines,
Trinidad. The call seemed good to us and the Holy
Ghost, and after a splendid missionary service at the
Tabernacle, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, these two sisters
left early in October for Trinidad. The following
letter from Sister Hurt tells of the passage and the
first few days on the field:George Street, St. Madeline,
Trinidad, B. W. I.
Dear Brother Moulton,-Greeting.
Grace, mercy,
and love be multiplied unto you. I am on the glory:
side this morning, praising God for manifold bless-
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ings. It is just a week to-day since we left Barbadoes. Many and varied have been the experiences;
first of all, travelling deck passage, truly our Goel was
good in that. He chose out the licst spot for us,
aft of the Yessel. \Ye had just got our luggage all
around us, when one of the officers came, and said
we should all be locked up if we remained there,
and Yery soon after two more came and looked us
well over. I just looked up to God in silent prayer,
and whatever their intentions were, He did not allow
them to carry them out, and they left us without a
word. I could not sleep the whole night, but my
meditation of Him was sweet, and the "Joy of the
Lord was my strength."
\Ye left Barbadoes between four and five on Monday, and arrived in Port-of-Spain at 7 :45 Tuesday,
a. m. The dear Lord gave us a glorious moon-light
night, and only one very slight shower of rain. Two
of the sisters were sea-sick, Sister Niles, who was
going to Jamaica, and Sister Devonish. But Sister
Gibbs and I were kept perfectly well. I had the opportunity of giving a testimony to two of the engineers, also several members of the ship's crew and
passengers, praying God to bless the seed sown.
As we anchored, many boats surrounded the vessel,
amongst them, one with three of the brethren to meet
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us; it was some time before we could get off the
vessel. The brethren were allowed to come on the
vessel, and their welcome was very warm. Our luggage was then put into the boat, we followed, and
were rowed ashore. 0, brother, 1 cannot describe my
feelings as we neared the island, a mist hung very low
obscuring many parts from our view. It seemed to
me to be a shroud of mystery and, as we stepped
ashore, it became more apparent. Again we lifted
up our hearts in prayer and asked God to bless us
and make us a blessing wherever we went.
The brothers took us to the train station, our luggage was weighed,-we had nine shillings to pay, as
fifty pounds only is allowed for one passenger; we
praised the Lord for supplying our needs beforehand.
We boarded the train and as we went-through the country my heart was filled with thankfulness to God. In
some parts the scenery was so wild and rugged, and
in others so luxuriant.
As we arrived at San Fernando, Brother Maughn
was at the station to meet us, also a brother of Sister
Gibbs. We went with Brother Maughn to his home
and partook of dinner, and then drove to the Hall at
St. Madeline. Our hearts were made very sad, as we
saw the dilapidated state of the Hall, the walls all
stained, and the windows all broken; we felt it was
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the outward sign of the inward degeneration and
coldness, and so it proved. \Ye just got dO\vn upon
our knees and told it all to God; then we went out
to look for a home. \Ve looked at one but it was too
small, so we went back to the Hall and found that
God had sent some one to tell us about one. It was
too late to go and see it then, so we were made quite
comfortable in the Hall, and slept very peacefully.
Next morning we went to look at the home, also to
see the owner. He told us he would be very glad
to let us the house, and what still remained to be done
to it he would do for us. He rented it to us for $4.00,
but when asked what he would rent it to the Lord
for, he said $3.50, and so we just got clown on our
knees and gave God the thanks and the praise and
asked His blessing on the new Mission Home in St.
Madeline. We also prayed for the salvation of the
sinners. \Ve were able to move in the same day and
at night we had a very good time in the Lord, the
saints rejoiced that God had answered prayer, and
outside the Hall was packed all around.
Brother, please pray for me in a very special ~anner that I may always have the right answer for
these dear ones. I am not afraid of them, I have the
promises and I mean to hold on to them. The heat
has tried me very much, but I am asking God to acclimate me quickly. Bless His dear name!
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Now brother about the books, will you please send
us some Bibles, Christian Mission, Convention and
Joy and Gladness song books, also a good supply of
tracts and mottoes. Since Sister Gibbs' first visit here,
times have changed considerably with the people,
work is scarce and everything very dull, but we are
looking for brighter days. I must praise God for
supplying our needs so well. The money you gave
me with 30 cents added, paid our first month's rent.
Time and space forbids my writing more. Give my
love to your wife and Lila. God bless them. Love
for all in the Home.
Yours in Jesus' love,
ELLEN HURT.
The ministry of these two sisters was blessed of
God, and a number of souls were added unto the
Lord. As the letters kept coming in from Sister
Hurt, I felt a strong desire to visit the field there,
God opened the way, and on January 2, 1905, my
passage was engaged on the Royal Mail.
The steamer was to leave at three o'clock in the
afternoon, and all the morning the saints were busy
bringing letters and little tokens of their love to be
taken to Sister Hurt. A barrel was packed, which
contained yams, eddoes, peas, jelly, oat-flakes, tea,
sugar, canned goods, and many other things to glad-
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den the hearts of those who had been enduring hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ.
The sound of the gun notified me that I had but
one hour to get on board, as this was the warning
signal.
So kissing wife and baby good bye, and
giving· the many in the mission home a farewell word,
I started for the wharf where Bro. Jackman with the
mission boat, "Rosa," was awaiting me. My daughter
Lila went on the steamer with me. When we got on
board we found the deck filled with all classes and
conditions of people.
I was a deck passenger, and my fellow travelers
were Frenchmen, Germans, East Indian coolies, creoles, chickens, ducks and turkeys. I found a place to
put my chair, which served as a bed also, then said
a last good bye to those who had come on board to
see me off, including Lila who clung tenaciously about
my neck seeming loath to let me go, The anchor was
soon hoisted and the "Trent" was on her way to the
island about which we had prayed so much.
After distributing a number of tracts among the
passengers, I fix~d myself comfortably in my chair
and proceeded to enjoy the voyage, which was a
pleasant one. I was not sea-sick in the least. The
first-class passengers would come and look down on
the motley crowd of us deckers and seem to say "poor
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mortals," but I was happy, because I was on a journey to make many rich. My supper consisted of
crackers and cheese and some dried beef, which had
come to us at Christmas-time from some of the saints
at Newport, R. I. After supper I settled myself in
my chair for a good night's sleep; between the quarrelling of some Frenchmen, the crying of babies and the
banging of a guitar, I managed to get to sleep, but was
awakened about one o'clock by a Creole who came and
sat on the stairs right in front of my chair, and began
to play the guitar and attempted to sing. I was glad
I had a salvation that could keep in these trying hours.
At daylight we steamed into the harbor of Port-ofSpain and dropped anchor about 6 o'clock. As I
looked over the steamer's rail to the distant city a
peculiar feeling crept over me, and my eyes filled with
tears. A heavy white mist hung over the city; as I
beheld it I looked up to God and from a burdened
heart cried, "Oh God, as this mist hangs over this
city, so let conviction for sin hang over the hearts of
its inhabitants." I believe the answer to this prayer
will be seen in many precious souls being saved from
lives of sin and shame.
The harbor master soon boarded the ship and we
'deckers were examined, then we had to wait until all
the other passengers were landed before we went
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ashore. We were ordered to stand to one side while
the Honorables and Sirs, and the other great folks of
the world passed by and were landed by the steam
launch, then we deckers were allowed to hire our own
row-boat to land us. During this experience I thought
of the day when the saints would march in.
"A few from the honored and noble by birth,
But the most had been humble, the outcast of earth."

After getting my luggage and the barrel for Sister
Hurt into the row-boat, I got in, along with nine
other passengers, then began a long row of half an
hour to the stelling. Oh! the sun was so hot, I had
up my umbrella, but in spite of that the perspiration ran
down my back in streams. I was grateful when at
last I found myself on the floor of the custom house.
The custom house officer came along and looked at
my bag, on the outside of which were the words
"Eternity where?" Looking up to me he said, "have
you anything dutiable in there." I answered "No;"
so he put his mark on it and all the rest of my luggage,
and never examined anything, while others had to open
trunks and bags and be searched. God makes a way
for His own.
I found Port-of-Spain to be a large city, with department stores, electric cars, etc. One would almost
think they were in some city of the United States, were
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it not for the people you meet on the streets. It is very
cosmopolitan, and all nationalities greet you as you
walk along; predominating are the Hindoos, or East
Indian coolies, who are very picturesque in their native
dress.
l\Iy destination was San Fernando, some 35 miles
from Port-of-Spain.
So I got my luggage to the
depot; as I was a third class passenger ( for this was
the cheapest ticket I could buy,) I was only allowed 50
pounds of personal luggage.
The train was soon
ready and I got into the van that I was to ride in.
Again I found my fellow travelers were of different
creoles. In the van behind mine was about 40 coolies
who were being returned to an estate which they had
left in rebellion.
The first station we stopped at was San Juan. Here
some passengers got out and others got in. I enjoyed
this two hours ride very much. As we rode along
through the country I almost thought I was in India,
as most of the people to be seen were Hindoos, their
houses were like those of India with mud walls and
floors and trash roofs. Here and there were a number
of houses together, which constituted a Hindoo village.
Near each house were a number of bamboo poles with
colored cloth floating in the air at the ends of them.
These they worship, as they represent their gods. As
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I looked at these and saw the condition of the people,
I thought, yes, it is true, Trinidad is next door to Hell.
As we passed through the woodlands they presented
a jungle appearance on account of the dense undergrowth; here and there could be seen the dusky forms
of coolie boys ,vith only the covering on them which
nature had given. As we passed streams of water,
women were seen standing in the water, busily engaged with the week's washing, hanging the clothes
on the rocks, while the children were splashing about
in the water of the stream. I was much interested in
watching the coolies who were busy in drying cocoa
beans on the roofs of houses in some places, and in
winnowing rice in others.
On arriving at San Fernando I found Bro. Maughn
a waiting me and I was soon in his house. After a
bath and a nice lunch, which his wife set before me, I
procured a carriage and started for St. Madeline,
where Sisters Hurt and Gibbs were, and where we
have a little meeting house. It was very interesting to
drive through the country and see the coolie houses,
In many places I noticed that the cows, goats, chickens
and family all lived under one roof, with only a mud
wall to separate the human beings from the animals.
After a drive of four miles, I reached the mission
house, a small building about 10xl8, con~aining two
rooms and a gallery.
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To say I was warmly welcomed by the sisters would
be expressing it mildly. I secured a hammer and soon
the lid of the barrel was off and as I began to take out
the different packages the room resounded with hearty
expressions of "Praise the Lord," and Sister Hurt said
over and over again, "Father is so good; I know He
would not fail." They had been sorely tested for some
time and only the day before I arrived their last penny
had been spent, but that morning while at prayer the
assurance came that God would bring deliverance that
day. The first letter Sister Hurt opened contained a
card on which was glued a ten shilling gold piece,
$2.40.
As we drove back to San Fernando the roadside
presented a very weird appearance in passing the huts
of the coolies and natives, the light shining through the
cracks and crevices of the mud homes, and here and
there a circle gathered around the fire, preparing the
evening meal. The dusky forms as they glided in and
out among the trees, made a picture that cannot soon
be forgotten.
On Sunday morning I was awakened about five
o'clock by the sound of voices, and on inquiring I
learned that some of the candidates for baptism, had
already arrived from St. 1\fadeline. It was a distance
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of eight miles, so they had gotten up at an unusual
hour in order that they might not be late, about halfpast six the ordinance was impressively administered.
The eleven o'clock service at the mission was a time
of blessing, and a number wert> at the altar seeking
the mind of Christ.

In the evening the streets outside

and the windows were filled with men and women,
who were held in perfect quietness by the Spirit
God.

of

There was such a stillness when the message

was being given that even the creaking of a board or
the shifting of the feet, startled the people. At the
close they showed a sense of awe and did not seem to
know what to do. The conviction was great, and the
results we believe will be great.
During this visit, I spent a few days in Port-ofSpain, walking the streets of the city, endeavoring to
find a place in which to hold a convention, and a permanent place to establish a Full Gospel mission. Suitable buildings were not available. There were many
places that would have made good missions but they
were invariably occupied by a rum-shop.
These
haunts of Hell may be found on nearly every corner of
the city proper. This trip occupied nearly two weeks.
We saw the Lord's hand in it all. It was the beginning of what is now a flourishing mission in the city.
On our third visit to Trinidad, the following Feb-
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ruary, with a party of missionaries from the United
States, we began the convention in an empty store,
which had been fitted up with benches, etc. For two
weeks services were held morning and evening. God
blessed and many seekers were at the altar. At the
close of the Convention a permanent work was opened
in the house in ·which we had lived during the Convention. Partitions were taken down which gave us a
hall that would seat about two hundred. At the opening service every seat was filled.
Sister Ellen Hurt, ~ho had been laboring at St.
Madelines, was put in charge of this new work and
Brother and Sister Wilson, of Newport, R. I., were
left to assist her.
The following letter received after our return to
Barbadoes, tells something of the progress of the work.
105 Duke St.,
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad,
April 20, 1905.
Dear Brother Moulton :-Praise God from whom all
blessings flow. Showers within, and without are falling around us. Bless His dear name ! This has been
. a blessed week, Father has been sinking us down to
rock bottom, and is answering prayer for Trinidad.
We held an open-air meeting on Sabbath evening just
before service on Duke Street, and sang as we marched
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back, bringing in many.

Brother l lill gave the message, we had a most solemn time, strong co11victi()n

on the part of many, and two men from Tobago wnc
forward.

The people seemed spellbound, an<l we are

believing for a mighty break crL' lL)ng.
\Ye had a good time on \Yeclnesday, the first day of
prayer and fasting, very frw

\\'ere

out, but the power

was manifested in our midst, an<l we know the after
results will be great.
is on the increase.

The interest in all the meetings
Praise God.

He is working and

we can afford to await His time, for all the great things
that He has promised us, if we only keep faithful, low
and humble. It is because so many others have failed
and made ship-wreck of their faith, that the people are
holding back. It makes me tremble to see what we
can do and what we can hinder. I am so glad Father
is getting me lower and lower day by day, I feel just
like a little errand girl, being sent on errands by a kind
and loving Father.

0, it is so good of Him to give

me this special corner, and brother it is so wonderful
how He is supplying our needs.
On Sabbath morning twenty dollars was given in the
offering, I do not know who gave it, or for what purpose. I am holding it up before the Lord, the ordinary offering was $2.45; we held a special thanksgiving
service around the dinner table for it. I felt Father
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had supplied another month's rent, six weeks beforehand. Bless His dear name ! We are praying much
for you, my brother, as the time for your departur~
for the Homeland is drawing near, that Father's wi11
may be done in everything, and that He will supply
all of your needs. "Cast all your care upon Him,
for He careth for you." Thou art weak, but He is
strong. God bless you, and your dear wife, Lila and
bonni~ Kimber. Love to all in the home.
Yours in the Master's service
ELUN HURT.

105 Duke Street, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad.
June 15, 1905.
Dear Brother Powers :-Greeting in the Savior's
dear name. Your letters received all safe. Last Sat
urday I got desperate, ( not that I did not know that
God was working) but we had not seen any visible
results for several weeks. I told my Father I thought
I would die. I cried out, "Give me souls Lord to-morrow, or I die." At six o'clock prayer meeting on
Sabbath morning, the Lord met us in prayer. We had
a good time at eleven and also in the school. But at
night Elijah's God proved to be our God, and that
4
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He still answers by fire. He gave me this message,
"How long halt ye between two opinions,'' the Holy
Spirit had complete control, and deep conviction rested
upon the whole meeting. At the altar call we had it
packed. Two sinners came forward first, and then
ten back-sliders; and since then there have been sinners
at every meeting. Praise God for these signs of the
coming shower. Dear ones are also coming to seek
the Lord during the day. Hallelujah!
Brother \Vilson went to Tunapuna Saturday, then
on to St. )ifadeline. Sister ·Wilson has given up i:he
school.
Pray much for us at this time. Praise God for re~
newed strength and health. 0, it is wonderful what
Father does for His children.
Greet all the Saints for me, love to your dear wife,
God bless you.
Yours in the Holy One,
ELLEN HURT.
After Sister Hurt had taken up the work in Portof-Spain, Elder S. W. Beckles, a native worker, was
sent to take up the work at St. Madelines, which has
recently been enlarged, and now we have a meeting
room in San Fernando. At a convention in Barbadoes,
a number were stirred on missionary lines, and went
to Trinidad, to help the work. One of the local work-
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ers, who was a tailor, went to the village of Tunapuna,

and has turned his tailor shop into a meeting room,
where he preaches the Gospel.
We now have four meeting houses on the island
of Trinidad, the prospects are good, the field is large
and very needy, and we hope some day to have a
large Tabernacle in Port-of-Spain, from which workers and bands will be able to go to every town and
village with the message of full salvation.

CHAPTER XI.
IN THE GUIANA$.

The coast of South America, extending from the
mouth of the Orinoco River to the mouth of the
Amazon River, is called ''Guiana,'' the "Wild Coast."
It is divided into Venemelan, British, Dutch, French
and Brazilian Guianas. In 1803 the colonies of Demerara, Essequibo and Berbice came finally into the possession of the British. These three colonies are now
known as countries and have a sea front of 129 miles.
The year is divided into two wet and two dry seasons. The sea breezes prevail with scarcely an intermission throughout the dry season. The temperature
is very uniform and averages about 80 degrees, seldom falls below 75 degrees or rises above 90. The
highest records of death are from Debility, Marasmus,
Diarrhoea, Fevers and Phthisis.
In British Guiana slavery was abolished August 1,
1834, and there were then 82,824 freed slaves for
whom compensation was claimed.
The large amount of products such as sugar, rum,
molasses, coffee, cocoa, rice, cocoanut timber, charcoal and gold, led the government to import laborers
( 9i)
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from Sierra Leone and St. Helena; but there not being enough in 1853 the Chinese immigration under
government supervision began, which continued until
1878. In 1843 they also began to get laborers from
India, until now there is a large mixed population of
three different races.
Thousands of East Indians, Chinese and Portuguese
present a splendid field for aggressive missionary ef ..
fort, and soon after the Christian Mission began its
work in Barbadoes, the need of this field was pressed
upon its attention.
The work began in Georgetown, Demerara, British
Guiana, on Jan. 24, 1892, with an open air meeting,
which was held soon after the arrival of the missionary party. Although they were strangers in a strange
land, yet the Lord provided a "LJdia" who "constrained them to come into her house." A large house
was secured in the centre of the city, partitions were
removed which gave a large hall which was used as
a meeting room until the Tabernacle was built.
During the first six months sixty-four gave evidence
of a changed life and were baptized. The power of
the Lord was manifested in various ways, and a number were healed of different diseases.
The work in this colony continued to grow. Workers visited many of the villages, holding open air
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meetings and gidng away tracts; thus spreading the
"Good News."
A mission was open ell in New Amsterdam, Berbice,
a city on the coast at the mouth of the Berbice River.
Here it was that two workers from Barbaclocs who
were in charge of the work, \HTC stricken clown within a month of each other and went to their reward.
A number of mission stations h~we been opened
along the banks of the Demerara River, these are in
charge of native workers, who do any little odd job
they can get, in order to pay their expenses and devote
all their spare time in laboring for the lost.
An East Indian who was converted in the Georgetown mission, lives in the meeting house at Ponderoyan and gives all his time to the work ; laboring
among his own people, pointing them from their idols
to Jesus. The opening to the heathen, East Indians,
Chinese and Wild Indians, is very great, while the
mass of mixed races and blacks know very little of
real practical salvation.
Obeahism, a heathen system of witchcraft which
they brought from Africa, accompanied by poisoning
of the victims, is practiced among the blacks, with their
other heathen orgies, over the dead.
Two young men who are now workers in the mission, one of them an ordained elder, began their mis-
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sionary work in this colony doing colporter worli.
Their first trip was up the West Coast to Berbice. They
sold Bibles, Testaments, books, etc., during the day and
held open air services at night. At Hopetown, a Chinese woman loaned them a lamp and oil, and at the first
service souls were seeking salvation.
This first trip which lasted three months, was such
a success that they returned to Georgetown for a fresh
supply of Bibles. With the prayers of the saints back
of them they started on a tour to the \Vest Coast of
Demerara and on to the Essequibo Coast, walking
many miles, stopping wherever night overtook them.
The mission station at Henrietta village, Essequibo
resulted from this trip.
My first visit to British Guiana was not very encouraging. It seemed to me I was going to die on
the steamer, sea sickness had such a hold on me. I lay
on a cot on the deck of the steamer and had it not been
for the railing I should have rolled into the sea, and
been glad to end the suffering.
My first day on South American soil I felt fairly
:well,but on the second day I was taken sick with the
colony fever and came down to death's door, but in
answer to the prayer of faith God healed me. As I
was sick the whole week of my stay, I did not see
much of the field, and my first experience did not leave
a longing in my heart to go again,
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It was two years afterward in company with my
wife and daughter Lila that I made my second trip,
and was in great measure deliYercd from that dread
disease, sea sickness. This trip was much blest of God.
I visited the different stations, an<l while driving over
the road one day in company with the missionary in
charge, I thought, surely these villages are neglected.
Another day as our train rushed by village after
village, and we looked at the places which needed a
life-saving station, and had none, the truth of Jesus'
words came home more forcibly than ever, "The harvest is plenteous, but the laborers are few."
~he East Indians interested me much. Their dress,
their manner of living, their homes and sad looking
faces, all spoke of the darkness they were still in, although living in a nominal Christian land. One would
almost think himself in far away India while ,passing
through the coolie villages with their native homes
made of sticks, plastered with mud and covered with
thatch.
Their heathen religion is spreading in the colony
among the creoles. At Georgetown they have a mosque, and in a number of the villages a heathen temple
has been built. Around many homes I noticed a number of long bamboo poles stuck in the ground with
banners and flags flying from them. On my enquiring
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the meaning I was tol(l they represented their gods.
Oh, such darkness and superstition!
~Ve have spoken of the work at Henrietta village
which began through the visit of colporters. Among
the first to be saved was a Roman Catholic Portuguese
and his wife. They became much interested and desired to see a meeting house erected at this place, and
it was the gift of their jewelry ( amounting to about
$300) that began the erection of the. building. It was
a step in faith; the total cost being nearly $800.00, but
is all now paid.
In July 1906, I visited this field and dedicated the
new meeting house. It is a long, tiresome journey to
Henrietta village. You leave Georgetown in the morning about seven o'clock by a river steamer; this stops
at a number of towns on the way ttD ti.le river. If yo:.t
travel second class, which is the way the missionaries
go, your fellow travelers are the coolies and the poorer
creoles. You reach Suddie about one o'clock; this is
as far as the steamer goes. F rnm here a road runs
along the coast through a nun•ber of towns which are
in almost heathen darkness, to a p1ace called New
Ground, twenty miles from Sudt1ic. This is as far as
the road goes; beyond it is what is known as the
"Bush." Henrietta village is twelve miles from Suddie. If there is no one to meet you on arrival, you can
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get Into a slow going van, which stops at each town,
reaching Henrietta about four o'clock.
\\'e now haYe a Gospel wagon, \\'hich is used to
carry workers from Henrietta Yillage to the other villages along this twenty mile road and much is beinii
accomplished.
\Ye will never forget our first trip to Dutch Guiana.
The climate and conditions are similar to British
Guiana. Slavery was established here in 1863, after
which laborers were imported from the Island of Java,
and to-day the Javanese make up a large proportion of
the population.
Dutch Guiana lies between British and French
Guiana. The colony of Suriname is 300 miles long by
260 miles wide, and has a population of about 80,000,
comprising over twelve different nationalities. Education is compulsory between the ages of seven and
twelve years.
We left Georgetown, Demerara on the government
steamer, "Paramaribo," and were two nights and a
day in reaching the Suriname river, as we stopped a
few hours at Nickerie. The city of Paramaribo, the
capital of the colony, lies some twelve miles up the
river, and has a population of about 35,000. It was
settled by French Refuges in 1640.
It was about seven o'clock in th@ mornin~ when we
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walked down the gang plank of the stear.i.1er,a stranger
in a strange land. Everything seemed peculiar, the
houses, the people, the manners and customs so different froom those to which we were used in the
English speaking countries. \Ve were soon walking
along the orderly streets, passing house dter house of
the two story order, with their slanting tiled roofs,
gutters and dykes, that reminded one of the ancient city
of Amsterdam in Holland. The fine trees that shade
the streets impart a cool appearance to this tropical
city. One street being lined on both sides with great
mahogany trees, that met over the centre of the street.
A policeman conducted us to the home of a sister in
the Lord. who had been converted in Demerara in the
early days of the mission work there. Here we received a warm welcome, and felt at home, especially
since she spoke English.
We had not been in the city many hours before we
found the Lord had a people there, who had been
raised up through the instrumentality of Bro. M. S.
Bromet, a converted Jew, who had gone to live with
Jesus about a year before. Vve met many of his children in the Gospel, and while we could not understand
their Dutch language, there was a spirit about them
that made us feel we were all of the same family,
united by the blood tie.
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On this first visit we remained a week, hole.ling open
air meetings and preaching in the hall. These meetings
were a mixture of Dutch and English ; at times they
would sing a chorus in one language and then again in
the other. The audiences consisted of all nationalities,
the Chinese, Japanese, and East Indians being well represented; some of them were seekers at the altar.
Here it was we were again reminded of the faithfulness of God. One evening a sister preached in Dutch.
\Ve could not understand her, and did not know what
she said, but we followed her in English, using the
same text and trusting the Holy Ghost to help us follow in the same line of thought. Those who understood both languages said the connection was perfect
and it was like one message
One evening we went out in the open air; it began
to rain, and kept up all the evening, but this did not
keep the people away. Over 200 stood in the rain
while we preached to them from under our umbrella
held over us by a brother.
The next morning as we walked through the public
market a man who spoke English stopped us and said,
"these people are 'too sorry,' you are going away, they
like the way you keep church." Yes, it is true the
human heart the world over is hungry for a happy,
joyous salvation.
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It was during my second visit to this colony that I
became much interested in the "Bush Negro" and
"Bush Indian" who live in the wilds of Guiana, and
pay occasional visits to the city. A number of them
had come down the river in their canoes, and as we
talked to them through an interpreter, we found they
knew nothing of Jesus and His power to save.
One of the little boys had a sort of a bracelet on his
wrist, made of cord, with a couple of large beads tied
on it. This was the god to protect him when from
home, but we induced his father to permit us to cut it
from his wrist by promising to pray to our God, asking protection for his boy ..
One day in company with Evangelist James M.
Taylor, who had filled a basket with the Scriptures in
nine different languages, we started on a trip through
the market places to give them away. On our way we
purchased Gospels in Chinese. The crowd surged
around us in the market places and it was not
long before the word of God was placed in the hands
of ten different nationalities, and there were those who
could not be supplied, for we did not have it in their
tongue. Oh, what opportunities for missionary work.
Both of these colonies have thousands of Chinese in
them, many of which have been saved. They celebrate
February 13, as their New Year, and the day follow-
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ing is also kept as a holiday. The Christian Chinese
of British Guiana unite in this day and have an annual
all day meeting.
At the i1witation of one of the leading Chinamen of
Georgetown, we attended their meeting one year at
Lenora, \Vl:°st Coast Demerara. \Ve left Georgetown
at seven o'clock in the morning, crossed the river on
the steamer, and took the train at Vreed en Hoop and
after half an hour's ride arrived at Lenora.
We
walked to the Chinese chapel, a short distance, where
we were welcomed by the missionary in charge, Bro.
Chan-a-King.
At 9 :30 we sat down to our first Chinese meal. We
could not manage the chop-sticks, which the others
used so dexterously, so resorted to the good old knife
and fork. \Ve would not attempt to describe the food,
but it was made up of delicacies imported from China.
We enjoyed it immensely.
It was very interesting to watch the large company
of Chinese, many of them children, as they ate their
rice out of bowls with their chop-sticks as easily as our
children do with their spoons.
After the morning meal we ail gathered in the
chapel, which was packed, over 300 being present.
Some songs were sung in Chinese and English. Then
the missionary preached in Chinese. Bro. Taylor then
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gave a message in English, which was followed by exhortations in Chinese by two Chinamen, and some
sought the Lord. A good work is being done among
them, and many have given up their idols to serve the
living and true God.
But little work has been done in French Guiana. A
few members of the Barbadoes mission have gone there
to work, and have given a testimony and distributed
Bibles, tracts, etc., but no permanent work has been
established.
In Venezuela an opening has been made, and different ones have gone from time to time to Colon.
This country is completely under Rome rule; the
priest-craft is very demoralizing, and the darkness of
the people is heart-rending. Some have been saved, and
we keep on giving a testimony, circulating the Bible,
tracts and books, and visiting among the homes of the
Spanish people.
The missionary opportunities in the Guianas are
great. The need is for consecrated, God-called
workers, and means to reach the great mass of heathen.

CHAPTER

XII.

SOME :MODERN MIRACLES.

There are many who will tell you that the day of
miracles is past. But one has only to travel through
the vVest Indian Islands and listen to the story of the
lives of some of the members of the Christian Mission
to be convinced that this is not true.
Among the thousands of conversions that have taken
place there are a number that stand out as miracles of
God's redeeming grace.
In the slums of Bridgetown we have a Rescue Mission where many of these Modern Miracles have been
wrought. One evening a young man arose and testified to the saving power of God. The school master
of the Prison was a visitor there that evening. As the
young man sat down, he jumped to his feet and said,
"If that young man is saved, it is a miracle, for I know
him."
Near by there lived a woman who kept a house of
ill fame and although within sound of the Gospel, she
remained quite indifferent, and went on in her, infamous business.
One night after the service had closed and the mis(109)
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sionary was on his way home, he passed her door. The
sound of revelry broke on his ear. He turned about,
opened her door and walked boldly in.
His unexpected appearance caused a consternation
in their midst, and at his approach the men and girls
fled from the house. The madam remained. He commanded her to sit down, and drawing a chair he fearlessly seated himself beside her and reasoned with her
on temperance, righteousness and judgment, as Paul
did before Felix.
Instead of getting mad with him, she got under conviction for sin, and, closing up her house of shame, in
penitence sought the Lord. Her life was changed, the
house of shame became a house of prayer. She was
afterwards happily married and is to-day a good Chris•
tian, loved and respected by all who know her.
Another remarkable conversion in this same locality
was that of a young white man who, under the influence of liquor, staggered up the stairs of the mission. The hall being crowded some one reached out
the hand and pulled him up over the banister. When
the invitation was given a sister steadied his steps to
the altar, a number gathered around him, and in answer to prayer a miracle of grace was performed. The
drunken man became sober, and in penitence cried
earnestly to God and obtained salvation.
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He confessed that he had been guilty of almost every
known sin, and that he was on the verge of committing
suicide, when his steps were turned in the direction of
the Mission Hall.
From that night he was a changed man. He became a worker in the mission, then a regular missionary, and to-day ( 1907) is anordained minister,and
the pastor of a church in the United States.
There are many wives in the \ Vest Indies to whom
life is a burden. Often with a house full of children
and nothing with which to feed or clothe them,and with
an unkind or even brutal husband, life seems useless
and they think death would be a relief.
One of such wives, feeling her burden too great, decided to end it all by throwing herself in the sea. On
her way to the wharf she passed the Mission Hall, and,
hearing the singing, stepped in to listen. Her heart
was touched, here was rest for her. She was soon
among the penitents at the altar. She left the hall a
saved woman, not to throw herself in the sea, but to
live a life of service to Him who had rescued her.
A woman whose husband had threatened to kill her
if she went among the missionaries, came to the meeting one night, and got converted. In her testimony
she told of her husband's threatenings, and said she
knew he would attempt to fulfill his word , but she
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would trust the Lord to give her grace for whatever
might happen.
On her return home she found the place open and
the lights burning; fearing he was lying in ambush for
her, with a prayer on her lips, she cautiously entered.
After going through the front room and seeing no one,
she ventured into the bed-room and to her great astonishment found her husband on his knees, praying.
He told her that after she had left him, he fully de;.
termined to keep his word, and was lying in bed planning what he would do, when suddenly he was seized
with such a great fear that he began to tremble from
head to foot and fell on his knees imploring God to
save him. The next night they were both at meeting,
happy and rejoicing in the Lord.
While holding revival services at one of our country
stations we were told about a man who was the terror
of the neighborhood; and they declared that if ever he
got saved it would be a double miracle. His wife, a
meek little woman, attended the meetings and was
saved; but no persuasion could get him even near the
hall.
A few nights before these meetings ended, we were
about closing the service, when a cry went up from the
congregation, "Oh Lord, the devil, the devil; Oh Lord,
the devil is going to be saved." On looking up we saw
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a tall, powerfully-built man walking in from the street,
as he came slowly forward the people made way for
him, falling one upon another. He appeared quite unconscious of all around, and falling upon his knees he
said, "Ask God to have mercy upon me." 0, such a
shout as went up from all present! The power of God
fell upon us and we had one of those extra times,
when the bells of heaven are set ringing, the Good
Shepherd is rejoicing, and heaven is made glad. A
wonderful change came over this man. He became
gentle as a lamb.
\i\Te left this place and visited the next station, about
three miles distant, and there God again displayed His
miraculous power in saving. In that neighborhood
there Ii\·ed two women side by side; and although at•
tending the same church, they had not spoken kindly
to each other for years, and would quarrel over the
slightest thing. They had always hated the mission
and its teachings, but both were invited to attend the
revival services, and after much coaxing they at last
consented to come.
Well, so wonderful is our God, that at the close of
this, their first service, they both came forward ; and
while they were both praying they fell upon each
others' necks, and, with their arms around each other,
wept and cried to God for mercy, confessing their
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wrongs to each other. Those present leaped upon the
seats shouting and praising God for what we all saw
was nothing less than a miracle.
\Ve had not been in a certain mission very long, before we became interested in a black woman, who came
regularly to the services. She was always bare-footed,
and wore a dirty, loose-flowing red wrapper, with a
handkerchief tied around her head.
One evening I made inquiries of the missionary in
charge and he told me she was one of the worst characters on the island. He said she had been coming to
the meetings for a number of years, but had never been
saved. She was a harlot of the streets.
That night wife and I made an agreement to pray
for her until she was saved. Some time after that on
our personal invitation she came to the altar. A form
of prayer was suggested for her, which she repeated;
but there was no change in her life. We kept on praying.
Some weeks afterward at an evening service she
came forward all broken up. \Ve did not have to suggest any form of prayer; she cried out of the depths
of a penitent heart. There was a change that night.
After hearing her testimony the meeting closed and the
congregation went down the stairs.
In a few minutes we heard an uproar in the street,
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and rushing down \\'C found her in the midst of a
crO\nl of street girls and men, her face filled with
flour and her red wrapper nearly torn from her.
\Yife pushed her away through the crowd, an<l placing her arm around her, said, ''Never mind l\Iartha,
just trust Jesus." A though meeting with much persecution, she remained true. She discarded her red
wrapper for a clean, white dress, and her head-kerchief for a white sailor hat. She left her old business
of mixing mortar for masons, and went to work selling
sweetmeats to the clerks and in the stores from house
to house.
Eventually she became the nurse in the home of a
business man, and the last we heard about her she had
gone to Canada and was getting along nicely, loved
and respected by all who knew her as a good Christian
girl.
Some of our workers are those who have been saved
from awful lives of sin, and those who knew them in
their old lives and see them now, will always say,
"The change in their lives is a miracle." There are
those who once scarcely ever drew a sober breath, but
to-day are good citizens, having the confidence and respect of the whole community.
Many a thief has been made honest, many a harlot
has become a pure woman, scores of drunkards have
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become sober men, and criminals of all kinds now testify to a changed life. There are also those of other
classes, such as prided themselves on their morality
and religious life. Many, like Paul, were blameless
as touching morals, and Christianity. They also now
stand out as modern miracles.
The Gospel light came to them and revealed the
blackness of their hearts, and salvation has made as
great a change in their lives as in those of the lower
classes.
The change in the behavior of the lower class, the
dying out of the singing of lewd songs in the streets,
which are being supplemented by gospel songs, the
falling off in the importation of rum and tobacco, all
speak of the marvelous power of the Gospel of full
salvation.
Modern miracles of Grace can be found on every
field where this message of full salvation from sin
ha5 oeen faithfully preached.

CI-L\PTER
LETTERS

XIII.

FRO:.I WORKERS.

Our thought in writing this book has been to show
God's dealings with His children in their part of His
vineyard and at the same time to interest the reader
in the work. \Ve have felt that a chapter of personal
letters would be interesting and have selected the following from among many that have appeared from time
to time in the Christian ~fission Herald.
In the year 1896, some five years before the volcanic
eruptions at St. Pierre, Martinique, an effort was made
to plant a salvation mission in that wicked city. A
number of missionaries labored there and some were
saved, but some time before the eruption the mission
was moved to Fort-de-France. The following letters
tell of some experiences in the beginning of the work
there.
Rue Schoekher 119, St. Pierre, Martinique,
August 27, 1896.
Beloved Brethren Hartman and Gibson, Greeting,Grace, mercy and peace be multiplied unto you. We
received your welcome letters Aug. 25th. I am glad
to hear that Bro. Wilkins is improving. He needs
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rest, but with the blessing of God, will be able to resume work again before many weeks. Well, we have
been going on with our meetings each night this week.
We have had good services and a fair attendance. The
police have not disturbed us this week, but we have
both been summoned to appear before the magistrate
for holding conferences Aug. 10th to 13th without authority, and for causing a disturbance in the street,
because of the meetings held. We have been to the
Attorney General to-day to see what we could learn
from him, and he told us that all we could do, is to
go each day to the Mayor and make declaration of our
intention to hold a meeting at night. vVe cannot do
that and we do not intend to go to any one every day
to ask for permission to preach the Gospel. What I
think we shall do is to go to the court Saturday and
let them try the case, and, if condemned, we will appeal to the higher court. That will give us more time
to go on with our services, and wo~k up a sentiment
in the community in favor of the free preaching of
the Gospel and the worship of God. There is a growing sentiment in favor of liberty of conscience and
freedom of religious worship."' By the blessing of God
we hope to 'Win the day; we do not intend, on principle,
to pay any fines for preaching but will go to prison if
necessary. I am inclined to think that nothing will
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accomplish our purpose here, short of our imprisonment. Nothing will arouse public interest, and draw
attention to the subject of liberty of consciellcc and
7.('0rship,like that. I am willing to be imprisoned if
I can accomplish that. We send you some matter today for the French paper, and will send more as soon
as we can. \Vell, we are on the victory side. Hallelujah! All join in love.
September 3rd'.
I know you will be anxious to learn how the trial
came off. \Ve went last Saturday to Court, answered
the summons, and pleaded not guilty. The Justice
said, by request of the Attorney General the trial will
be postponed two weeks; so we have to go again on
that date. \Ve have continued the meetings every
night this week. We have good meetings and some
conviction; but not a soul has yet given evidence of
being saved, and the audience is very changeable.
There are only a few that come regularly. There is
a good deal of noise and disturbance outside the door
and in the street; but notwithstanding all this, God is
working, and we believe He will establish a Mission
here, and save some souls. We feel sure of this. We
are remembering you in your Missionary prayer meet,
ing. We must not give up the Missionary prayer meeting, or lose our faith and interest in it. As we near
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the end, we shall need, more and more grace to live
above the dark, cold, worldly influence that surrounds
us, and daily increases in intensity. We shall need
to be much alone with God, in prayer, and the study
of His precious Word ; and to use all the public means
of grace, to keep our hearts warm and full of love and
zeal for the blessed Master, who said, "Occupy till I
come." The clear Lord keeps us all well, for which
we praise Him. Lovr to those in the home and to the
dear saints.
September 14th.
Our trial came off on Saturday, the 12th inst.
There were four charges against each of us, two for
holding meetings without authority, and two for causing a noise and disturbance in the street. The court
furnished an interpreter for me. We simply reviewthe case and stated the facts. Two policemen were
witnesses against us. One swore, perjuring himself,
the other flatly contradicted him, and told the truth
and agreed with our testimony. We were acquitted
without costs, much to the chagrin of the Chief of
Police. Our God was on our side, and, notwithstanding the police were against us, He disposed the judge
in our favor. He did not show any feeling against us.
There is a great principle of religious worship involved
and as it has never been fully tested here I think God
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will use us as the means to bring it about, so that the
Gospel can be preached freely anywhere on the island.
The Christian .Uission Herald has been read with interest by several English speaking persons and they
have expressed themselves as much interested and as
pleased with the matter pertaining to 1\Iartinique and
freedom of religious worship. Please send me six
more copies. I received word from Bro. Farnum that
souls are being saved right along in Antigua. That
is indeed good news.
There have been a number of cases of yellow fever
on the island, most of them at Fort de France, so that
the island has been quarantined for months. The last
death I heard of, was on the 5th or 6th of September.
\Ve have had a good interest the past week, several
having professed to accept Christ; whether any have
really been "born again" I do not know.
Yours in love,

G. R.

PitNN}tY.

St. Pierre, Martinique.
October 15th.
Grace, mercy and peace be with you from our Lord
~esus. We were very glad to receive your letters
last mail and your post-card by the Taymouth Castle.
The Lord just opened your way to go to Barbadoes,
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for the very day you left, a man died of yellow fever
in this harbor. Other cases soon broke out, and the
Island was quarantined the following Sunday; so that
there were only three days that the quarantine was
lifted. The last death I heard of was on Saturday,
10th. There are still other cases. We have seen
nothing more of the police, since the day I wrote you,
but the disturbances in the street have been worse than
ever. The people go in and out so much that we have
stopped opening the door at all after a quarter to
eight. Some nights they have kicked and pounded
with their fists on the door almost all the time of service, and two or three times they have burst the door
open. It is broken now, and Benjamin is splicing it
to-day. The last few nights we have closed and barred the inner door, and the shutters. The perspiration
streams down our faces with the heat, but we have
comparative quiet. The boys get pails of water from
the gutter which they pour underneath the door. But
the Lord is the devil's master and in spiteof thesethings
we praise the Lord for an increase In attendance at
•
the meetings, and for some interest manifested. The
people come between half past seven and a quarter to
eight, and stay till the end of the meeting ( at least
this week, since we have closed both doors). None
are saved yet, but we are conscious that the Lord is
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working and some are being convictecl of sin. Yesterday we had a blessed day, as we joined with you
in prayer and fasting, claiming Phil. 4-: 19. Bless
His dear Name! His promises can never fail, and we
can well afford to stand on them when everythingaround us goes to pieces. He is making His word
real to us, and supplying all our needs, spiritually,
physically, and temporally out of His own fullness.
Vve saw French-speaking missionaries in the text yesterday, for they are certainly urgently needed. We
want to start a children's meeting on Thursdays, at
3 p. m., if we can get them to attend. God has inclined
the people lately to buy a great many more Gospels
than they have been doing, but the Bibles do not sell
well yet. I went all around that road by the Botanical
Gardens, stopping at every house on the right side
until I got back to the bridge, but only sold two Gospels to some peasants on the road. We are believing
that some will be saved soon. Love to all in the Mission.
October 26, 1896.
Grace and peace be with you from our Lord Jesus.
M/e were very glad indeed to receive the letters, also
the hymn sheets. They have been a great help to the
meetings. We all rejoiced to hear of the way the
Lord was pouring out His Spirit in Barbadoes, and
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Demerara. He is working here also. Praise His
name ! The first two nights the hymn sheets came, we
let all the boys inside, and they behaved badly, so we
do not allow them to come in now. The last three
nights we have had police protection. The police have
been outside all meeting time, and have kept good
order, and the Lord has taken care of those inside.
The two merchants came last night. The congregations and interest manifested, are encouraging. \Ve
"believe God." Bless His name! The people have
lately made very practical inquiries about being saved
from· sin. The Lord used, "Blanc, plus blanc que
neige," to arrest one man. He said, "Does it really
mean whiter than the snow?" "Are you whiter than
the snow?" "Is it not very difficult to be washed so
clean?" etc. He has come to meeting every night for
some time, and last night he brought the woman with
whom he is living. vVe are praying that they may
both be saved. The dear Lord is blessedly supplying
all our needs. 'Tm so glad I learned to trust Him."
The Lord knows exactly the time to send it. Hallelujah! Sister Brown joins in Christian love to all.
Oct. 29.
The Lord is taking care of the people in the street
now. Night after night the police have been there
keeping order, and we hear that they arrested two
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women one night for making a noise. Praise His dear
Name! \Ve have had quietness now for several nights
and the Lord has manifested His own Presence in the
meetings.
Yours in Christ Jesus.
MARY D. R. JAMttSON.

In the year 1900 an effort was made to open a mission at San Juan, Porto Rico. The following interesting letter tells of the first days there:
San Juan, Porto Rico, U. S. A. July 25, 1900.
:i\Iy dear Sister Fenty :-I know you are wondering
what we are doing, and I hardly know how or where
to begin. Such experiences, such times ! Well, this
is the biggest change I have ever had. v.,re arrived at
Humacoa on Tuesday evening, July 17th. We had
to wait there until the doctor came on board, 10 a. m.,
Wednesday; he brought a Customs House officer with
him. \Ve were not vaccinated. Then Bro. Penney
had to go ashore. The captain presented a paper
which the United States Consul in St. Kitts had signed
to be presented in Humacao. They both got wet in
trying to get ashore. It is a miserable place to land.
I was very glad we did not have to land there. We
left in the afternoon for"'"N aguabo. The Customs
House officer went with us on the"Nellie M.Johnston."
:Wehad a very pleasant trip, only a few miles across
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the bay. _Buton our way to Humacoa, we felt that the
Lord would have us go further and prayed if
it was His will that we go either to Ponce or San
Juan, that a vessel might be waiting. And when we
got in Humacao, we saw a vessel. Bro. Penney told
the captain that that was the one to take us to San
Juan, and sure enough it was going there, and we
engaged passage. The captain's name was Angel
Merino, a fine looking gentleman, not a bit like a captain, he looked more like a doctor. He was very kind,
and so were all the crew. \Ve were deck passengers,
as there was no cabin, but the food was excellentcooked by Spaniards. I forgot to say we went ashore
in N aguabo before boarding this Spanish schooner.
0, my! Such dirty streets, and filthy people, tumbledown houses ; people riding on starved ponies, two
and three on one pony. If we had not felt before that
we must go further, we certainly should then. We
stayed about one hour; everything looks to be 1000
years old. Barbadoes is in comparison a Paradise,
but I am not murmuring, I don't want to come back.
Well, we went back to the "Nellie M. Johnston," packed
up and went to the "Elena," the Spanish schooner, and
stayed on her Wednesday night. As it was squally,
they did not leave until 4 a. m., Thursday. We had
a fine sight of the Island. We sung in English and
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Spanish and had a good time. There were ten Spaniards on board. Only the captain could read; that is
a sample of the ignorance of the people here. \Ye got
in sight of San Juan at 9 p. 111.-a big city, all beautifully-lighted by electricity: it was a fine sight. The
wind slackened, and we did not anchor in the bay until
midnight, Saturday morning we went ashore. Such a
sight! high buildings, high walls, finely, paved streets,
and so clean, ,Yith sidewalks. The houses are of brick
and stone; but oh! when we came to go into themPrisons ! Prisons! \Ye asked a young man who spoke
both English and Spanish to show us a house for hire
and he took us to one at $30.00 per month. American
gold, they said; 6 rooms, kitchen, bath, etc., but not
a window in any room, only grating high over our
heads, a little court-yard in the back, where we and
the Spanish family on the flat above us must get a little
light and air. \Ve could not take that so we left and
tramped all over the city and could find none better,
though we could find worse. Making inquiries for Bro.
Jarvis we found he lived two miles from the city; so we
walked all the way, and found his residence, but he
was out; we then took the train back, and went to the
"Elena" and Bro. Jarvis came to us there. We asked
him about a house, but he could not advise us. We
next visited the Young Men's Christian Association,
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but they could not help us find a house.. We tramped
back to the "Elena," and prayed; then decided to go
across the bay to a place called Catana, and here we are
now. Bro. Jarvis accompanied us; he can speak Spanish fluently. We took the ferry boat and crossing over
from the city, tramped the town over and could not get
a house. The houses are better here for our purpose,
and are built for one family only, and all of wood; but
there were only four empty ones, and the owners being in the city and having the keys, we could not see
them. We went into the house of an American, or
really a native of St. Croix, who has been in the United
States and is now in the United States government service, as·tariff officer. His wife offered to take us in over
Sunday, as it was getting late Saturday, and we had to
get our things off the "Elena" and across the ferry. On
Monday we went out to find a house. The cheapest
was $14.00; dirty, and on a back street; this place is
on the Bay, and the house we are in now overlooks it,
and we wanted one on this side ; the only empty one
cost $20.00, and while it was large it was old and falling down, so Bro. Penney said the Lord does not want
us to have that .. What could we do? We prayed for
his direction. We then went to Bayamon, a town 5
miles away. Bro. Jarvis was with us and said we
might get one there ; the fare was 10 cents each; well,
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we went all over that town, it is worse than Catana;
old, dirty, way back 1000 years in everything, and
there was only one house empty, and that for $10.00;
filthy, broken down, and no water.
\Ve took the train back to Catana and waited on
God. Tuesday morning we started out again, praying
the Lord to give us the best place for our work. He
directed us to a house being built on the Bay side, a
pretty good locality; we inquired for the owner, and
he was there on the spot. He wanted $16.00, Bro.
Penney offered him $14.00, he said, "No." Then we
offered $15.00, but he would not take it, so we walked
away and went to the $14.00 house in the back street,
thinking we could rent it; but oh ! the conditions were
such we hesitated and prayed in the back gallery.
While we were praying, the owner of the new house
came up to us, and said he would let us have it for
$15.00; we felt that was God's answer to prayer, and
took it. He promised to finish off two rooms by
Thursday so that we could live in it; it will take about
three weeks to complete it. So you see how the Lord
has led thus far.
We have named our new home "Alabama." That
means "Here we rest," and I tell you we do feel restful. We have tramped so much and tried so many
places, we are now satisfied we cannot do anything
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better for the present. They will have to build large
new houses here ; there is plenty of room, and they
could if they were not lazy. As yet things are very
discouraging, but we believe God. The people here are
desirous of learning the English language and that is
one good feature.
An old Bishop has come and stirred up the people,
telling them that the Protestants are only coming here
to make them give up their rights. Yesterday, July
25th, was the patron saint's birthday. ( St. James is
Spain's patron), most of the shops were closed, and
they were drinking, dancing and singing all night.
This is a very expensive place in which to live; everything almost twice the price it is in Barbadoes, a 2 lb.
box of oatflakes 21 cents, eggs 4 cents each, potatoes 4
cents per lb., rice 10 cents per lb. \Ve have to depend
on rain water for drinking, and for all other purposes.
Have not met a Barbadian here. It is the custom
for ladies to go without hats; we have met the majority without hats in the street, on the railway and everywhere; fine ladies, too. A few wear hats and some
wear a long lace scarf pinned on the head, the ends
hang on the shoulders, but the majority go without
anything at all. VI e went to the door of the Catholic
Church the other night and the women walked in bareheaded; as they sat down they put their pocket handkerchiefs on the top of their heads.
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Monday, July 30th.-\\'e
hayc been in Catana over
a week, our house is not yet finished, we expect to go
in soon. \Ve have met several Americans in the city.
All speak of the place and work as hard. Of course
it is new yet. Bro. Penney thinks he will go to the
United States soon and may bring his family out. I
shall be very glad indeed. If you ask one here to do
anything, he says. "Y ~s, tomorrow." The Americans
say that is the rule here. So we are in the land of
"tomorrow.'' Sister \Vaithe and Bee are well. Goodbye,
Love for all in the home.
Yours in Christ,
ANNIE

COOPER.

In the year 1896 the Christian Mission took up the
work in Cuidad, Bolivar. The letters which follow tell
of the early days of the work there.
Cuidad Bolivar, Venezuela, S. A.
April 9, 1896.
Dear Sister Jameson :-Grace be with you, mercy,
and peace, from God the Father, and from the Lord
Jesus Christ, the son of the Father, in truth and love.
I should have liked very much to have written you
by last mail, but was prevented. The enemy tried his
best to hurl his darts at my body. Indeed I have suf-
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fered intense pain during these weeks, but I can say
to-day," Thanks be unto God for the unspeakable gift
of His dear Son, through whom I have obtained healing." Bless His dear Name! It seems quite a time since
I bade you good-bye. Time is hastening on, and soon
Jesus will be here. It is just two weeks to-day, since
we arrived in Bolivar, and it seems like two months.
Yve are endeavoring, by God's help, to do what we can
to give a testimony to the saving and keeping power
of Jesus. The English-speaking people seem to have
sunken lower in their sins than even the Spaniards ;
their true character is recorded in Rom. 1 : 21-32.
They keep very far from us. Some say they can't
come because we talk foolishness and they know no
one can be saved here in this world. There is one man
who I believe is really saved ; he was eleven days a
Christian when we came. He works for Bro. Hurley
and so we have a chance to watch his life. The Spaniards seem hungry for the word, and are willing to
receive-it. They come almost every evening to hear
the word, whether there is a meeting or
not. Bro. Hurley has to address them, as we
can't speak their language.
We find it very
painful when we come in contact with them not to be
able to say anything. We are trying by God's
help to learn, and as quickly as we can, this un-
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known tongue. I have been trying to buy a book
to help me, but failed, as the cheapest would cost $3.
If I had known the great need of it I would have got
one in Barbadoes. Some one gave Sister Alleyne one,
but I did not know till we were on our way. It helps
her a little, but is rather too easy. I shall not be able to
use it and she herself will need it most of the time. I
have a Testament which I am learning. Bro. Hurley
teaches us how to pronounce the words in the evening,
and then during the next day we commit them to memory. I am now learning John 3 :1-4, and comparing it
with the English. I thought perhaps you might be
able to help me by lending me your Spanish book as
you are not using it just now. I think it would come
all right, and will take care of it till you need it. Bro.
and Sister Hurley try their best to make us comfortable; Sister Hurley is a very delicate looking woman,
but a hard worker; she does our washing and her own
and cooks twice a day. She does it cheerfully, as unto
the Lord; Bro. Hurley is out all day. He leaves home
early for town, and does not get back till late. The
heat is intense. The land around us is parched and
dry. Not a drop of rain falls and yet in spite of the
scorching sun, the people go without hats and the little children are all quite naked. -It is interesting to
see the mothers coming to the meetings in the evenings bringing their little naked babies.
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We have breakfasted at or before 9 o'clock every
morning. After that we have family worship and the
whole day is before us. We are unable to do much
visiting yet, as the English people live far from us and
we cannot speak to the Spaniards. God knows I am
willing, as He gives me strength, to work as hard as
the heat will allow. The devil finds that he cannot
daunt us in one way, so he is trying another. Last
night ( 10th inst.) when Bro. Hurley came in, he told
us that he had been locked up in prison during the day,
but the Lord delivered him and enabled him to get
home. This morning he went back to town, and they
arrested him again. M'hile I write this, at 12 :30 a. m.,
(11th), he is in prison. May be God is going to save
some jail or again.
Since writing the above, Bro. Hurley has been released. He had the opportunity, while in prison, of
distributing some tracts and bearing a faithful testimony to the saving and keeping power of Jesus. I was
much pleased to hear of the completion of the Hall at
Martin's Bay. Am sure the work will prosper now.
Thank God for the blessed times you are having. May
the dear Lord continue to save and sanctify. We make
mention of you in our daily prayers. Continue to pray
for us.
Yours' in Jesus' love,
F. A. BRAITHWAITE.
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Cuidad, Bolivar, Venezuela.
April 6, 1896.
Dear Bro. Penny :-"The Lord bless thee and keep
thee, the Lord make his face to shine upon thee.'' I
thank God to-day, that I was born in a land where
the light of the gospel shone in some measure, and I
thank Him still more, that the true light hath now
shined in my heart. As I see the darkness that is over
this land,-the spiritual darkness,-and the depravity
of the people, I cannot compare it with anything I have
ever seen. They are sitting in darkness and the
shadow of death. I have to question myself, "Is this
humanity." The Lord has permitted me in the past
to see in some measure the depravity of the human
heart, but I declare the lower class of people in this
land haYe sunken lower than any. I have had no
chance to see how the respectable ones live, as I only
met them on the streets ; but I am sure that in some
things, they are just as bad. I do not know why the
Lord has chosen two weak handmaidens to come to
this Christless land, but I would not dare question God.
"Shall the clay say to the potter, Why hast thou made
me thus?" Ever since the Lord called me to come here
I shrank from it. Many months have rolled by and
He has had His eye upon me, reminding me of it in
the Convention, and has brought me here when I least
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expected it, and in a way that I never thought of, but
His ways are past finding out. It was quite a shock to
me when I heard that Sister Braithwaite and I were
to come, I did not know she had a call. Well, we are
here ! I suppose you have heard of God's care over us
on the voyage. As we went on board the steamer,
"Bolivar," there was a different atmosphere, nearly
all the passengers were Spaniards, and no Christ; the
two of us must have looked like speckled birds among
them. It appeared to me like Babel, (confusion) and
as we landed it was worse. I had heard of the darkness that prevailed here but human lips cannot express
the gross darkness there is in the land. You must see
for yourself. The way the people live is the queerest
thing I have ever seen. The houses remind me of those
in the coolie settlement of Berbice; they are made of
straw, mud, posts, etc; with thatched roofs and ground
floor. In the town they roof the houses with tiles or
galvanized iron, and use brick or cemented floors.
Bro. Hurley lives about two miles from town. How
queer everything looks! The floor is red. The house
Bro. Hurley is building will soon be completed; it is
on the same plan as the one he now lives in but is
much cooler, higher and larger. He expects to add
another bedroom. The one thing that helps me as I
see the difficulties and dangers in our way is this, for
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my sake Jesus became poor, and since He called me to
follow in His footsteps, He will give the needed grace.
Bless His name! The first Sabbath we spent here,
four English-speaking people came to the morning service. You cannot tell the Lord's day by
anything
outside.
The
same number
were
present at night, but none came to the
meetings during the week, save Spaniards, to
whom Bro. Hurley preached the Gospel. Thursday
and Friday being the two "holydays'' here, Bro. Hurley,
took me out to visit some of the English people, and
distribute tracts. \Ve obtained two houses in which
to hold meetings. One was announced for Sunday at
4 p. m., and the other, Tuesday at 7 p. m. We went
around and invited those we had previously visited,
but only two put in their appearance. Yesterday ( the
Sabbath) they went playing cricket. The English
speaking people are worse than the Spaniards, they
are very common in their way of living and their aim
is to get money and be somebody, but they do not want
Christ. Still Jesus died for them and wants to save
them, although they are so callous and indifferent.
Bro. Hurley has asked them over and again to meet at
his house for some understanding about the school and
they promised to come. Some of them told me they
are glad to have the school and promised to come, but
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that is all. Sister Braithwaite has not been able to go
out at all as yet; she took a violent cold on board the
steamer and has suffered very much since with an inflamed leg, and a severe pain in her side, with fever.
She cannot begin the school until the house is finished.
All doors of usefulness seem barred, but God can
break the iron bars asunder. The Spaniards are interested, and our mission must be to them, but the barrier
is, we cannot speak their language ; we have made a
beginning; I have a book and trust the Lord will enable us to speak to them soon.
I would not stay in this lan.:l one week for all the
gold in it, but obedience to my blessed Lord will keep
me here if He can use me to lift some of the souls to
eternity's joy. Ah! the time to trust"Is when we stand alone,
And summer bl...-dshave flown,
And every prop is gon ~,
All else but G •Jd.

Yes, I will trust Him in this dry and barren land,
"where no water is." Farewell! I know you are praying
for us.
Yours in Christ,
CLARINE ALLltYN~.
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Cuidad, Bolivar, Venezuela, July 31, 1896.
Beloved Bro. Hartman, Greeting-Grace, mercy and
peace be multiplied through the knowledge of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ, whom to know is life eternal;
to you and all the loved ones in Jesus, greeting. I
have received no news from you as yet, but praise the
Lord all is well, Hallelujah! I tmst that by the time
you receive this our prayers shall be fully realized in
your restored health and vigor. It is most blessed to
realize that He who knoweth our frame, sometimes in
love, calls us aside, that we may be made more and
more partakers of His holiness. Praise His dear name.
On Sunday 26th inst., we had a little encounter with
the priests: it was one of their procession days and the
Lord led us to give out some tracts. \Ve came to a
house where some priests were anci gaye tracts to the
people, the priests also taking some. After they saw
me they tore up the tracts and advised the people not
to have anything to do with them, but the dear Lord
helped me, and I told the people not to throw them
away, but to first read them. Afterwards we met the
procession; Miss Alleyne, Mrs. Hurley and I were out.
The priest at the head of the procession, had seen me
concluding the Lord's service as he passed, and spoke
to a policeman to make me take off my hat. Bless the
Lord I was quite ready to go to prison, but I would not
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take off my hat, and they left me alone. Praise God !
So we have met the priests, but this is nothing to glory
of, for it is God that has done all. I pray God to lead
one of you dear elders down here: it does seem now
that the church will have to send one. Greetings to all
the saints ; pray for us ; we need your prayers more
than ever in this trying time. The grace of our Lord
be with you. Yours in Jesus' love and in the trials of
His cause till He comes.
Sept. 15.
My heart is filled with gratitude to God, for He has
given us open doors here. The priests have passed us
with their processions many times and we have distributed tracts to the people following the processions.
The priests have torn up some of our tracts and warned
the people not to read them, but we have never been
bidden to close our doors, or to stop our meetings.
Hallelujah! What a glorious privilege! What a tremendous responsibility to witness for Jesus to the
thousands around us dying in darkness? Oh, how can
we keep quiet? No, I cannot, I must tell ·others of
Jesus. We do not cease to pray for you all, especially
the party in Martinique.
JOSEPH HURLEY.
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The following letters are from ~ome of the native
workers in South America, Trinidad, Dominica, Antigua, Barbuda and St. Thomas.
Georgetown, Demerara, l\Iay 3, 1905.
Beloved Bro. Powers :-Crace unto you and peace
be multiplied through our Lord Jesus Christ. Yours
to hand. \Yas glad to hear of the. Lord's continued
blessing. I suppose Bro. ]\Ioulton has left ere this
and you have the burdens resting on your shoulders.
Well, don·t forget that Father is at the helm. The battle is not thine but the Lord's, "As thy day, so shall thy
strength be."
"In all thy ways acknowledge Him
and He will direct thy paths." You shall have my assistance at the throne. Bro. Holmes arrived safe.
When he got to the ?IIission house, I was out visiting,
but he was welcomed by Sister Wilkins.
We opened a meeting house at a village called the
Grove, eight miles from here, last month, and have sent
Sister Delph there. She reports encouraging services ;
some are seeking the Lord. Glory !
Bro. McArthur with a few helpers, is battling away
at Ponderoyan with good succ~ss. -That work was in
a sad condition. So we talked the matter over and
he decided to devote his time and attention to it for
three months. He is giving some helpful talks from
charts and the Lord is blessing. Bro. Smith is a dear,
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good brother. He, too, was doing his best over there.
but took sick, and consequently could not devote his
time, hence the drop, but things are catching up again.
Glory to God ! Bro. Valentine has been going to
Uitvlugt, and is doing his best at No 1 Canal.
These brethren and sisters have gone out without
a penny pledged, and without a permanent place to
sleep, and to endure hardness as good soldiers.
They are doing their best at Essequibo and have visited Queenstown, a village six and a half miles from
Richmond, where they are holding meetings; 12 to 14
souls have found the Lord, and are continuing in the
faith. Many more villages are calling us to preach
to them.
Bro. Potter promises to get us a Gospel wagon and
two good mules to do aggressive work in the villages.
We are praying that it may soon arrive.
If someone would only take it as a part of their
work in the J\1aster's vineyard to help support those
who work in the various villages, it would greatly facilitate our efforts to reach the unevangelized villages,
and would be a very great encouragement to the
workers to press on.
To do aggressive evangelical work we must have
a Pentecost, not only of Hallelujahs and shoutings,
but of consecrated pocket-books. The simple story
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reads like romance (Acts 2:-1-1---1-7;
4:31-37).
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"Then

they that gladly received his word were baptised : and
~he same day there were added unto them about three
thousand souls. And all they that belie,·ed were together, and had all things common. :\nd the multitude
of them that believed were of one heart and of one
soul: .Veither said any of tlzt·m that aught of the things
'l(.'/zichhe possessed 7:1:iaslzis o·z,,,i. But they had all
things in common. Neither was there any among them
that lacked: for· as many as were possessors of houses
or lands sold them, and brought the prices of the
things that were sold, and laid them down at the
Apostles' feet ; and distribution was made into every
man according as he had need."
Our sister Colony, Surinam, Dutch Guiana, like
Ethiopia, is stretching out her hands unto us. There
is the "Macedonian cry," "Come over and help us,"
and we feel that ,ve are their debtors. "So, as much in
me is, I am ready to preach the gospel to them that
are at Surinam also. "For I am not ashamed of
the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth."
Beloved, pray for me. I feel I must write a testimony
to my healing, but the devil whispers, "You had better
not do it, for you are surely going to be sick again."
But he is a liar and the father of lies. Many a lov-
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ing-hearted Peter would say, pity thyself; but I am
trusting Jehovah. God bless Bro. Moulton abundantly
and make him a blessing in the States. Greet the
saints in love. God bless any whose hearts may be
stirred and interested to assist us financially, to reach
these neglected villages. My family join in love.
Your brother in the fight,
F. R. WILKINS.
105 Duke St., Port-of-Spain, Trinidad.
April 12, 1905.
Dear Bro. Moulton :-Yours received yesterday. I
was much blessed by it. Glad to hear from you, but
am sorry your health is poor. I can sympathize with
you; for almost a week I was sick, and it just seemed
as if there was nothing left for me to do. But God
has something in store, and I am willing to go every
step of the way.
"Come sorrow or pain, come loss or come gain,
I'll go every step of the way."
Bro. Bailey is going to open a mission, I believe, thb
week, in one of the neighboring villages, and Bro.
Hill is fasting to-day. He is waiting on God, and
wants to know His plan concerning him. God is good
and will take care of His little ones. I gave Sister
Hurt the $5.00 and it was just in time, for we needed
a tin of oil, $1.55, so you see how God answers prayer.
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The offerings only amount on an average to a little
over 25 cents, and God has wonderfully provided.
I like the life of faith ; it brings us in close touch
with the 1Iaster. Charlie Holmes is in the W. I.
I expect to see him walk in here any day, I met him
last summer and he said he had a call to Trinidad.
Well, I am praying for you and I know how you
must feel, your going home, too, is quite a job.
Stopped last night at the open-air meeting down toward the Emanuel ).Iission, and had a blessed time
in the Lord. I received a letter from Bro. Beckles
and he said God was sending some of His judgments
on that place, and we all prayed specially for him last
night; we are praying also for you. I sent a few
things by Bro. Kimber and received a letter from
America saying he had arrived and had given them the
presents; it was the first letter since we have been
in Trinidad, directed here. Well, glory to God! I
still have a fat soul, and the Lord gives me good
spiritual meals. :Willprobably hear from you again
soon ; everybody is well. Goodbye. Love to all,
CHARLIE

w ILSON.

St. Madeline Village, April 4, 1905.
Beloved Brother :-Grace, mercy and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of Jesus Christ
our Savior. I received your last letter with the $10.00
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enclosed. Thank you much for the fifty cents that
falls to me; it came at the right time. The Lord is
blessing His work. I have five seats completed and
am making screens for the windows, and boarding the
front of the room. I spent the six dollars for board, nails,
and paying the freight. Have not received any more
pledges since. Am glad to say I received Bro. Maughn
into fellowship last Sunday; you can make it known
over there. The dear Lord is stirring up this village.
The devil is mad, but Jesus is bringing a few to the
altar. Even in the open air they are forward for
prayer. Praise His name! The clouds are lifting.
Sister Gibbs is still complaining; she cannot go out
at night. All in the home join in love to all.
Yours in Jesus' love,

S.

BECKLES.

Roseau, Dominica.
Dear Bro. Moulton :-Hallelujah!
Our God is
working with us wonderfully. Bless His dear name!
We are having meetings every night and Dominica
is astir. The place is packed every night, and the street
filled with people; no room for the wanderer to come
in, and He is adding to our number such as are being
saved. Hallelujah!
\Ve have been praying for an
out-pouring of His spirit and now we cannot complain.
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Praise the Lord ! As the dear ones approach the
door they begin to rejoice, they are so filled. They leap
and dance in the presence of God. I took a trip down
Portsmouth and God is blessing Bro. Ely and his wife
wonderfully. l\Iany have been prayed with and some
testified of Christ's power to save. One of the high
folks down there, whose heart God touched, has claimed the Lord for herself, and now she has given us two
rooms, free of rent, in which to hold meetings. The
place we meant to take for $14 per month, after seeing,
I found too narrow for that purpose, and not well
located; but this is in just the right place. Our God
is giving victory. Yours in Him,

C. A.

WILKINSON.

Codrington Village, Barbuda.
Beloved Bro. Moulton :-Greeting in Jesus' precious name to you and all the dear ones abiding in
Him. Bless His holy name !
I have long had a desire to write you. Knowing
that this island is not on the line of trade with steamers or any foreign vessels, I felt we were out of the
way of human help, but not out of reach, for we have
three native boats, though small, that trade to and
from Antigua, which is the nearest open port. I
wrote you at the opening of the last convention by
Eld. P. E. White, how the seed of the fourfold gospel
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truth was sown in this island in the year 1901, and1
blessed be God! it is growing day by day.
The dear brother who brought it lived only eight
months, during which time he erected a humble shed
which is fast going to pieces, being eaten by wood
worms, so we are contributing to get a house which
will be convenient at all times and in all weather, for
the shed is only for calm and dry weather. We made
a beginning last year, but owing to the drought and
scarcity of food, we only collected 3s. Sd. up tothe time
that Elder Hartman visited us this year and through
his teaching and zeal encouraged our hearts, and we
persevered, looking up to the Lord for help. We have
now in hand £2 ls.
This is an island that differs from all others, for
there is no employment for the inhabitants. All their
employment is to cultivate a little ground in the thickets, and if the Lord sends rain they may raise a little
food, sufficient to last about three or four months.
The soil is very light and unproductive, and the majority of the inhabitants very poor; our members of the
Christian Mission are of the poorer class. We have
seventy-five believers. I am one of that number, permitted through the tender mercy of God to hold up
the prophet's hand. I have not been appointed to the
work as a teacher by any man; but by the mercy uf
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God. Have been called to salvation through Jesns
Christ our Savior. My desire is to see the work here
governed and directed as in all the other islands, since
God has so faithfully answered prayers that we are
a branch of the Christian :1lission. Om special need
is great, both spiritual and temporal. I am a native
of this island and our Lord Jesus tells us that a £_rophet
is not without honor except in his own country, and
you are well acquainted with the duties and responsibilities of a missionary, and the people here need teaching. I am, by the help of God, doing as much as I
can in keeping them together in hope that the
dear Lord and :-.faster will soon send the help we need.
"Hosannas to the King" was introduced here and we
bought a few, but can't get any more yet. I conclude,
trusting that God in His own good time may open a
way for you to pay us a visit. The dear ones here
send greeting and say that they got your photograph
in the HERALD,but their desire is to see you in the
flesh. Pray for us; we need your prayers and the
prayers of all our dear brothers and sisters with you.
Accept my Christian love and good will, and I pray the
Lord will fill you with His power and keep you a
faithful steward over His household; that at the last
you shall receive the plaudit, "Well done, good and
faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."
Yours in Him.
JOSIAHDEAzLE.
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St. Johns, Antigua, May 16, 1904.
Dear Sisters and All In the Home-Gr.ace, mercy and
peace be multiplied unto you all. "I am going on."
Trust you are well this morning, and everything moving on first-class. I can see the tears in Alice and
Zippie's eyes yet. It is nice to be missed and know that
there are those who are real sorry you are going. Our
vessel did not get away until 6 o'clock.
We
arrived at Fort-de-France and only stopped for
mails and passengers.
Then we sailed along
in full view of the volcano of St. Pierre,
l\It. Pelee.
I could hardly believe my eyes, as
I saw how completely all is changed there, nothing
It was awfully grand, to see the
but destruction.
mountain smoking and little jets of flame coming out
of the cracks. We arrived at Dominica about noon,
and after lunch I went on shore and found Bro. Wilkinson. He is from Winthrope, St. George's parish,
this island. I like him and his family. He was repairing an organ, and his wife teaching a few small
children. He got re:!.dy and we went around the town
to look for a house to rent. The sun was very hot and
gave me a cold in my head. We had given up trying
to get a place when the Lord showed us just the one.
While the others were from $15.00 to $30.00 a month
we secured this one for a year at $6.00 per month.
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The two front rooms thrown into one will give us a
hall 14x28 and the two back rooms are nearly as large
as the two-room house he was living in at $16.00 a
month. It has a nice large yard and looks outside like
a hall; it is clean inside and in good condition. We
held an open air meeting, also one at Bro. 'Wilkinson's
house. I called on Mr. Sitiles, the Wesleyan minister,
and got back to the steamer about 10 o'clock. We left
some time during the night.
When I got up in the morning we were calling at
Gaudeloupe for mail and passengers. A typical Frenchman, with one glass to his eye, came on board. Bro.
Bruce came to meet us with a sail boat. We arrived
at the house about 3 o'clock. Sister Bruce and her
little ones had a very good steerage passage. They
were fed and had bunks to sleep in. I think our people would have more comfortable deck passage on the
Quebec line than on any other, for they have a room.
We held service Friday night.
Saturday morning
about 9 :30 I started for Barbuda. We got about 4
miles and were becalmed until after 3 o'clock, when
they came back to wait until midnight. I returned to
the house and gave up the trip. We formed a committee for the church here and talked to the people
about the offerings. At night the house was packed.
I preached on the new birth; there was deep convic-
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tion, but no one yielded. On Wednesday we will have
our day of prayer and fasting and probably baptism.
I know you all pray for me. Keep on the victory side.
Live in peace.
Your brother in Christ,
]. H.

HARTMAN.

Charlotte Amelia, St. Thomas, D. W. I.
Dear Bro. Moulton, and all with you :-I suppose
all are anxious to hear from us, and of our voyage to
St. Thomas. We left Barbados 7 p. m. We steame'd
away for St. Thomas and stopped at many of the
islands, Martinique, Dominica, Antigua and St. Kitts.
We left Antigua early Wednesday and reached St.
Kitts at 1 p. m. I had the pleasure of going ashore
and taking with me the parcel for Bro. Dunnell. He
was not at home, as he and his wife had gone to the
country. The boatman kindly took me around and
showed me the city. It is a nice place, and things are
very cheap. I bought biscuits and a few more things,
as our provisions were exhausted. We went on board
and left at 5 p. m. for St. Criox, reaching there at daybreak Thursday ·morning, and dropping anchor between 7 and 8 a. m.
I sent the letter you gave me to Bro. Jamieson by
the boatman, and before we could make ourselves
ready, Sister Jamison and about four brothers and
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sisters came off for us, as Bro. Jamieson was 15 miles
out in the country. She sent on your letter to him and
about 3 or 4 p. m. he was at home. He was glad to
see us, and said he had been asking the Lord to let us
come that way, although he did not know what kind
of a man I was. So my going there was of the Lord,
and in answer to his prayer. How true are the words,
"His eyes are over the righteous and his ears are open
to prayer.'' Glory! Brother, the reception of his wife
and the saints was so great, it is too much to be explained with pen and paper. I never thought we
would have received such a warm and happy welcome
among the St. Croix saints. God bless them and keep
them in His love and grace. They are all bright and
happy and are on fire for God. We spent a happy
day and a half with them. I took the meeting each
evening and God's blessing and power was felt among
us.

Friday night we had to bid farewell, and after the
meeting closed a brother came to me and said he wanted
to say something to the people, so I asked them to give
him a hearing, and when it all was quiet he said to the
folks that they were all blessed by our coming; he
thought it but right to give us something to help us
on our way as an appreciation of our visit. And they
got up $5.50 among themselves, besides they brought
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for us all kinds of little gifts, several bunches of flowers, sapodillas, different kinds of preserves, etc., so
we had another box to add to our own. Glory! "No
good thing will He withhold from them that walk uprightly."
Bro. Jamieson and wife did not fail in the least ·to do
for us all that they possibly could. God bless them.
He will reward them in glory. He and a good many
of the saints went on board with us at eleven a. m. Saturday morning. We steamed out about one p. m.
Our voyage from here to St. Thomas was not a pleasant one, we had rain and a little storm, and were so
sea sick we could not help each other. We find it quite
unpleasant to travel so many days on a ship's deck,
with only a bit of canvas over our heads. He who has
promised that He will never leave us nor forsake us
has brought us through. We reached St. Thomas at
S :30 p. m. Bro. Roach came out to welcome us and by
the time we got out our baggage and reached the
shore all the carts were put up, and the rain poured
down upon us. We had to get a man with a little
hand-truck to take our things home; he wanted to
charge us $1.44 but Bro. Roach got him to do it for
$1.20. We had to hustle through the rain, getting
home at 7 :30 p. m., where we had to rough it for the
night, as Bro. Roach did not expect us until the fol-
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lowing \Vednesday. But we are here and praise the
Lord for His kind care over us.
The saints were glad to see us. On the Sabbath
morning there were only a few out; they are not half
as bright and happy as the St. Croix saints. They are
not in a good spiritual condition, but we are trusting
God for a mighty out-pourin-g of His Holy Spirit upon
them and to fill them with His love and grace, so that
they will be all on fire for Him. I trust to write you
good news about them in my next. Bro. Roach
is still with us. He will be leaving on the 25th, D. V.
He is not looking well. I trust God will lead him
aright.
Wife joins me in love to you and all the saints at
the Tabernacle and at Welches, and ask them to remember us in their prayers.
Yours in Him,
-W. R. SQUIRtS.
My dear Brother-Glory !-I am happy in the Lord.
I was glad to see Bro. Kirton and was glad to get the
Bibles, as the brethren were in great need of them.
Our meeting is going on in His name. Hearts are
pricked and one came over to the Lord's side Friday
night. God is answering prayer. The offerings are
very small ; the people don't have much work. We
can't invite many in on account of not having any seats
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~s yet. I got 26 cents collection on Sunday. I am tt'I·
mg to get the money for the rent. Pray for us.
Yours in Him,
A N JtltDYWORKtR.
I am having some very fine times in the Lord.
Bless His name. Since you passed this way many
have been prayed with. We need special prayer for
the conversion of precious souls in Dominica. Well,
bless God ! progress has been made ; five years ago I
could scarcely hear my own voice while preaching, but
thank God! it is not so now, there are delighted listeners. Hundreds of Bibles have been sold, and am still
selling them. The people are now asking me questions
out of God's Word which shows they are reading it.
I have made some inquiries about a suitable place to
hold meetings; they are very dear. I found one for
$19.20 a month. Am still on the lookout. Ask the
saints to remember me in their prayers in behalf of
A WoRnR.
this island.

CHAPTER
ANSWERED

XIV.

PRAYER.

In some of the previous chapters we have spoken
of some answers to prayer in God's dealings with us.
The .Word says, "That the communication of thy
faith may become effectual by the acknowledging of
every good thing which is in you in Christ Jesus." In
this chapter we desire to acknowledge some of the
good things that have inspired and strengthened our
faith in His ability and willingness to meet every need.
As we look back over our journeyings we see how
He has led us on step by step in the faith life. It seemed to us wonderful when the first dollar came to us
in answer to prayer ; then our faith grew and we
heard Him say "Ask largely" and five dollars came,
just the amount asked for; and as the needs have come
we have asked more "largely" and He has never failed. We still hear the voice saying, "Ask largely."
Many and varied have been our experiences along
this line. While on the island of Saba we often found
it hard to get food, even when wehadthemoneytopurchase it. One Saturday, Irene came to us and said
''I can't get a piece of meat, nor a chicken, nor any~
(157)
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thing for dinner tomorrow; what shall I do? I turned
to her and said, "Well, if you cannot, you cannot, so we
will praise the Lord and go without, unless he sees fit
to send us omething." The next morning early I heard
a shout and hearty, "Well, praise the Lord." Upon inquiry I learned that a vessel had just come in from St.
Kitts, and the mate of the vessel had brought a tin to
us from a business man in St. Kitts. When the cover
was taken off we found that it contained a nice piece
of beef, well roasted, and with it, the gravy in another
tin.
We preached that morning on "The peculiar
relationship of God the Father to the child of faith."
It was along towards the close of the year and upon
taking account of stock I found I had special need
of $30.00 to close the year out of debt. I definitely
asked the Lord for this amount. In a few weeks I
received a letter from a sister in the United States
whom I did not know. She said the Lord had been
talking to her about Bro. Moulton and enclosed I
would find $15.00 for my personal needs. I looked at
the money and said, "but I asked for $30.00." In a
few days in various ways the other $15.00 came in.
Many months afterward, I was in the United States
attending a camp meeting, when a sister came to me
crying and said, "I am Sister ---------·"
"Oh, I
said, " you are the sister that sent me the $15.00."
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-"Yes, she replied, "but I want you to fc.,rgive me,
the Lord told me to send you $30.00, but I thought
it was too much, and only sent half of it. I have asked
His forgiveness, now I want yours.'' Individuals may
fail, but God never does.
One time in returning home from the West Indies,
we were led to go by the way of Halifax, N. S. I
learned from our Captain that he expected to reach
there Wednesday evening. I then consulted some
Halifax papers and found that the Steamer for Boston
left Halifax on \Vednesdays and Saturdays at seven
in the morni!lg. Some of the passengers sympathized
with our party, for there were with me three grown
persons and two children, and it would be expensive
to remain in Halifax until Saturday. I made this a
matter of prayer and felt that God would somehow
fix it. It was after eight o'clock on Wednesday evening when our steamer came slowly along the docks.
As we were nearing the dock where we were to tie up,
I heard some one say, "I declare if there isn't the Plant
Line Boat for Boston. She should have left this morning." I looked up with ,oy and said, "Thank God."
They had changed their time table the day before.
All we had to do was to transfer our baggage that
night and go to be<l on the steamer, for she left very
early in the morning. This was in answer to prayer,
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but the "abundantly above" was that they gave us
our state-rooms free of charge because we were Mis•
sionaries.
One morning in Barbados before we had risen,
our little girl came into the room and said, "Papa,
its no use of talking, I have got to get a new pair of
shoes" and the emphasis was strong on the "got."
Wife said, "Yes, Lila must have a pair of shoes." I
was being sorely tested financially at this time, and
had no money. I said to Lila, "You will have to ask
God for them, for I can't get them for you." At the
same time I lifted my heart to Father in regard to
this need.
A little later I went down stairs to the bath-room,
and as I reached the ground floor a black man opened
the door and came in ; seeing me, he asked, "Are you
l\fr. Moulton?" I replied, "Yes," and invited him in.
He said "I am from Venezuela, do you know Mr. Hthere ?" I said, "I have never seen him, but he writes
to me." "Well," said he, "I came from him, and he
asked me to give you this." At the same time he put
an American twenty dollar gold piece in my hand.
"He said that it was for your personal needs." I
thanked him and he left, while I went on to the bath
praising God for such a quick answer to prayer.
As I came up-stairs from the bath, I stopped to
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tell Sister B-, about Lila's need of shoes and showing
her the bright gold said, "Do you see how quickly
the shoes have come?" She answered, "Yes, but the
shoes have come while you were in the bath; some
one sent in a pair of shoes for Lila; see! here they are."
And she produced a box containing a pair of shoes.
Not only had God sent the shoes in direct answer to
prayer, but had sent the money to relieve our financial
strain.
In the Christian Mission Herald for March, 1903,
the following letter appeared:Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 20, 1903.
Dear Bro. Penney :-I have the November number
of your paper before me, and have just read that there
is very much need of a new meeting house on the
Island of Barbuda; but that they are very poor. It is
my prayer that the dear Lord may put into some heart
that can afford it, to give $100.00 towards it. It rejoices my heart as I read your dear paper to hear
how the Lord is saving, sanctifying, and healing the
people of the West Indies. Bless His dear name. 0,
that He would be merciful unto us and cause His face
to shine upon us here .• Many thanks for your kindness in sending me your paper, which I enjoy reading
so much. It is an inspiration to me every time I
Yours in His name,
read it.
SARAH

C. YEATON.
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You will notice that this Sister in America prayed
that the Lord would lay it on some one's heart to give
$100.00 for a building in Barbuda. In the same paper
for the month of May, 1904, the following letter appeared:15 Waverly Road, Southsea, England.
March, 15, 1904.
My dear Bro. Moulton :-Just a line to say I was
so glad to receive yours ·of some time ago. I understand that as I subscribe for "God's Revivalist," The
"Christian Mission Herald" will be sent also. Is that
so? If I am wrong, please put me right, as I do not
want to miss having it. Well, dear Brother, Praise
God for what He is doing in the West Indies. I am
anxious to know when something is going to be done
for the poor people in the island of Barbuda, in getting a meeting house put up for them; as from what
I hear of them, they are totally unable to help themselves. I· understand from Brothers Penney and
White, that £25.00 or £30.00 would enable them to
put up a meeting house that would meet their need.
Towards which amount I have in hand 117.00 which
I shall be pleased to send as soon as the remainder is
in hand, and the work of the building begun, which I
pray will be very soon. May God's richest blessing
rest upon you, and all with you, is the humble prayer
of,
Yours Sincerely,

E. G. Gom'REY.
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This letter you will notice is from England, thousands of miles from where the sister prayed. A few
months after the above letter came, we received a
money-order for $104.00 from this same· brother to
help purchase a meeting house in Barbuda. God had
answered the sister's prayer.
It was Saturday when I opened my mail which had
come that morning by the Royal Mail steamer. The
pressing needs of some of the work on the surrounding
islands were placed before me by the different workers.
Money must be sent by the outgoing mail, which left
on 1Ionday, to pay the rents of the Missions at St.
Thomas and St. Croix. As I looked into the Missionary Fund there were only a few dollars on hand. The
rents due amounting to twenty-six dollars. As usual
I lifted my heart to God and sought definitely for a
supply of thi_s urgent need. The letter was written
and left unsealed for the enclosure on Monday morning, which we knew would surely come. Yes, Praise
God! Before mail time on Monday the full amount
came in,in another way. When the two letters had
been dispatched I still had four cents left.
My wife was in need of some things and had written
to her sister in America to purchase them for her.
She handed me the letter, unsealed, saying, "You must
put a five dollar bill into. this and send it to Lila.'~ I
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said nothing to wife, but looked up_and said, "Lord,
I must have a five dollar bill to put into this letter."
Then, kissing her goodbye, 1 went to the Mission
Home, in town. As I reached my desk I found our
American mail had come in that morning.
In opening a letter out fluttered just what I had asked for-a
five dollar bill. "And it shall come to pass, that before they call I will answer, and while they are yet
speaking, I will hear." Is. 65 :24.
I needed a suit of clothes, but did not have the
money with whicli to get it. A brother came to the
Mission Home from a neighboring island and spent
a week . He was a tailor. One morning he said to
me, "Brother Moulton, if you will give me ten dollars
before Saturday I will make you a suit of clothes
worth eighteen dollars, and send to you." I said,
"Well, brother, you will have to ask the Lord to send
me the ten dollars." He replied, "I will do it, and I
believe He will." It was not two hours before ~ne
of the Elders came and gave me five dollars saying,
".This is to help you get a suit of clothes." The next
morning a sister handed me fifty cents, saying, "This
is to help you get a suit of clothes." So, on Saturday
morning I was able to give the brother the ten dollars.
God answers prayer to-day.
I felt that Brother P-, a worker on a neighboring
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island, was needy, an<l that some money should be
sent him. There was no money on hand. But I knew
that God had plenty. Saturday morning I besought
Him definitely for this need. Before ten o'clock Monday morning I had over twelve dollars for this very
brother.
"Vaunting skeptic hear the answer:
Infidel, beware i
For the God of battles lives
And answers prayer."

Our baby boy was very sick, his body seemed burning up with fever, as he lay by the side of his mother
in bed he looked like death. My wife said something
must be done. I reached over and took him in my
arms and lifting him up to heaven said, "O, God, rebuke this fever, for Jesus' sake." Then I gently laid
him back in the bed. My wife reached over to smooth
his brow and cried out in astonishment, "Why, Orlie,
the fever is all gone." Yes, God had answered, and
the fever had suddenly left him and the next morning
you would not have known he had ever been sick.
I wanted to be ,'11rein regard to the will of God in a
certain matter. I felt the inward impression, and it
was scriptural, I had also put out the fleece twice and
it had proved. But I wanted to be very sure. One
morning in prayer as I was looking out of the window
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and up into the heavens, I told the Lord I wanteo to
be very sure it was His will, and if it was, to please
send me a check for just $100.00, no more, no les~.
Some four or five weeks went by, and everything
providentially pointed to the matter being His will.
One Saturday afternoon a steamer whistle blew and I
went over to the Post Office, to see if there was any
mail. The first envelope I took out of the box had
the advertisement of a bank in the corner. As I opened
it I found that it contained a check for just $100.00.
The letter said, "On advice of Rev.-, we are enclosing
our draft for $100.00. Please acknowledge receipt
to him." Our eyes filled with tears, a great lump came
up in our throats, and we bounded away to the Mission
Home.
When the needs of the work would present themselves to us, the devil would say, "Now, what are you
going to do." But God has never failed, as we have
definitely sought Him for wisdom, guidance and finances to push the battle against sin. He has always
heard our cry and sent the answer, and as we look
back on the past few years' experience, we say very
emphatically, God hears and answers prayer.

CHAPTER

XV.

AMONG THE ISLANDS.

J. H.

Hartman.

Homeward bound. How glad I was, and yet even
this had its element of sadness. Dear friends had to
be parted with and maybe I would see them no more
in the flesh. Yet the blessed hope an<l glorious appearing of Jesus, and our gathering together unto
Him with all the saints, comforts and even rejoices
the heart. On ·wednesday, l\Iay 11, at 6 o'clock, the
last goodbye had been spoken, the anchor lifted, and
soon I saw the last of Barbadoes. It was hard to part
with om dear Brother Moulton. I have learned to love
him so much during the months we labored together.
On Thursday at daylight our steamer stopped outside St. Lucia for mails and passengers. \Ve called
at Fort-de-France, l\Iartinique, and then passed by
the ruins of St. Pierre. Everything is so changed, I
could hardly recognize the place. l\fount Pelee is still
smoking and the ruins are being covered over with
green grass and sod ; soon it will be hard to believe
a great city was ever there.
We arrived at Dominica about midday and went on
(167)
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shore. A boy guided me to Bro \Vilkinson 9s little
home. I found that he was from the mission in Antigua. As the place he was in could not possibly accommodate the people who wanted to hear the gospel,
I looked for another. We walked about considerably,
but could not find one that suited my ideas. All the
time we were praying the Lord to give us the best
place for our work at the lowest possible rent. An
open-air meeting had been appointed and on our way
there we saw a vacant building. When I got the keys
and with Bro. Wilkinson saw the house, I felt sure it
was the place. It had four rooms; the two front ones
made into one, would give a hall 14x28, and the two
back ones would be about the same size as where he
lived. On seeing the owner after ipeeting I succeeded
in securing the place for a year at $6.00 per month,
-paying one month's rent for The Christian Mission
and taking the receipt which I sent to our Superintendent.
It was now time for the evening meeting. Our
brother removed every piece of furniture from the
room and with a few benches and chairs, loaned by
the friends, we soon had a room full, and a crowd in
the street. They listened to the singing and the word
about the precious blood that saves and cleanses from
sin. I left our brother to draw the net, and hastened
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to the steamer, tired and hungry, but rejoicing in having accomplished what I desired to do there. Glory
to God! It was a good night for sleep, and arriving
at Guadeloupe at daylight we took on more mail an<l
passengers.
\Ye arrived at Antigua at noon. Our dear Bro.
Bruce came out with a sloop, owned by a sister in the
mission, and soon his wife and family, \\'ho were on
the steamer, and our baggage, were landed.
The Convention opened Friday evening, May 13;
the writer preached from Eph. 5 : 25-27, showing
Christ's love, His provision and purpose for the Church
On Sabbath morning the message was on the "Holy
Spirit in the Old Testament," and at night on being
"Born of the Spirit." On tfonday at 11 o'clock the
subject was "The promise of the Father," Acts 1: 4, 5,
and at night on "Pentecost," Acts 2 :l-4. These subjects were followed by others on "Purity of heart,"
"Holiness of life," "Cleansing from sin," and at the
night meetings "Repentance," "Faith in Christ for
pardon," "Obedience," etc. The word was soul-searching; some were brought back into fellowship with God,
believers were sanctified, and the work blessed and
strengthened.
Some things in connection with the
Church were set in order. A committee appointed to
assist in the oversight and discipline of the flock. The
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revival of the work is going on in increased attendance
and deeper spirituality.
On Friday morning, May 20, Bro. Bruce, Bro.
Smith of Antigua, and the writer took passage on the
sloop for Barbuda. Oh such a voyage as we had, or
rather I had! so sick with the jumping of the boat.
We arrived there about noon. Kind friends gathered
on the beach waiting for hours the arrival of the sloop.
vVe got into a row boat outside the bar to go ashore.
The friends carried us from the row boat in their arms
through the surf to the beach. Such exclamations
of thankfulness at our arrival.
Oh, how refreshing to know that our steps are
guided in answer to prayer. What blessed assurance
it gives of being in the will of God. We walked a
mile, then got on another sloop and rode 2½ miles to
the village. How shall I describe the village, with its
irregular, crooked little lanes, and the fences made of
brush woven together?
Then the houses made of
brush sticks about the size of your finger. Some
of them are plastered with mud to keep out the rain,
and the roof made of mud, thatched with grass.
Here and there may be seen a wooden house with its
red, galvanized roof. We were entertained by a dear
brother in a nice pitch-pine building, which we believe
wi11make a fine Gospel meeting room.
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In the evening the trash hut was crowded to overflowing for the opening services of the first Convention ever held in Barbuda. The writer preached the
word which contained messages to both believers and
sinners. There was a good attendance at all the services till the close. Bro. Bruce conducted the altar
service and led the singing, several times the altar was
full. Believers were sanctified, and wanderers reclaimed. On the Sabbath at 5 o'clock early morning prayer
meeting was followed by baptism of five precious souls.
A testimony meeting at 9.30 was followed by preaching at 11 and the Lord's supper. Between 60 and 70
partook of this precious memorial of the Lord's death.
An open-air meeting was held at 4 :30, at which Bro.
Bruce spoke to a large company; at 6 o'clock
the saints gathered for praise and testimony; preaching followed. The day will never be forgotton by
many who took part. Monday was Whit-Monday, a
holiday, and the two services were crowded, closing
after 10 o'clock. Testimonies were borne by the saints
to the blessings received, sinners were deeply convicted
of sin, but resisted the Spirit; through fear of the consequences many did not yield. The Bible readings
were greatly blessed to the believers.
On Tuesday, May 24, we arose early and walked to
the beach, while kind friends carried our baggage.
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Then again through the surf we were carried in the
strong arms of Bro. Samuel Dazel to the row boat and
soon after reached the sloop, outside the reef. We
were much interested in watching a horse towed out
to the sloop and put in the hold. It was a pleasant
passage back to Antigua, I was not sick at all. We
arrived at 2 :30, and the friends soon heard it, so we
had a good attendance at meeting.
On Wednesday, 1fay 25, we got our baggage taken
to the R. M. S. and by 1 p. m. had said goodbye to
Bro. Bruce and were off for St. Kitts. Our steamer
stopped at Nevis, where Alexander Hamilton was
born, but I did not go on shore. It was dark when I
arrived at Bro. Dunnell's, in St. Kitts. He and his
kind wife received me with a hearty welcome, I was
glad to retire to rest ec1rly. In the morning Bro. Dunnell and I went on the beach and enjoyed the sea
breezes, as we talked over the goodness of the Lord.
Our brother and his wife have been laboring in St.
Kitts and Nevis for several years. Quite a number
have been saved during this time, but of late many of
them have gone to Bermuda, United States and Canada. I got letters from home forwarded by Bro.
Moulton from Barbados. If our dear ones in the
homeland could only change places with us a while
and know how "like cold water to a thirsty soul, is
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good news from a far country," they would write
oftener.
We had breakfast and family worship in which
Sister Christine Pfansteihl took part. My mind went
back to the Quebec, S. S. Muriel and my first trip to
the West Indies in February 1891 when she, a little
girl, with her father and mother and the other children, were on their way to Saba from Holland. My
efforts to interest the other passengers in the glad
message of salvation seemed unavailing, so I talked
to the children. No doubt the words spoken were soon
forgotten, but the impression remained. When Bro.
Dunnell and wife and Sister Nellie Guild visited Saba
3 years ago, she was led to Christ.
At 3 :30 word came that the mail sloop for -Saba
was starting and I must get on board. My bed, etc.,
was. already there, so I bade the dear ones goodbye,
and by 4 o'clock was well out of the harbor. It was
a pleasant sail along the island, past the old fortress
and Sandy Point harbor. We reached St. Eustasis
about 8 o'clock and the captain took the mails on
shore. I went down in the cabin and soon went to
sleep. Was awakened at midnight by the captain returning with mails and passengers for Saba.
It was pretty rough until we arrived off the shore
of Saba, where we lay tossing on the waves for two
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hours until daylight. Then some of us got into a rowboat, and it seemed as if we would be overturned, as
we rowed to the shore. As we got near they waited
for a wave which drove us on the beach. I jumped out
and ran up the bank before another wave came. All,
both men and women had to do the same or get wet.
Then, along with Capt. Simmons, I climbed up the
mountain to what is evidently the bottom of a crater
of an old volcano.
It is nearly a thousand feet from the beach, and a
great deal of it is up stone steps built in mason work.
It did not seem possible that a person could ride a
horse up and down these steps. As I got to the top
Sister Braithwaite met me and soon after Sister Larson and Sister Alice Fenty. At last my desire was
granted, and I was at Saba. I found the Mission home
to be a cozy, five-roomed house, much like our homes
in the United States. An abundance of flowers in
the garden, the sea in front, and mountains all around.
The houses in the village are mostly neat# red-roofed
houses. The poor blacks live on the side hills, in little
huts, thatched with grass.
We opened the Convention that evening and had
service also on Saturday evening. It was decided to
hold two services each clay of my stay on the island.
On Sabbath, May 29, after the morning service I had
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the church remain and explained the changes in tne
work. It was decided to observe \Yeclnesclay as a clay
of prayer and fasting for a revival of the work, and
that God would send the one He had chosen as missionary to the island.
At 3 :30 I got on a horse to ride up to St. John's
school house, where Sister Larson went every day.
Soon the pony \vas stepping, springing and jumping
up one stone after another. Sometimes on the brink
of the hill and then so close to the wall as to rub my
foot, until I was nearly over the brink. Soon I was
another 1000 feet in the air. It certainly is no ride
for timid people. A large Sunday school is held there,
mostly white children.
After the school I spoke on the words "Almost thou
persuadest me to be a Christian." Called attention to
what the scriptures teach about being a Christian.
One precious soul was forward. As the horse was
light and I am somewhat heavy ( 170 lbs) I decided
to walk down the steps instead of riding, and arrived
at the mission house at 6 o'clock. On Wednesday we
had a good attendance at our 5 o'clock morning prayer
meeting. At 11 o'clock several were forward, and at
night quite a number of believers sought the baptism
of the Holy Ghost.
On Friday afternoon Bro. Sammy Simmons, Sister
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Braithwaite and I went to "The Quarter." It is almost 2½ miles, but such miles I never saw. There
are over 680 steps, real stone steps, a foot high and
from a foot-and a- half to four feet in width. We
took turns in riding, but I didn't want to ride down
hill any, for some of the distance is down and up hill,
until we were over 1000 feet above the l'.Iission house.
The meetings are held in the house of a sister, whose
husband was killed nine months ago by rocks rolling
down on him from the side of the mountain as he
was at work. I spoke on Isaiah 53, and Sister Braithwaite exhorted and gave the invitation. Deep conviction was manifest, and we believe some of them will be
saved.
About 9 o'clock, with lanterns to light our way, we
started home. It was dangerous enough in the dark
for me when walking, yet Sister Braithwaite frequently rode with a lantern to guide the horse as it
jumped down from step to step. We got home safely
in an hour and an half, but well tired out. \Vhatever
missionary has charge here will have no easy work to
preach at these places. Besides these, there are two
other places on the island where they want the gospel.
The orily other services are held by the Roman Catholic
and Anglican priests, who do not believe in personal
salvation. The people have to be taught the first prin-
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ciples of the Gospel of Christ. Not half of them can
read and write. Nearly all the men go to sea for a
livelihood, and there is very little chance for cultivation of the soil.
All the meetings were well attended, especially at
night. On Sabbath, June S, we had the closing meetings of the Convention. At the 11 o'clock service I
spoke on the appearing of Christ to put away sin; the
appearing of Christ in heaven for us; and the appearing of· Christ the second time in the world. At 6
o'clock we had the Lord's Supper. At 7 o'clock both
indoors and out was a crowd, some having come from
beyond "The Quarter." The message was, "How shall
we escape if we neglect so great a salvation." Deep
conviction rested on the people, yet only one precious
soul sought the Lord.
On Monday morning, Bro. Sammy Simmons and his
daughter accompanied Sister Larson and me up to
her school. She had about 40 scholars. In the afternoon I visited Sister Braithwaite's school. She had
over SO scholars of different ages and it requires a
good deal of work to teach them. It was interesting
to hear the children recite their tables. The attention
and order in the school were good. Any one having
five hours a day teaching, five days in the week, would
find it difficult to get time to prepare for four nights
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services during the week, besides two services and
Sunday school on Sunday, and have the added responsibility of the Mission home. But she did this after
Bro. Moulton went to the United States.
At 5 o'clock I left the Mission home for the sloop
"Muriel." How glad I was to be enroute for home
again. We left Saba about 7 p. m. Tuesday and arrived at 5 next p. m. at St. Eustasis. This is another
Dutch island. I went on shore and walked around
its almost deserted streets. It is the most dilapidated
town I have seen in the West Indies. The views of
the Jewish synagogue, Dutch and Anglican churches,
give evidence of a once prosperous condition.
The only places of worship on the island are a Wesleyan chapel and a Roman Catholic. The streets look
like country roads, grown up with weeds, etc. The
old fort is occupied by the police, post office, and other
departments of the Government. ?\1any houses that
were once beautiful homes are in ruins, and the island,
like others, is fast being depopulated. I think the Gospel in its blessed fulness is the only hope for the poor,
neglected people.
I trust the word of God may sound out from ?aha
to these people and to St. Martins.
Our sloop left there at 10 o'clock and we tossed upon
the almost calm sea until 6 :15, when we reached Bas-
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seterre, St. Kitts. The Harbor ).faster very kindly
came off to admit our vessel at Bro. Dunnell's request,
or we would have had to remain all night on board.
He had announced I woultl preach at their meeting·
place at 7 :30. There was a good attendance and T
spoke from Colossians 1 :29.-''Christ in you ihe hope
of glory." There were a goocl many, conscious of
their need of the indwelling Presence ancl power of
Christ to sanctify \\·holly. and enable them to live a
self-sacrificing, holy, obedient life clay by day, who
came forward and afterwards testified to definite surrender, and believing acceptance of the promise of the
Father. Glory to God!
On vVednesday night we held an open-air meeting
in front of the hall, where I preached thirteen years
before. There was a large and attentive crowd as I
preached the Word of salvation from Romans 3 :22,23.
"There is no difference for all have sinned and come
short of the glory of God.'' Deep conviction was seen
on the faces of the people, but it means so much to
seek Christ in the face of a ridiculing crowd, that
many have not the courage to do so.
Thursday morning Bro. Dunnell took his Gospel
Wagon and two horses and drove us around the island.
We stopped at Sandy Point and saw the Mission room,
then went on to Dieppe Bay, where sisters Buckler and
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Purdy gave us a cordial welcome and we had dinner
with them. The Lord is blessing their labors, and
souls are being saved from sin and man made religions.
We very much enjoyed our visit with these faithful
workers in the Lord's vineyard. They had a fine
horse and buggy to go about the country and to Basseterre for supplies. There are some who seem to
think that when missionaries return home and testify
of what God hath wrought their only object is to raise
money. No, many times no, I would say. It is that
the faith of God's people may be enriched, that missionaries may be called of God, and an interest
aroused which will lead many to pray for the work
and workers, as well as that those who have the Lord's
money to invest may do so where it will bring blessed
returns in the salvation of sinners and the sanctification
of believers. Glory to God!
After dinner we returned from Dieppe Bay to Basseterre, going the remaining 14 miles of the circuit
around the island. In this climate, with the hills and
hot sun, it is not possible for one horse to draw a twoseat, top-covered, Gospel wagon 25 or 30 miles without the animal's soon giving out. A good sized horse
can take a top-buggy with one or two persons, but
frequent trips would soon tell on the horse. We did
not have services at night, as there fell a regular tropical rain that evening.
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In the afternoon the Carribce, of Quebec, -S. S. Co.,
arrived and I went on board at -1-o'clock. We arrived
at Christiansted, St. Croix, at 8 o'clock next morning,
and as soon as we got ashore I left on the mail van for
Frederiksted. Had been so long coming, that dear
Bro. Vanderherchen and most of the people thought I
had gone home. I found him quite ill with malarial
fever, hardly able to be about, yet holding meetings.
He had already made arrangements to leave with the
Carribee. I sent for Sister 11iller to come from St.
Thomas, and wrote Bro. Moulton to send ~ome one
to take charge of the work.
On Sabbath morning I spoke to the believers from
Malachi 3 :16, 18, giving an exposition of the prophecy,
showing the condition of Israel when this was true.
In the afternoon we held an open-air service on a
lot kindly loaned for the purpose. I trust the messages delivered there will result in conversions. In
the evening Bro. Van under the quickening power
of-the Spirit, led the after meeting. This he did each
evening I remained in St. Croix. The place was
crowded and many wen; on the gallery outside. The
song service greatly added to the interest as the voices
united with organ, cornet, violin, guitar and tambourines, to sing the beautiful songs of Zion. The
Lord has been greatly blessing Bro. Vail during the
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weeks he has been here. Sin has been uncovered and
confessions made, sinners and backsliders have sought
forgiveness, and believers have been sanctified under
the soul-searching truths presented.
When Bro. Gibson was compelled to give up the
Mission Hall on another Street, he took down the
partitions in the home, and put the drawing room
and two other rooms into one. This gave him a meeting room of about 28x36 feet, opening at two sides
on a gallery 6 to 9 feet wide. It is a fine, light, airy
room, with five windows on one side and eight doors
on the other two sides. The house faces the open
market square and the rooms, being on the second
floor, have plenty of fresh air. There still remains
a fair sized dining room, and large bed room, besides
three small bed rooms, a kitchen and wash room and
back gallery, all on the one floor, for which we pay
ten dollars per month, including stable and carriage
house.
There are about forty to fifty who are united in faith
and hope and love, and a good foundation is laid for
aggressive mission work on the island. The people
are most of them quite poor, and, like all the West
Indies, the island is not improving; yet out of this
deep poverty they have been giving $12.00 to $16.00
a month toward the expense of the work.
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On Thursday Bro. \Tan and I had to go to Christiansted and get our passport to leave the island. If
you only stay 24 hours you are still supposed to have
one, even to go to St. Thomas. It is $2.00 to the
United States, but as we were ministers the secretary
very kindly gave it to us free. The trip was too much
for Bro. Van, and he was so prostrated on Thursday
night he could not be at the closing service. I spoke
principally to believers, on the words "I press toward
the mark for the prize." Several were forward and
God greatly blessed us. On Friday, June 17, we bade
the vVest Indies farewell, after stopping a few hours
at St. Thomas for coal. To God the Father, Son
and Holy Ghost be all praise and glory for 8 months
among the Caribbean Islands in His service, and not
one good thing of all His promises have failed. I
enjoyed my trip on the Caribbeeand was not sea sick.

CH.-\PTER
EXPERIENCES

XVI.

OF T\\'O N.\TI\'E

WORKERS.

I was led to know the Lord as my Savior through
hearing about Divine Healing.
\Vhen about six years old I fell from a great
height and was picked up insensible. I remained in
that condition for nearly a day, the doctor despaired
of my recovery, but so great was the grief of my
mother (my father having died just six months before,) that every effort was made to restore me back
to her.
She was told that should I live to grow into
woman-hood I might lose my reason. From that
time I suffered terribly from _headache; and, like
that poor woman in Luke 8 :43, I spent much upon
physicians, but to no avail.
Sometimes so great was my suffering that it
seemed as though the doctor's predictions would
come true, and I would some day go mad. But
glory to God! there was work in His vineyard for
me to do, so He kept me by His almighty power.
One day a friend called to see me and said that
some :American missionaries were expected to ar(185)
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rive who believed in Faith healing and perhaps they
might be able to cure my headaches. How anxiously
I awaited their arrival and at last the day dawned
when I heard they had come.
The next evening quite early I was at the Hall, which
was densely packed. I managed to· force my way to
the front, next to the platform. Soon the preacher,
who was a woman came in. \Ve had never before
heard or seen such a thing as a woman preaching.
The very look on her face sent a thrill through me,
what an experience was this ! Soon she began to
speak. I never had heard such wonderful words
before. When the invitation was given I was quickly
at the altar on my knees and in tears, calling upon
God to save me, which He did.
I attended the meetings regularly and heard that
Jesus was not only a Saviour from sin but a Healer
of those who would trust Him; and I gladly accepted
Him as my Healer.
I was soon to be tested in this line. One evening
as I was getting ready to go out my head began to
ache fearfully. I cried out, 0 Jesus, heal me now!
Then a wonderful thing happened; for in less than
fifteen minutes the pain was all gone and I was re ..
joicing.
He then set me to work in winning souls for his
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kingdom. l\Iy folks were much opposed to this, as
they were strong Anglicans and felt it was wrong for
a woman to preach. But the Lord encouraged me
and blessed my labor of love.
Of course Satan did his part also. I remember
holding a meeting which was very discouraging.
I
pleaded with souls to get saved, but it was like beating against a stone wall. On my way home the devil
suggested to me that I should stop preaching. So I
told the Lord that if at my next meeting no one came
forward, I would conclude that he did not want me to
preach any more.
At my next service after giving the altar call I
waited with an anxious heart, for this was a time of
crisis to me. I prayed, but no one responded to my
invitation. At last I arose to close the meeting and
just as we began to sing, out from the seats rushed a
woman, crying and saying, "Pray for me, pray for
me." What a relief came over me. I shouted with
joy, the meeting took a new turn. God was faithful,
and Satan was defeated. May this experience be a
help to some weary, disheartened worker.
On another occasion in company with a sister I paid
a visit to Martins Bay, one of our country stations.
Before going we had been told about a dear old saint
who lived in that vicinity, and we were quite anxious
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to see her. One forenoon, while lying in our hammocks and enjoying the beautiful scenery before usfor Martins Bay is on the sea coast, and the meeting
house is built on a hill, and it gives a good view all
around, a view which preaches quite a sermon.
While enjoying nature's sermon, we heard a voice
at the door, and on looking around we saw a little old
black woman with a bright, intelligent face, on which
the love of God was shining. She was dressed in a
clean, white gown, caught up above her ankles with
a string tied around her hips, which showed her bare
feet. Her head was tied up with a white kerchief. As she advanced toward us smiling and waving her hands, it instantly came into our minds that
she was the dear old Sister about whom we had heard
so much, and our hearts went out to her.
She greeted us by saying, "I has heard about you, me
dear Sisters, and is now come to see you." We told
her that we had also heard of her and were glad to
see her.
After a few remarks, we asked her if she was really
saved and if she was quite sure of it. She said rolling her eyes around. "Why, Fadder, (Father) says
I is save, and Cripture (Scripture) prove it." She always finished her remarks by saying, "Cripture prove
it." We then asked her if she really believed that
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God would save a poor, black woman,
know o~e letter from another.

She

who did not
said,

"Sisters,

did you ever see the word slzal! in the Bible?

Well,

Fadder

Crip-

say if we believe we shall be saved.

ture prove it. \Vhen a man goin' to die he will make a
will, and leave his property for his children, but af tcr
that the Ia,,·yer come and take away everything.

Now

if that man had call his children before him die and
say you shall have tlzis, no lawyer could come then and
take it away. So my Fadder in heaven tell me I shall
be save, and nobody can't take it from me even if they
kin read ever so nice, for Cripture prove it."
She then referred us to several passages of God's
precious \Yord to prove her salvation. It was wonderful how familiar she was with the Word of God.
\Ve- then asked her how she came to know so much,
seeing she could not read. She replied, with such a
look on her face, '':W~y, Fadder teach me Himself by
His Spirit, an' I will tell you how."
"I was de wickedest old sinner, I would steal me
neighbor's

chickens, and goats, and when they hung

out the clothes to dry I would carry them away. At
night I would go into their ground and dig up the
yams, or potatoes, or anything they had. I was so
bad that everybody was '£raid of me.
"If I go to a shop and buy rum, after drinking it, I
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would hide the glass and steal it ; nobody would let
me come near them, so I had to live under a rock.
"Vvell, one night I steal into a meetin' and heard
<lat Jesus would save sinners, and I heard all 'bout meself; but I was '£raid, cause I was so wicked.
"The preacher said He would if I ask Him, and He
did, Sisters, He did. He said I shall, an' I was. Cripture prove it. Then after when I want to know what
was in the Bible, so I went to meetin' I didn't go there
to sleep, for I don't know how anybody can sleep
when there is readin' Fadder's Book. No I did not
go to meetin' to talk my bidness, (business) nor anybody else ; but I would listen.
"When I got home I would get on me poor old
knees and say, Fadder, you know I is ignorant; I
can~t read ; so please teach me all I hear tonight, and
den de Speret would take de words an' tell me what
dey mean.
"Sisters you ever see de word 'but.' We told her we
had never noticed or thought much about it. She
then said, "I went to meetin' last night and I heard
'em say, "But;" so I went home and could not sleep
So I got on my old knees and said, 'Fadder tell me
'bout 'but,' and He said. Child, don't you know that
but will butt you or any Christian into heaven or the
sinner into hell, 'cause when you ask the sinner to get
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saye they say they would, 'But;' anJ when they stand
before Jesus, but will butt 'em into outside darkness,
and the child of God will butt into life cvcrlastin' ".
\\'e really thought that a wonderful sermon on the
word "But.''
She told us about other ,vords, and we ,,-ere blest in
hearing and seeing the wonderful way our loving
Father had led and taught her. She then expressed
her great longing to see jasper walls and pearly
gates. "For den dis black chile will be like Him with
a robe and a crown.''
Since her conversion God has given her a little
home, and He supplies her needs daily. The neighbors all around testify that she is one of the greatest
blessings to them, through the hand of God.
She told us that Satan was a bitter enemy, but she
always "shut the door in his face and turn him over
to Fadder."
Truly, God is no respecter of persons, but in every
nation he that feareth Him and worketh righteousness
is accepted with Him."
Another beautiful experience that I should like to
mention is, that a few days before Christmas my Pastor handed me 20 shillings with the request that I divide it among twenty poor persons who had nothing
for their Christmas. I hastened to put this request into
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execution and those were glad moments in my life, as
I gave to different ones a shilling each and saw the
look of surprise and pleasure on their faces.
One of these dear ones said, "Surely God will multiply blessings on the giver of this shilling," and I
heartily said, "Amen."
Several of these shillings found their way into the
hands of the genteel poor, which to my mind is the
worst kind of poverty; for the other class can beg,
and we see their condition and our sympathy is aroused towards them. But the genteel poor, who are too
proud to beg, and are unable to obtain employment,
how much they suffer we can never know, for
although they may look neat and wear a smiling face,
yet very great are their privations.
Our pastor has done many kind acts before and
since this, but none can surpass it in the joy and relief it gave to many needy ones. For the widow and
the orphan rejoiced, and the desolate were made glad.
"It is more blessed to give than receive."
MARY

L.

HA WKESWOR'I'H.

Beloved in the Lord.-In answer to a special request
to give a short sketch of my life since I have been saved, I do it humbly, with the design that God may be
glorified, and the saving and keeping power of the
Lord Jesus Christ may be magnified.
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During the early part of 1893, God the Holy Ghost
divinely convicted me of my sins, and made me wretched and miserable. I sought rest and found none. My
sins seemed to grow blacker and the burden heavier
every day. Although a church member, I knew I was
a sinner doomed for hell, and seemingly there was no
help for me, as I had been taught to believe that I
could not be saved till I was about to die.
In May 1893, two missionaries arrived in Antigua
from Barbados, and began holding meetings. I was
urged to go and hear, but no,-miserable as I was, I
was too proud to listen to them. Nevertheless, after
being much persuaded I yielded and lo! to my astonishment the simple gospel story was told so plainly
that I could not fail to see that the thing I sought and
longed for was to be found by believing and accepting
that simple gospel of glad tidings.
It was not long before I found my rest at the foot of
the cross, and on June 21, 1893, the burden of my sins
rolled away and I heard the loving voice of my Savior, "Thy sins are forgiven thee, go in peace and
sin no more."
"Never shall I forget the strange, sweet peace and
joy that filled my soul, and I experienced indeed what
it meant to be "born again."
I was shortly afterward dismissed from my situation,
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and expelled from the church of which I was a member. The missionary in charge of the work invited me
over to share the home and become a fellow-laborer
with her. Feeling that it was God's plan I did so;
and on Nov. 5, I bade goodbye to all that earth held
dear to me and identified myself publicly with the lowly
and despised crowd.
In 1894 the Lord sanctified me and since then has
wonderfully led me. Bless His dear name! After two
years of labor in Antigua, He called me to Barbados.
I arrived there Dec. 28, 1895. After a short stay of
three months I was called further to labor in Bolivar,
South America. I went in March 1896, and opened
a school.
After spending two years, my health gave out under
climatic influences,and I was forced to returntoBarbados. After a short stay there and a threeweeks' visit
to my mother, I went to ~Jartinique, where I labored
for a year and some months. Finally I returned to
Barbados, waiting there, not knowing what the will
of the Lord was.
After eight months' stay the call came again from
South America for me to return, which I did in March
1900. I labored there again for two years, and after
a severe illness went to Barbados to recruit my health.
Remaining there for five months I again set out for
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my field of labor 1Iay 26, 1902, and after almost reaching my destination, tidings of the war reached our
ears, and the captain turned the steamer and landed
all passengers in Tri?idad.
\Vithout a home, a friend or money, I was cast on a
strange island, but He who gave the promise, "I will
instruct thee and teach thee in the way that thou
shalt go, I will guide thee with mine eye," made real
that promise in my life. During my stay there Bro.
1\Ioulton, who was a missionary in the Dutch Island of
Saba, wrote, asking if I would come there and open
a school. Having waited on the Lord to know His
will, and concluding that it was His mind that I should
go, I left Trinidad, after a stay of three and one-half
months, and turned my steps toward Saba, arriving
here Nov. 19, 1902.
I opened a school here January 5, 1903, with forty
children. It has steadily increased to fifty-eight, of
which much less than fifteen pay regular tuition,
while others pay irregularly or not at all. Well, praise
the dear Lord for the way He has blessed and led me,
supplying all my needs. Truly
"It is wonderful, very, very wonderful,
All his grace and love to me."
May God bless all the kind friends who have helped
to supply my need, especially since I have been in Saba.
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Truly, goodness and mercy has followed me all these
eleven years and with Paul I can say, "Blessed be the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who hath
blessed me with all spiritual blessing in heavenly places
m Christ."
"As I think of all, I marvel
Why in such patience He my good has sought
And bestowed His grace upon me,
And in my spirit such a change has wrought."
"So I cry with joy o'erflowing,
'Unto the Savior be eternal praise,'
Who redeemed me soul and body,
Filling with gladness all my earthly days."
;yours in the Master's vineyard,

F. A.

BRAI1'HWAI1'F:.

CHAPTER XVII.
ltXPERIENCE

OF A NATIVE COLPORTER.

While at work in a biscuit factory at Georgetown,
Dernerara, S. A., the spirit of God clearly called me
to missionary work. This so aroused me that I was ·
led to seek the Lord definitely for some evidence from
His precious word.
One day while seeking Him I opened my Bible and
these words caught my eyes, "Ask of me and I shall
give thee the heaven for thy inheritance, and the ut
termost part of the earth for thy possession." Psa. 2 :8.
This quieted my anxious heart and assurance took
root.
Still I could not think of giving up my secular work.
I was afraid to walk by faith as missionaries in the
Christian Mission do; having no salary, looking to
Lord alone for the supply of every need. But God who
knew my heart gently led me on from fear to faith.
I left home one morning as usual for the factory,
and found to my astonishment that the doors were
closed. On inquiring I was told that everything was
mortgaged. There I stood, brooding over this change
in my life, with no human arm on which to lean.
4

(197)
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Then I heard a voice which is still fresh in my memory,
saying, "Child, lean hard on me." I returned that day
to my home with a light and trustful heart.
That night after service the missionary in charge
told me that he had heard the factory had closed and
probably the Lord had some better work for me to do.
He then asked what I thought of going up the East
Coast with another brother to do the work of a Colporter. I told him that I was thinking about that line
of work; but I avoided telling him of the impression
the Lord had given me.
I had then to face the question of my train fare, so
without a shilling in my purse I entered the school of
faith"
One evening after the service a brother came to me
and asked that I go over to his office the next day. I
did so and received from him five shillings. This
surprised and astonished me but brought the assurance
that God would supply all my needs, if I walked by
faith. Then I started on my first missionary tour.
I reached Michoney about 12 a. m. and found the
brother who was to be my traveling companion with a
large trunk filled with Bibles, religious books, tracts,
etc. I was now among strangers but my trust was in
God. That night we held a meeting in the village ;
so stagnant are the swamps that thousands of mosqui-
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toes are bred there. They swarmed upon us, covering
our hands and faces. God bless His word. We opened
a Sunday school, gathered in a number of ragg·ed children, and taught them the story of the cross. After
spending a few weeks with these converts we decided
to leave our kind friend and a good room for a seat
on the mile stone by the way.
For many days we could not get a meal of cooked
food.
When stopping at some village to sell
them books or cards we would smell the odors of
food, and longed to taste a spoonful, but had to content ourselves with only the pleasant scent. The
words of Paul to Timothy, "Thou therefore endure
hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ" infused
such cheer and contentment in our hearts that we felt
like the Israelites who were led by the pillar of cloud
by day and the pillar of fire by night. Glory!
After walking weary miles we reached Fowle's
estate, whose manager was a brother in the Lord.
His kind wife set before us some nice food, and gave
us a room upstairs that they called the Prophet's
chamber.
We expected to have left the next day but the rain
which began to fall in the night continued all the day.
The shop was very far from the house, so they could
not buy any salt fish. ( God wanted to change our
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diet) and as this brother had nearly 100 fowls he had
to prepare a chicken for us. The rain fell incessantly,
so we had chicken for breakfast and also for dinner.
Hallelujah! The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not
want.
On Sunday night we preached the word to a wild
and mocking crowd, warning them of the judgments
of God that will come on all the earth.
Taking leave of this brother and his kind wife we
left for Hope-Town about 8 miles further.
At last, foot-sore and weary, we reached the longlooked-for town, not knowing where to rest our weary
bodies that night or where to find shelter from the
dew and cold. But Jesus, our unseen Friend, knew.
His precious word grew sweet to us, as we heard
Him saying, "Ye are of more value than m.any
sparrows." Hallelujah!
God used a Chinese woman to help us. As usual
we held meetings wherever night caught ;us, but
this time we had no torch. This woman generously
loaned us her lantern.
After singing, a vast crowd gathered and listened
to a sermon from the text :-"If any man be in Christ,
he is a new creature."
At the close of the service a man came forward
and offered to lodge us. He had a large, two-roomed
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house, but one room was rented. The furniture consisted of a wooden chair and two benches.
This kind man made his bed on the floor, and gave
us the benches to sleep on, which we endeavored
to do until the morning broke. The villagers, knowing
that strange preachers were in the town, looked anxiously for us to hold a meeting.
A large crowd gathered, and after securing a wide,
clean square, we preached the word to them. God
blessed us in the night service, for backsliders and
other sinners sought the Lord.
Leaving Hope-Town we walked nearly 10 miles
before reaching Blaermont's estate. Here we found
Sister- of New Amsterdam, Berbice, keeping house
for the manager. She generously entertained us,
and gave us a comfortable bed in a nice, large room,
and Sister-( an under servant) brought us some
tea and food. Praise the dear Lord ! If He clothe
the lilies, He will both clothe and feed us.
Leaving Blaermont we took the ferry boat and
crossed over to Berbice. We went up to the Mission
House, and were glad to spend a few days with the
Missionary there.
The hearts of the little flock were refreshed as we
told of the blessings of the Lord on us while traveling
on the coast.
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Crnssing over again in the ferry-boat we again
started for our 10 mile journey to Hope-Town.
It was indeed wonderful how the dear Lord preserved us ; with our large bags of books which we
carried, sometimes on our heads and sometimes on
our shoulders, or in our hands. Our shoes did
not wear out as fast as others, and our feet and ankles
were strengthened from on high.
We reached the town about 4 :30 p. m. While walking down the main street a man standing on the bridge
exclaimed, "If you preach in this town tonight, I'll
beat you badly." The man who had lodged us the
last time we were here, walked up to him and took
our part, thus fighting our battle for us.
After preaching the word, we left for Machica.
There God graciously opened a door for us, and we
slept out of the cold.
Having given a faithful testimony along the coast
and selling nearly $100.00 worth of Bibles, books,
etc., we thought the time had come for us to go home,
so we le.ft for Georgetown.
After telling the Home Church how good the Lord
had been to us, we decided to leave for the West
Coast. So again taking the ferry-boat we started
for our second missionary tour.
Our first stopping place was at Pourderoyn Village.
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After selling several books and cards there we walked
on until we reached DeAmstel, a village about 7 miles
from Pourderoyn. We knew no man here, but we
knew God.
A man to whom we sold some books directed us
to an open-hearted Salvationist, who gladly lodged
us and we were invited by the Captain to preach, which
we did. Taking leave of these kind people we started
for the next village, 9 miles away. Here we sold
some books and preached the Word to the crowd.
That night a middle-aged woman made our acquaintance and took us to her home, where we slept soundly
on a bed made of rice bags, feeling that the Master
was with us.
The next day we crossed over to the island of
Leguan. Reaching there about 9 a. m. we sold many
Bibles and other books, and preached from house to
house, eating our bread with singleness of heart.
That night we held an open-air meeting and God
was with us. No door was opened to shelter us from
the dew, so we appealed to the Sargent Major of the
district, who very kindly gave us a lodging in the
magistrate's office. We went through the cells and
looked at the hard floors, and thanked God that we
were free men. Oh, how we prized our freedom ; we
were in the cells but not as criminals. Hallelujah!
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On leaving Leguan we crossed over to the island
of Waknaam where we sold books and Bibles. Night
was creeping on, and we did not know where we would
sleep, but we remembered that a Sister had told us
to inquire for a certain brother who was noted for
entertaining strangers. So we found him.
He had a daughter who was ill. We prayed for her
that she might be healed and preached the Sinai Gospel to sinners, and the fire of Pentecost to believers.
Here my traveling companion Bro. Squires was taken
ill with malerial fever, so we were compelled to go
home.
After his recovery we again steamed away from
Georgetown to Suddie, Essequibo. After preaching
th-ere that night the rumsellers and drunkards were
very much stirred. An officer from the Reformatory
very kindly took us into his cottage and provided for
us. Praise the Lord !
We left there for Queenstown and were welcomed
by Bro--,
of the Plymouth Rrethren. We went
from there to Henrietta Village, about 7 miles further
on. Here as was our custom, we preached the Word.
A sister from the Plymouth Brethren was so glad to
hear the truths we preached, that she asked if we
had any clothes for the Laundry; she would have
them all laundered for us. ( She has since married
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my traveling companion and is now on the mission field
with him.)
We returned to that place and preached again, and
when this sister and another with her heard of their
privilege in the Lord to speak for Him in public they
gladly welcomed the truth.
When tidings of this reached the ears of th~ Brethren through their preaching they stirred up the husband$ in the village against us, but this only incited
the believers to search the Scriptures.
From here we returned home to Georgetown
and told how a mission could be started at Henrietta
:Village. So securing the services of two reliable sisters we returned there.
It was a strange sight for those people to see a
woman speaking or preaching in public. The other
sisters were led out into their liberty in Christ. This
led the Plymouth Brethren to put them out of their
gathering.
But God took them i_nto the Christian
Mission.
After parting •with my fellow-laborer and companion in Georgetown I was sent by the missionary to
labor at Essequibo, where I remained until called to
go on to Barbados.
Faithful is He that has promised, who will also
do it.

T. E.

ROACH.

CHAPTER XVIII.
VARIOUS

EXPERIENCES.

Many and varied are the experiences in the life of
a missionary. Of course all things work together for
good to those who love the Lord, especially the called
ones. We desire in this chapter to mention a few of
these "all things."
Thirty miles does not seem a long distance, when
one thinks of a train of cars, or an electric road. A
drive of four hours behind a good horse is not a very
tiresome journey.
But when we remember a trip we made in a small
sloop from Saba to Sandy Point, on the island of St.
Kitts, thirty miles seems a long distance, and the journey appears to be a large undertaking.
We were awakened about half past three on Monday
morning; after dressing and sending our luggage down
to the shore, we drank our tea, ( any warm drink in
the morning is called tea in the West Indies) and
started to walk down to the shore, where a vessel was
waiting to carry us to St. Kitts, some thirty miles distant.
It was about six o'clock when we went on board.
(207)
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We took nothing with us to eat as we expected to be
at our destination in six or eight hours. A light
breeze sprang up as the little sloop began to get under
way. The Captain, who sat at the helm, began to
whistle in a coaxing way, which we learned was to
call up a good breeze. But alas ! it did not come.
In the middle of the afternoon the breeze died out
completely, and we were in a dead calm. Having
eaten scarcely anything, the pangs of hunger began
to get hold of us, and a fellow passenger said : "Why
don't you eat something?"
"I have nothing to eat" was the reply.
"Well" said he, "I have a couple of slices of fried
bread, you had better try to eat that." And that comprised our breakfast, dinner and supper on Monday.
Tuesday morning as we awoke (we slept on the
floor of the cabin with an old sail for a mattress) we
looked over the sides of the vessel and found we were
just off "Statia," an island about fourteen miles from
Saba. We had been twenty-four hours going this distance.
Tuesday was a hard day, our diet was two crackers,
with a little jelly spread on them. In the evening of
the second day as we crawled out on the deck to see
how we were getting on, we found we had lost about
fourteen miles during the day.
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The hunger pangs were gnawing hard, and we were
wondering what we were going to do; when we remembered that as we were leaving some one had given
us a small parcel to carry to a friend. We also recalled the fact that something was said about potatoes
and onions being in the parcel. It was soon out of the
trunk and on being opened was found to contain eleven
Irish potatoes and a few onions.
\:\'e have set down to many a fine Christmas and
Thanksgiving dinner. But as the sun set that evening and we sat down on the deck of the cabin and ate
our plate of soup made of three potatoes and an onion
all mashed up in about half a pint of water, we could
not remember of any previous meal tasting so good.
\1/ell, the next day at noon, we got ashore at Sandy
Point and drove ten miles to Basseterre, our destination. The vessel did not get in until about eleven
o'clock on Wednesday night.
We had been about two days and a half coming a
distance of thirty miles. In this experience there was
the blessed lesson that "tribulation worketh patience."
We have spoken in a previous chapter in regard to
our experience at the Windward Side of the Island of
Saba, where for two weeks we preached every night
with apparently no results.
The people would not come into the room we had
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fitted up by placing boards across boxes and chairs,
but would gather around the outside of the house, yell
and howl like a pack of hungry wolves, shoot off their
revolvers, blow conch shells, beat upon tin pans, until
you could hardly hear your own voice.
We had an inward conviction we were doing His
will and that there would eventually be results. Often
after we had gone to our bed the thought would come
to us, "It is all in vain, you are wasting your time and
money." But through it all there was a Divine encouragement that kept us faithful.
In those days there was no hospitality, no one would
offer you even a bit of bread. Some houses it was impossible to enter. One home we did get into, but when
we said, "Let us pray" they said, "No, we don't care
to have you pray."
The devil would often laugh at us and say, "Fail•
ure," but a voice would whisper, "Be not weary in
well doing, for in due season ye shall reap if ye faint
not."
After an absence of some four years we returned for
a visit. After spending a few days in our old home
at the Bottom, one afternoon we mounted a pony and
started for a ride over the Saba hills ·to spend two
days at the Windward Side.
What a change three years had wrought. The gos-
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message had accomplished so much 111 those few
years. Folks came to their doors with a gbcl welcome. Some would say, "It does me good to look into
your face.H The missionary in charge took ns to the
meeting house, where we remained two- nig-hts. At
the first service the people came in, in a quiet, orderly
manner; no noise, no disturbance ; perfect quiet
reigned. A blessed spirit was on the service, and as
we gave the message, the people listened intently.
As we contrasted it with those early days and saw
the wonderful change, our hearts melted within us,
and we cried, "See what God hath wrought."
After the close of the service a sister brought in her
feather bed and some pillows and made us a comfortable bed on the benches. A brother and his wife unpacked a basket and set a lunch before us, and early
the next morning some sisters came and brought us
tea, bread, etc. Invitations came for breakfast, dinner and supper. As we thought of it all and meditated
on God and His mysterious ways of bringing thing~
to pass, our confidence was greater than ever.
It pays to stand true and not run away when thE
battle gets hot. He will surely give thee victory.
The willingiiess of the people on the Islands to deny
themselves and give to t!-1ecause of God is very touching. l\Iany cases have come under our personal observation.

pc:1
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One day a poor sister came to us and asked if there
were not something she could do to earn a few pen.nies. We gave her a basket of Bibles, books, mottoe~,
etc., and told her we would give her a percentage on
every dollars' worth she sold. She was gone a few
weeks and came back with her basket nearly empty.
As we reckoned up her total account we found her
percentage amounted to $1.00 which we gave her. She
took one-half of the amount and handed it to me, I
said, "What is this for?" She replied, "Use it to help
the work where most needed."
At another time when we were busy erecting some
new meeting houses, a very poor sister came to us
and said, "This is all I have." It was but four dollars. "I want you to use it to help in building the new
meeting houses."
While holding a convention in the city of Georgetown a woman came to the mission home one morning and inquired for Sister Taylor, the wife of the
Evangelist who was holding the convention. We were
at breakfast, and when Sister Taylor returned to the
table her eyes were filled with tears. Turning to us
she said, "These things break me all up. That poor
barefooted woman gave me these three eggs and said
she was sorry she could not do more, perhaps she could
later."
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'fhe next day we were on the steamer leaving the
city when the same woman came on board to say goodbye. It seemed she had earned a few pence that morning, and she placed in Sister Taylor's hand a piece of
brown paper, which, when unwrapped, was found to
contain one cent. She had done the more later.
A missionary went to a very poor island to hold some
meetings, they wanted to show their love and appreciation, but had no money to gi'-l'e. l\fany of them had
just reaped their crop of white beans, and the morning
he was leaving they brought to him ·calal:iashes filled
with these, until he had nearly a bushel, wiiich he carried to the missionary on the next island at which he
stopped.
In order to meet a need in the work, some 1700
self-denial envelopes were given out at the various
meeting houses on the Island of Barbados. Many and
varied were the experiences of those who denied themselves to give to this offering.
A number went without breakfast for a week, while
others chose to deny themselves oI their dinner and
give the money. Some wore their shoes without
stockings, as the price 0f the stockings went into the
envelopes.
A number denied themselves of tea, or bread, or of
~.r,or
eggs. Some had Q:\.vedfor weeks to buy a new
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dress, but the old one was patched up and worn for a
few months longer, while the savings for the new one
went into the offering.
It was a veritable self-denial offering, and many
suffered in order to give. At a meeting held after this
offering had been given many testified to the great
blessing which had come to them as they denied themselves of various things for Him who had denied Himself of so much for them.
\Ve were to make a trip to South America. The
morning we were leaving a knock was heard outside
the window. vVe found that a poor sister was the
early caller. She said, "I have come to wish you goodbye, and I pray God to bless you, and here is a little
to help you along." As we shook hands with her she
placed a penny in our hands. Not much? Yes, it was ;
for the self-denial back of it, and the love and prayers
with it meant worlds to us.
It was during one of our visits to Surinam, Dutch
Guiana, that the way opened for us to visit Bethesda,
on the Surinam river.
We left Parimaribo at seven-thirty in the morning
on a river steamer. A number of missionaries were
in the party, which also included some members of the
Parimaribo mission.
was a delightful ctay. There was no rain, and
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the sun seemed to be kept under a cloud, so that it
could not burn us. The vessel stopped at a number
of estates on the way up; at some places passengers
got on and off, at others only a letter was delivered or
received.
We would nave enjoyed our trip more if it had not
been for the presence of two Catholic priests, who puffed cigar smoke into our faces by the hour.
About eleven o'clock the two sisters spread a cloth
on a small table and fixed our lunch. Before asking
the blessing, the writer asked the priest to please
not smoke. He tossed away his cigar, but it seemed
a trial to him, and in a few minutes he came and
asked if we meant that he should not smoke while we
were eating our lunch, or just while we were praying.
How sad it seems that so many are held in the
chains of this created appetite. We reached our destination at about 12 :30. We had only one hour before
the steamer returned.
Perhaps someone is wondering what "Bethesda" is.
Well, it is a Christian, colony of lepers. A number of
acres which have been turned into a beautiful tropical
garden, with fine concrete walks shaded by almond
trees. Here and there are small two-room cottages
with verandas on each side, which serve as the
m,_miJS
of these lepers.
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A nice chapel is found in the centre of the grounds.
Pushing our way through a grove of trees a beautiful cottage of American build burst into view. It
was built in Buffalo, N. Y., taken apart and sent out
as a gift. A peculiar sensation crept over us and we
burst into tears as we read on the sign at the end of it,
BETHANY COTTAGE.
"and Jesus lodged there."
His presence seemed so real as we roamed along
the veranda and through the rooms, furnished in
American style.
Although affected with such a dread disease, the
inmates seemed happy. We thought how good God
was to give them such a beautiful and home-like place
to live out their days.
Selena, a member of the Paramaribo mission,
and who is afflicted with the disease, seemed so glad
to see us all.
Our hearts were touched by the devotion and love
of the three sisters from Holland, who had given their
lives to minister to these afflicted ones, preparing
their food, washing their clothes, bathing their sore
bodies and talking to them of Jesus.
As we tried to make them understand what a sacrifice we felt it was foi ~icm
f\: civetheir lives to
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this work, their faces lit up with a holy glow, and
they whispered the one word "Jesus,'' and we understood. Theirs is a love service to these poor unfortunates.
The colony is in charge of a Moravian brother from
Holland. \Ve gave a short address under the almond
trees, and the next day word came to us of what a
blessing and encouragement our visit had been to
them.
On our way back, we were much interested in the
Heathen worship of some East Indians. They had
brought their large paper temple to the river
side, taken their God from it, and three of them were
very busy burying the god at the water's edge. We
watched them as they stood with bowed heads in a
driving rain. What devotion we thought, Oh! that
it might be given to the true God. We arrived back
at Paramaribo at 5 :30; tired, yes ; but feeling we had
been able to accomplish something for Him whom
we love.

CHAPTER
FIRST Il\IPRESSIONS

XIX.

AND A:\10'.\'"G THE RUSH

NECROJtS.

Perhaps no one studies people, places and customs
as an evangelist does, and his first impressions are
generally correct.
Evangelist James 1\1. Taylor and wife, of Knoxville, Tenn., U. S. A., visited our field in 1907. One
day we asked him to \vrite out for our paper what
were his first impressions.
The following was published in the February number of the Christian l\Iission Herald:-

?-.Iy

FIRST

IMPRESSIONS.

James M. Taylor.
The first thing that impressed me with the people
of the West Indies, was their kind-hearted way of
receiving a stranger. This I find true of the sinner,
but peculiarly so of the Christian Mission Family.
In fact, I have felt very much at home, and quite one
of the family, as I hail from the "South," a part of
the United States, where the people are noted for
their warm heartedness. ; I find they want to shake
hands when we meet, and again when we separate;
some may not like this, but it just suits me.
(219)
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The kindness of the "Mission Family" here goes
further than the hand shake. I have been presented
with dozens of eggs at the services, and others have
brought to my room other eatables. To use a Southern expression, I feel like they are "my kin folks."
I like the West Indian's love and kindness, especially
as seen in Barbadoes.
Another thing which has impressed me, has been
the clean dress of these poor people. Wife and I
have remarked when on the street and at church
about the dresses of the women, and suits of the men,
so clean they would put many wealthy people to
shame. The spirit of gratitude manifested has not
failed to make an impression on my mind also. If
you give them a tract it seems to be appreciated, if
you smile kindly when something is done for you, the
smile is appreciated.
Such people for Bible study I never saw as these
Christian Mission folk. ·when I announce my text
I can hardly hear myself for the turning of leaves
in the Bibles, and nearly everybody hunts the text.
I never saw it in this wise in the States. I asked one
day for all who had found the text to hold up their
Bibles, when lo, 500 to 800 Bibles went up in the air.·
I quoted a passage of Scripture and gave the chapj.Jtted down on my notes,
ter and verse, :J~

r b.::a
:t
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and just as I had preached it in the States and Canada,
but my! I had to blush and turn to my Bible, for the
scores of people cried out, "not correct sir.'' Turning
I found I had given the wrong chapter. I was not
picked up in the States or Canada, but the mistake
wouldn't go with these Christian l\Iission boys and
girls, who work for $1.+4 to $3.00 a month. They
know their Bible. The above were a few items of my

first impression.
My second impression was that these are the easiest
people to love I ever saw. If I find them the same
in South America and the other islands that I visit
here, I am sure it will be hard to leave them.
During Bro. Taylor's visit to the field the way was
opened for a trip up among the Bush Negroes of Dutch
.Guiana. The following report of that trip appeared
in the April number of the Herald.
THE BUSH NEGRO.
A '!'RIP TO THE INTERIOR OF' SOUTH AMERICA.
JAMES

M. TAYLOR.

The "Bush Negro" is a part of the human family
practically unknown in the world, yet they are 15,000
or--20,000-strong. Their history dates back as early as
1663,when the first migration was made to the woods.
In that year while the slave trade was being carried
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on in Dutch Guiana, and slaves from the wilds of
Africa were being brought here, the Portuguese Jews
of the Surinam valley, when the tax gatherers came
around, sent their negro slaves into the woods to
avoid paying tax for them, expecting that after the
departure of the revenue agents the negroes would
return. But they did not. They remained in the
forest, established themselves there, and received constant accessions to their numbers from the runaway
slaves of the settlements and the neighboring islands.
After the emancipation act of 1863, they received
large accessions from the negro population of Barbadoes.
They have had many conflicts with the government
of the colony during their history, in the assertion of
their freedom and independence: and have always
maintained both. As fast as the soldiers went into
the "bush" they were killed. They have had independent republics, and have generally held themselves
to be independent of the colonial laws. They are,
however, a peaceable people. Each "camp" has a
captain, certain districts have a chief captain, and the
whole of them have a governor. They have laws of
•
their own, try their own cases, etc.
You ask, "What is the bush?" Well, it is what we
in the U. S. would call the forest, or really a wilder-
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ness. The growth is so dense you can get through
only as you cut your way-I tried it. After meeting·
some of the Bush Negroes who had come down the
Surinam River in their canoes, I became much interested in them, and felt something ought to be done.
So we planned a trip up the river. Bro. DaCosta, a
man who has shown himself a real friend to us, engaged a cook, a colored man who had been back in
this country, and they, with Bro. Jamieson, my colaborer, and the writer boarded a steam launch which
ran up the river as far as navigable to a little settlement called Buschland. Here we engaged two Bush
Negroes to take us farther in their canoe. The only
mode of travel is by water, as there are no roads, but
rivers abound and are connected by remarkable cross
channels, which form the highways.
One day in the canoe, which had been dug out of a
log and was 3 and one-half feet wide and 35 feet long,
they brought us to "Coffee Camp," where we spent
the night. We had brought hammocks with us, to
serve as beds, and close mosquito netting, in which to
swing them for protection from the vampire bat.
This nocturnal pest abound sin the bush, and steals
upon his prey so silently that it is only the next morning when you awake languid, devitalized and scarcely
able to move about, that you realize you have been
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his victim. Their mode of attack is to app1y one of
their long teeth to the nose and then fly round and
round on that center till the tooth, acting as an auger,
bores a hole, the wings of the bat in the meantime
fanning the sleeper into deeper slumber.
The travel up here is hard. We have falls to go
over, and many rapids, when our oarsmen have to
get out and pull the boat. We see great droves of
parrots, hear the monkeys, see crocodiles, and are
continually watching the trees and vines we pass
under for boa constrictors. After a few days we are
in the wilds of South America.
The Bush Negro camps consist of from 100 to 200
people. They live in huts built of palm leaves; no
floor, no furniture, not even beds. The women wear
a piece of cloth from the waist to the knees, the men
wear a clout. When they want to dress up they
throw a piece of cloth around their shoulders. We
found two camps where the Moravians have schools
and hold services.
In these camps they have given up their idols and
say they are Christians, but in one of them, there are
only three couples married, although they are all
coupled off and living together. In the other camp
I was told that twenty couples had been married by
the church, but no marriage is legal here unless per-
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formed by the government. In all other camps we
found heathen worship, which discloses various traces
of their former external contact with Christianity,
though polytheistic African superstitions form the
ground work. Their bodies and faces are cut and
disfigured, and around neck and arms, waist and legs,
gods are strung. Their food consists largely of a baked
casava cake, a root of the potato character. They also
cook rice and nuts and an occasional pot of monkey
soup.
Their eagerness for Christ was the most pathetic
of all. We asked one of the captains to sell us a
beautiful stool made by the natives. He called his first
man and they went out to hold "court," sprinkled
obeah water on themselves, and returned to ask my
interpreter if I prayed for "just anybody." He told
them I did; then the old white-haired captain said he
would give me the stool, and wanted me to pray for
him and his camp. I arose and extended my. hand,
when he fell on my neck, his arms around me, and
with a broken heart and streaming eyes he laid his
head on my shoulder, while I prayed our God to have
mercy on him and save him.
The next day we were moving on up the river, and
as we were going over some fearful rapids we saw a
naked old man pulling his canoe in our direction. He
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soon reached us and we found it was the heathen
captain who had asked me to pray for him. He told
me he had no present, but he wanted to come and see
me again, and then commanded the boatman to carry
me safely up the river.
We fell in with one fellow, whose body was strung
full of gods, and traveled more or less with him for
two days. I talked to him about Jesus Christ. We
tarried at a camp and visited others for a day and
he left us, .but as we proceeded on our journey passing
his camp he came down to the river and begged me to
stop on my return and preach to them. The school
master at Gansee told us of three heathen from another
camp who came and begged for some one to preach
to them, saying they wanted to be Christians.
We left our canoe, pressed our way through the
bush, following an old trail until we found a swollen
stream. Here we climbed on the backs of our boatmen, who carried us over to a camp where we found
them in mourning; they had just buried a woman
who had been dead for nine days. Their reason for
keeping dead bodies in this hot tropical climate for
•
nine to fifteen days. I would not care to put on paper,
but it is for religious, idolatrous purposes. As I
looked into their forlorn faces, and talked to them
through my interpreter, I told them that my father
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had died last June, but that my God, who ,vas in my
heart, and not around my neck, com fortecl me. I
can never forget those eager eyes.
One morning we picked up a piece of moldy bread,
eight days old. We cut off the crust and tried to eat
the rest of it but the captain's son, a man 40 ye::irs
of age, picked up every crumb and ate it with evident
relish, saying it was good.
We have been praying almost day and night for
God to help us put a full salvation missionary among
these people. \Ve now have a godly and wise-hearted
white man, a missionary from the U. S., who is ready
for the field, and says God has put the work on his
heart. He is to labor among the Bush Negroes, and
his wife and child are to remain in the city of Paramaribo for the present, where she will also do missionary work, until he can arrange for their living
in the bush. God has not failed me, but we have been
able to arrange for their living expenses here in the
city, and I have promised that lovers of the work in
the U. S. will pay their transportation to this point,
which will be about $150.00, and clothe them. We
have never seen so needy, ripe, and opportune a field
as this one. The trip cost us between $49.00 and
$50.00, but my friend Bro. DaCosta footed all the
bills. God bless him.
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This is a Dutch-speaking city, but God is honoring
every service with many souls. We know that our
friends of the Christian Mission are holding us up
in prayer.

The End.
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